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ONCE again, Midwest demonstrates its leader ship by offering the world's most powerful
\LL -WAVE 16-Tube, 5 -Band Radio. A startling achievement, it makes the whole world your
playground. Powerful Triple -Twin tubes (two
tubes in one!) give 18 -tube results! It is a master
achievement, a highly perfected, precisely built,
radio-musical instrument that will thrill you with
its marvelous super performance .
glorious
crystal -clear "concert' realism
and magnificent foreign reception. Before you buy, write for
the FREE 40 -page 1937 catalog. Never before so
much radio for so little nunuv. \\'hp pay nu ,re?

Electrik - Saver Reduces
WattageConsuneption SO
The magical exclusive Eire
tnk -Saver enables Midwest
radios to operate on low line
low as SO volts!
voltage
and explains why they
consume no more current
than ordinary 7 -tube sets.
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every penny's worth of current
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This Super DeLuxe Midwest is so powerful,
so amazingly selective, so delicately sensitive
that it brings in distant foreign stations with
full loud speaker volume on channels adScores of
jacent to powerful locals.
marvelous Midwest features, many of
them exclusive, make it easy to parade
the nations of the world before you. You
can switch instantly from American
programs
Canadian, police,
teur,
mercial, airplane and ship
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to the finest nod most
fascinating foreign programs.
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No mieldlelnco's profits to pay! Bud log direct
from the Midwest factory makes your radio
dollar go twice as far. See for yourself that
Midwest offers you greater radio value
enables you to buy the more economical
factory -to -you way that thousands of radio
purchasers have preferred since 1 9 2 0.
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You can order your Midwest 1937 radio from the new
40-page catalog with as much certainty of satisfaction
you were to conte yourseff, to our great factory.
as
(lt pictures the beautiful 1957 Radios... sn their actual
colorsb Yuu save 30' to SO' -you get 30 days free
trial -and you pay as little as 10e a day.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.
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MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
Special offer
Dept. B -14, Cincinnati, Ohio
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OPPORTUNITIES
are many .0e*fail'14

for the Radio
Trained Man

negaret,

Don't be an untrained man. Let me show you how to get your start
in Radio-the fastest growing, livest money- making game on earth.

Jobs Leading to Salaries of $35 a Week and Up

Prepare for jobs as Designer, Inspector and Tester -as Radio Salesman and in
Service and Installation Work -or for work in a Broadcasting Station -as Wireless
Operator on a S.-tip or Airplane, or in Talking Picture or Sound Work -HUNDREDS OF OPPOrTUNITIES for a real future in Radio!

Ten Weeks of Shop Training
Pay Your Tuition After Graduation

We don't teach by book study. We train you on a great outlay of Radio, Television and Sound
equipment-on scores of modern Radio Receivers, huge Broadcasting equipment, Television apparatus, Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment, Code Practice equipment, etc.
You don't need advanced education or previous experience. We give you -RIGHT HERE IN
THE COYNE SHOPS -the actual practice and experience you'll need for your start in this great
field. And because we cut out all useless theory and only give that which is necessary you get a
practical training in 10 weeks.

and
TELEVISION
TALKING
PICTURES
And Television already
there'll be a demand for THOUSANDS of TELEVISION
is
here! Soon
EXPERTS! The man who learns Television now can have a great future in this great new
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE
and learn Television as it should be learned on Television equipment. Talking Picture and
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new
Radio field just beginning to grow! Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn
Radio Sound Work at COYNE on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.

PAY FOR YOUR TRAINING
After You Graduate

I am making an offer that no outer school has dared
to do. I mean exactly what I say. You can get a complete training by the world's oldest and largest Prac-

tical Radio School and I'll fmance your Tuition. You won't have to
start paying me back in small, monthly payments until 2 months
after your required training period is over. I consider the fellow who
is ambitious enough to want to get ahead by taking my Training,
worthy of my help. MAIL THE COUPON BELOW, and you can
prove to me that you are willing to spend just TEN WEEKS in
the Coyne Training Shops Learning RADIO. Then, I'll tell you
how I finance your Tuition -give you your complete Training
and let you pay me back later.
I've got enough confidence in ambitious fellows and in my methods to give them the training they need and let them pay me
back after they have completed their training.

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
AIR CONDITIONING

To assure your thorough preparation for a prosperous future, I indude-at no extra cost -a course in Electric Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning, taught you by personal instruction and actual work
on latest -type equipment.

ALL PRACTICAL WORK
At COYNE in Chicago

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build radio sets, install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcasting
equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets and actually

transmit your own Television programs over our Television equip.
Please

mention SHORT

WAVE

ment. You work on real Talking Picture machines and Sound
equipment. You learn Wireless Operating on Actual Code Practice
apparatus. We don't waste time on useless theory. We give you
the practical training you'll need -in 10 short, pleasant weeks.

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING
You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don't let lack of
money stop you -my plan makes it possible to get Coyne training
with very little money. Many of our students make all or a good
part of their living expenses while going to school and if you should
need this help just write to me. Coyne is 36 years old. Coyne
Training is tested proved beyond all doubt. You can find out
everything absolutely free. Just mail coupon for my big free book!
Founded 1899
H. C. Lewis, Pres.
RADIO DIVISION

-

Coyne Electrical School

500 S. Paulina St., Dept. C6 -2K, Chicago, Ill.
Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts
H. C. LEWIS,

President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. Ce -2K, Chicago, HI.

Dear Mr. Lewis: -Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and all
details of your Special Offer, including Electric Refrigeration, Air
Conditioning courses and your "Pay After Graduation" offer.

Name
Address

j City
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OUR COVER
The illustration on the cover this month shows the
newest short -wave invention -the "Radio Bomb," which
enables prospectors to determine what kind of mineral
deposits are imbedded in the soil being surveyed. The
instrument is illustrated and described on Page 200.
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Television On Short Waves
An Editorial by Hugo Gernsback
WHILE television is still in the experimental stage and
while it will be quite a while before it becomes actually
available to the public at large, the indications are today
that when we finally do have television, short wares will be
used as a transmitting medium. At least, present indications point that way, for a number of technical reasons, and
unless a totally unprecedented invention is made in the
meanwhile, we are reasonably sure that television transmission will take place on wave lengths between five and ten
meters.
The question is frequently asked by our readers just how
the television impulses as well as the sound impulses will
be transmitted. There is little doubt today that we will have
to do with a simultaneous transmission, where sight and
sound are both transmitted on the identical wave at the
same instant. The original experiments, taking place some
years ago, were all made on dual waves; that is, the television impulses were broadcast on one wave length, sound
on another wave length. This meant that two channels
had to be used, which not only made for cumbersome
technical arrangement, but entirely too much space was
taken up in the wave band, which alone tended to make television impractical. The use of a single frequency, whereby double modulation-sound as well as sight can be broadcast, offers no serious technical difficulties today. As a
matter of fact, the pioneer work was done years ago by the
Columbia Broadcasting System from their New York
studios, and simultaneous broadcasting of sight and sound
was even then an accomplished fact.
The transmission problem of television itself today may
be said to be fairly well solved. It is, however, in the receiving end where the difficulty of television lies today. So
far nothing worth while has been produced in television receivers that would make television immediately attractive
to the public.
We still have to overcome many difficulties, chiefly among
which are that the final word in television has not been
spoken. We still have to contend with cumbersome, mechanical scanners, or cathode ray scanning apparatus. Both
of these may be said to be impractical from the public standpoint, due to their exceedingly high cost. As long as television receivers sell anywhere from two hundred dollars upwards, television has not arrived, as far as the public is concerned! Nor are broadcasters likely to spend fortunes in
erecting huge television broadcast stations and transmit
enormously expensive television programs, if there are only
a few scattered television receivers in the country.
Radio broadcasting is what it is today, simply because
there are over twenty million radio receivers in the country
today, not to speak of several million car radios! This huge
number of radio sets in the homes of the public was made
possible only due to a popular- priced receiver. It may be
said, therefore, that if television receivers can be made and
sold for about twenty-fire dollars or thereabouts, then tek

vision will have arrived, granting that other problems which
have not as yet been solved, have been overcome.
I believe that the short -wave experimenter is in a particularly fortunate position, as far as television is concerned,
because short waves as already mentioned are the instrumentality through which television finally will be broadcast.
The short-wave experimenter and amateur, has the necessary technical knowledge of short waves; he knows its requirements; he knows its vagaries, and he is, as a rule, well
versed in all short-wave intricacies. The short-wave experimenter and amateur, therefore, will be the logical man
to help perfect television.
Years ago, before the broadcast radio boom, the radio experimenters and amateurs were in a like position. Most of
the serious- minded boys of that day now hold various important positions in the radio industry. This was a logical
evolution, and I am certain that history will repeat itself
when television finally "breaks."
Of course, the great handicap at the present time is that
there is not much to experiment with today. Cathode ray
tubes are expensive, and mechanical scanners are not very
popular. It therefore resolves itself down to the point
where the serious and studious experimenter will have to be
completely "on his own "; and perhaps this is just as well,
because only in this manner will television finally be solved.
If a thousand, bright short-wave experimenters and amateurs were to say to themselves that for one year they would
become "television minded," and spend most of their time
in experimenting along new paths, leaving the beaten track,
I am sure that at the end of one year remarkable results
would be achieved. After all, someone has to do the job,
and it is not impossible that the solution will be made by
some experimenter -perhaps you who are reading this.
Remember, all the great radio minds of the world were
experimenters at one time. Marconi, De Forest, Fessenden,
and a host of others started just as you have started, namely, by experimenting and by trying to overcome obstacles
that others could not overcome. It should never be forgotten that the short -wave experimenter has the education,
the knowledge, and the experience to pioneer in television.
And it is not always the exclusive and well- equipped laboratory that produces the best results. Take, for instance,the
noted television researcher, Baird of London. Single- handed
and without a high- priced laboratory to fall back upon, he
tackled the problem in the face of fearful odds, and in spite
of these, he obtained results and achieved a remarkable success in the early days of television, without having to spend
fortunes. He merely believed in himself, and he was a good
experimenter to boot!
Television offers tremendous opportunities simply because
it is new and because, as yet, it has not been really exploited.
And it is usually those that start in at the ground floor who
reap the results.
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Short Waves In
The Camera's Eye
Left-M.1% ultra short -sacs
chine for treating arthritis
rheumatism; shown in use at
Philadelphia County Medical
ciety's Post- Graduate Institute.
apparatus is being demonstrated
treatment of the knee.

Above -New British Army radio equipment car known as the "Baby Car -Radio
Station." A number of these short -wave
mobile stations have been added to the
British Army recently; they have quickly collapsible antenna masts.

maand

the
So-

The

for

lieluw -.1n s- oit ing "Ilan" radio
incident from the line motion picture-"The Country Doctor." "Ham"
radio comes to the rescue of the
Country Doctor when he is badly in
need of serum, and thanks to the
"Ham," the serum is sent by airplane just in the nick of time.

Above -at right -two of Hollywood's charming
young stars. Jean Chadburn and Eleanor Steward.
who are demonstrating the latest idea for fishermen
-set and fishing outfit," which
-a "combinationhackradio
in a light leather case. There
straps on the
are compartments for the fish -hooks and other fishing paraihernalia.

The latest television phone fine recently opened between
Berlin and Leipzig. Germany. a distance of about 125 miles.
The photos directly above show the excellent television reproduetion obtained over this 125 mile circuit. The telephone
subscriber sits in front of a special image pick -up equipment.
(Berlin booth at left), the suhiect being illuminated by invis ble Infra -red rays. The photo -electric cell used to pick
up the reflected rays is sensitive to these infra red rays.
Th. fluctuating currents corresponding to the variations in
the rays reflected onto the photocell, are caused to actuate
a cathode -ray tube at the receiver.
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AUXILIARY ANTENNA OF THE
DIRECTION FINDER

This illustration shows the location of the two loop
aerials just ahead of
the control gondola
and also the auxiliary
antennas for the "direction finder" and
Fig.

2.

"blind

the
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r., -.

RADIO STATION DIRECTLY
ABOVE CONTROL GONDOLA
BUT CENTERED IN HUGE
BULK OF THE

..-_,__

AIRSHIP

LOOP OF THE
BLIND LANDING

-

landing"

receivers.

AUXILIARY ANTENNA OF THE
BLIND LANDING RECEIVER.

EQUIPMENT

LOOP ANTENNA OF THE

DIRECTION

FINDER

Short Waves Directed
To

HINDENBURG

.In

e

elu.. ire interview with the rad To op, rotor.+ of the

America

"IIINDENBU'RG;' for Short Wane Craft

By W. E. Schrage
the
Short waves played a very important part in guiding the huge
airship "Hindenburg" across the Atlantic. The airship was in
constant touch with land as well as ship stations. A specially
devised short-wave "blind landing" indicator was installed, as
explained in detail in the accompanying article.

of

importance
short - wave

communi-

Fig. t. Short -wave Weather and Position
reports, together with the radio "direction
finder" hearings, helped to guide the airship, "Hindenburg" to the United States.

cation links in
airship traffic,
let's go back a 1900, Germany has built 129 Zeppelins,
little in airship and approximately 120 of them have
history (as fat' been equipped with radio stations!
RooTATONARRIENONARIRRPNANWHINAIWNHAROWORRARToo
as the application of radio
First Zeppelin Transmitter
WHEN in the early part of May the equipment is concerned). Since the
The
first Zepp -radio- station had only
new German airship Him/en/Hwy first Zeppelin (L.Z. 1) started on
(the L.Z. 129) crossed the Atlantic, mil- an experimental flight, July 2nd, a small 50 watt transmitter which was
installed into a box about 4 x 4 x 5
feet in size. Everything except the
.IDICAIIN, INSTRUMENT SHOWS
ANTENNA
RECEIVER
ANrÉNNAV
P15
BOARR OF TRIANGLE
antenna reeling device was enclosed in
BLIND
FINDERCTIDN
CENTER .IRAN'Mi'TERS AHEAD
VD
DEMOTE
LANDING
air -tight containers, because of the
Nr,
CONTROL
RECEIVER
RECEIVER
DIRECTION
'NOICATOR SHOWS. SNIP
NQ 2
N.
danger of explosion presented by the
NDER
LACTLT BETWEEN
AND STARBOARO- TRAN:
spark -gap generator of the transmitter.
MITTERS AHEAD
This transmitter operated on a wavee
I
II
IUICTING INSTRUMENT
length of about 6,000 meters, which was
.ROWS SNIP APPROACHES
fìr
e,1
0.E `TACT CENTER DE THE
considered at that time as the best
ANGLE. CAPTAIN WAITS
e
wavelength for airships.
SIGN
GN 'CENTER
BENE AIN'
INDICATINI,
The experience with this antique
I545T RUMEN
Zepp -radio equipment led to the design
CAT*TRANSof tube type transmitters, which operERN1 ¢-- ryLESa.
ated on a "shorter" wavelength of
FUND
M IT TER yo
INTOR S NP I L
pTING
2MILES.I;+ 2MILES
about 3,000 meters.
Following the
NEU
STALLED IN
ECHANISM (II
KATION ROOM AND
I
trend
of radio development, the waveNE R STEERING WHEEL
ANDNG
CONVERTER
CpSHORT WAVE
TRANSMITTER - \'S
CREW
FOR
length became shorter and shorter, and
FILAMENT
NP 3
LOOP ANT
LOOP ANTENNA
CRENT
the longwave transmitter of 200 watts
UR
VTA
Me RC rION
BLINOLANDING
RVERS
ECEI
WOE 25
output in the Hindenburg's radio
equipment goes down in its wave range
Fig. 1. How the "blind- landing" receivers and the "direction finder" receiver are
from 2,700 to 575 meters.
operated in a bridge -type circuit, so that the "balanced" outputs of the 3 receivers
The growing importance of short
enable the radio operator to obtain his exact location even in a fog. Fig. 3. Shows
waves for air -ship communication was
successive positions of the airship when it is brought into a landing with the aid
learned when the author (through the
of 3 ground transmitters; special instrument tells the pilot when the ship is directly
over the triangle formed by the three ground units.
courtesy of the (Continued on page 232)
lions of American radio listeners wit nessed via radio waves the majestic
flight of this new giant of the air. However, only a few of them knew about
the important role short waves played
in this unique example of modern
broadcast entertainment; and but few
people possibly were aware of the fact
that the splendid execution of this initial flight -which meant the beginning
of a regular passenger and airmail
service between America and Europe,
was due in a great measure to the
short -wave links applied during this
historical flight.
There are few examples in modern
radio development which demonstrate
the importance of short -wave links in
such a striking manner as the first
flight of the L.Z. 129 to America; and
it is not exaggeration to state that
without the application of the shortwave- channels provided this flight
would probably not have been as sucSteering wheel of the Zeppelin with "blind landing" indicator, which helps to land
cessful as it vas.
the airship in case the airport is covered by fog. Loop antenna in front belongs to
To promote a better understanding of "blind landing" indicator; one near gondola is for "direction finder."
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Strange things begin to happen in radio
transmission lines, when we start experimenting with frequencies as high as 2,000
megacycles,.as Mr. Southworth points out.
Experiments disclosed the startling fact
that when a concentric conductor was used
with these ultra -high frequencies, not only
the inner but the outer metal tube could
be removed and transmission carried on
along a rod of insulating material! The
open end of a wave-guide may even be
made fo radiate power, similar to sound
waves issuing from a pipe, by expanding
the end of the guide into a cone shape,
thus producing an "electrical horn!"
A. I'. King at the sending end of the experimental wave-guide at Holmdel. N. J.

Electric Wave Guides
IN the early days of electrical communication, it seemed axiomatic
that there must be a completed circuit
to permit the flow of electric current
or power. A return path, either in
the form of another wire or the earth,
was apparently essential. With the
advent of radio this seemingly fundamental law was broken, because for
radio transmission no return path in
any ordinary sense is required. Radio,
however, was very evidently a distinctly different type of transmission. The
radio waves simply traveled in all directions through space as does light or

By G. C. Southworth,
Radio Research Dept., Bell Telephone
Laboratories

conductor, such as is used for feeding
a radio antenna, the outer tube forms
one side of the circuit and the central

radiant heat.

Researches in Bell Telephone Laboratories have disclosed a new form of
transmission for high frequencies. It
is unlike radio because the waves are
not broadcast through space, but follow a physical guide comparable to a
wire. No return path, however, is required of the kind that is commonly
assumed in the usual case of transmission.
With an ordinary concentric

l'I,'tlns OWrSY (tell T.rIrpl,n,,

A. E. Bowen at the receiving end

transmission line.

A

striking view of the experimental

wave- guides at the Holmdel Laboratory.

conductor the other. If, however, instead of operating such a structure at
a frequency of about a million cycles,
G. C. Southworth holding one of the approximately the average frequency
resonant chambers used for tests of wave - for broadcasting, a frequency of two guide transmission. Behind him are the thousand million cycles were employed,
two transmission lines.
it would be found that the central con-

I

of the

ductor could then be completely withdrawn and still the structures would
be able to transmit power. It would
be necessary, of course, to provide a
suitable means for launching the waves,
and the form of transmission would
be radically different.
In this example the pipe would have
had to be at least 41,1; inches in diameter, but if the pipe had been filled
with an insulating material having a
dielectric constant of 4, a 214 -inch
pipe could have been used, while if the
dielectric constant had been 9, a 1'sinch pipe could have been used. As a
matter of fact, the outer pipe itself
may also be done away with, and the
transmission will take place along a
wire or rod of insulating material,
and the attenuation will be least when
the resistivity of the insulator, acting
as a guide, is the greatest.
Incredible as these phenomena may
seem at first sight, they are readily
explicable on mathematical principles
that have been known for many years.
As early as 1897 Lord Rayleigh obtained solutions for certain differential
equations occurring in electrical theory
that indicated that wave power could
be propagated through either hollow
metal pipes or through dielectric rods.
(Continued on page 233)
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SHORT WAVES and
Readers
LONG RAVES
Forum

FRESNO, CALIF., LISTENING
POST
Editor, Short II'ave Craft:

Herewith a photo of myself and
"listening post." My antenna is 105
feet long, L. type, pointing northwest, and constructed of No. 12 copper wire. My ground is composed of
two pipes, 6 ft. long and 3 ft. apart,
coupled together.
With the aid of the wave -trap I
am able to tune my antenna to any
desired

(Continued on page 241)

A VOICE FROM KIR1\LIN, IND.
Editor, Short W,, (' Gv,it:
Ph)to shows my modest "Listening
Post" in action. (Fig. 2.) This picture was taken with the aid of a
photc -flood bulb and a "self- timer" at
the moment I heard the call of station YDA, Bandoeng, Java, for the
first time!
The receiver was originally the
"Doerle Signal Gripper," using the
230 type tubes. The panel and chassis
are of aluminum. The outfit is semi shielded and fits into the wooden box,
which opens at the top to facilitate
the clanging of coils. The panel is
held n grooves cut in the sides of
the bax, thus making it possible to
lift tte entire contents from the box.
This makes rapid changes in wiring,
etc., rossible.
The original hookup has gone
through a process of evolution, so
that .t now comprises a stage of
tuned radio frequency using a 234
tube; a 230 regenerative detector
stage; and (Continued on page 211)

THIS MONTH'S PRIZE WINNER

Editor, Short Wave Craft:
I am sending you a photo of my "Listening Post." My receivers
are home -made, and therefore not of an elaborate nature. I have
four receivers, a power-supply, and an amplifier. The receivers can
be connected to the power- supply and amplifier at will, by means of
plugs. At the left of the photo, is the rack in wt.ich the amplifier
and power -supply is housed. This consists of an 80, 56, and a 47. On
the top shelf is the broadcast receiver using two 58': and one 57. The
rack also holds a phonograph and switches which control extra
speakers down- stairs. The type speaker ( Cootinaed on page 211)

to%

GSTZ

tilt!

HE HAILS FR1) 1I \l'4l It
Editor, Short Wave Craft:
I am very much interested in S.-W. work, and I thoroughly enjoy each month's Short Ware Craft.
The receiver I am using is a 5 -tube commercial set. I also
own a 2 -tube electron -coupled receiver, using 6C6's and a 41.
I would like to exchange my Q. S. L. card with any S. W. L.
in the U. S. A.
B. HEWERDINE,
Electra St., Bunaberg, Queensland, Australia.
.

"WE'RE THE BERRIES," HE SAYS

Editor, Short IVare Craft:
I enclose herewith photo of my

(Continued on page 241)
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FORMATION
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Locates

Mineral Deposits
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ANTENNA
INSULATOR

ultra -short wave invention, the location
and diagnosis of various mineral deposits or strata in the earth may
be greatly simplified and expedited. The device operates on the
principle that various materials such as stone, sand, coal, oil, etc.,
each have a different dielectric factor and manifest a characteristic
reaction on a short -wave oscillator lowered into bores made in the
ground. The results are read directly on a meter.
By means of this new English

A SENSATIONAL invention which
may give dexterious radio amateurs a

chance to make a fortune comparable
with the one of early settlers, who often
found valuable deposits directly at the
earth surface, has recently been made
in England. Those early times of settler's fortune have of course passed
long ago -since there are but a few
spots left where the surface has not
RELATIVE SHORT DISTANCE
BETWEEN THE BORES NECESSARY
)

BORE
I

IA

BORE

DISTANCE

i

BO RE

DSTNC[i
A

F1G.3

Fig. 2. Diagram above shows a typical
cross- section of a section of ground containing deposits of coal, in which the
veins run in a nearly horizontal direction.
In this case, only a few test bores would
have to he made for a comprehensive
survey with the "radio bomb." Fig. 3.
Here is a different cross -section of ground
containing irregular and steeply inclined
deposits of coal. Instead of having to
drill a great many test bores as required
in the older method, it is plain that the
new "radio bomb" method of diagnosis of
underground deposits will greatly simplify the whole survey, and only a small
number of bores will he necessitated.

However,
been searched carefully.
beneath the surface valuable deposits
are still waiting to be found.
There are for example many spots in
our mountains -full of clefts -which
may offer the opportunity to discover
valuable deposits, simply by sending
down the radio bomb as shown in the

\

ANTENNA
.

uIIIuI

Ar

ANILNNA
B "BATT "A'BATT
SNORT WAVE FIELD WHICH PENETRATES
THE VARIOUS GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS

The illustration above shows how the ultra -short wave trans
mitter or "radio bomb" is lowered down into a bore or hole in

the ground. for the purpose of diagnosing the various strata.
The wiring diagram shows the general arrangement of the
transmitter or oscillator intended for this purpose. The indicating meter may he calibrated so that the various materials can he
read off directly for a certain location.

accompanying illustration. There are
furthermore many abandoned bores in
our country, in which the owners will
gladly permit the trial of the new English ultra short -wave invention if a
share is promised them. And finally
the greatest chance for smart radio
amateurs, there are started daily in all
parts of the country new bores with the
aim of prospecting, and clever radio enthusiasts may be able to earn many
dollars if they have the ability to utilize
the qualities of the new invention, or to
improve its design.
How "Radio Bomb" Works
The accompanying illustration Fig. 1,
shows how the new apparatus, which
discovers deposits, looks, and how it
operates. An air and water -tight casing
containing a small ultra short -wave
transmitter is sent into the bore. Between the metal casing and the attached small antenna, beneath the casing, a powerful short wave field is created. This short wave field which is
shown in the illustration in form of
dashed lines penetrates the adjacent
formation. An indicator instrument
connected by cable with the transmitter
shows what kind of material surrounds
the bore.
Experienced radio amateurs who
study the diagram here reproduced have
of course long ago discovered that
the new apparatus operates through
variations of the capacity -value between antenna and metal casing. This
is actually the main trick of this interesting geological survey device. The
metal casing and the small antenna
operate as the two plates of a condenser
which are connected, as the diagram
indicates, parallel to the tuning condenser of the output circuit. As long as
the "radio- bomb" is on the surface,
air, which acts in this case as the dielectric material, fills the space between
the two "condenser- plates." When the
radio -bomb is sent into the bore, instead
of air, the various coal, rock -salt or oil sand formations surrounding the bore
operate as dielectric material. Since, according to a physical law, well -known
to all radio amateurs, the capacity
value of a condenser changes when its
dielectric changes, everything else is
easy to understand. When the capacity

value of the casing- antenna condenser
changes, similar large or small changes
in the tuning of the output circuit are
affected, and subsequently s i m i l a r
changes of plate current occur in the
transmitter tube.
The scale of the indicator instrument
as shown in the illustration (consisting
of mineral indications) is of course
omitted in practice. It is actually necessary, before the radio survey is
started, to make a new calibration in
each case by means of mineral -soil mix (Corrliored on. /rage 230)
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Some interesting phases of early radio history are illustrated above and "Short Waves" were very prominent in the early days

of radio.

Radio 100 Years Old!
WAVES
holtz undoubtedly helpBy H. W. Secor
are not new!
A
ed Maxwell to lay down
strong statement, perthe theoretical or mathIn the mad rush of radio improvements -new tubes and new cirhaps, for the present
ematical ground -work of
generation of short- cuits galore -which we face today, it is interesting to stop for a electro- magnetic wave
moment
and
lift
the
"curtain
of
time
on
some
of
the
wave experimenters to
early historical
transmission. H el nrconjure with, but rea- events in radio. Was Hertz the first to demonstrate short -wave radio holtz analyzed complex
sonably correct as a transmission? What did Marconi invent to make radio practical? sound tones and in his
study of early radio What
elaborate study of the
of Lodge, Popoff, and many others?
history shows. Today,
behavior of sound
one of the most ultra
waves, he did much toshort
at
Princeton
modern developments in ultra
experimented with short ward the formation of later wave thewaves comprises a system in which the waves (Short waves did not mean any- ories.
transmitter and receiver are placed in thing until quite recently, when that
James Clerk Maxwell is given credit
the focus of a parabolic reflector, the particular part of the radio frequency by most radio historians for formulatreflectors being pointed toward each spectrum happened to become more ing the basic theory of electro- magnetic
other. This system has recently been sharply focussed in the public eye). wave propagation. His theory was deused for communicating between islands Professor Henry found that when an veloped during the period from 1863 to
in the Pacific Ocean, as described a few electro- static machine was operated 1873 and his profound mathematical
months ago in this magazine, and in and sparks produced, in the top. room analysis tended to prove that the propathe current number there is a similar of his residence, that currents mere set gating medium of electro- magnetic
article describing 9 centimeter waves up or induced in. an apparatus located waves was identical with that of light,
involving a similar set -up. Let's lift in. the cellar! The waves were possibly but it remained for the great German
the "curtain of time" and look back on 11,42 to 2 meters in length. Even long scientific genius, Heinrich Hertz, in
the stage of radio science as it existed before this, however, Huyghens, a Dutch 1886, to demonstrate the correctness of
forty years ago!
philosopher, who died in 1693, origi- Maxwell's transcending theory.
Marconi was using the parabolic re- nated the undulatory theory, which asflector system at that time (1896), sumes that light is propagated by the Hertz's First Epochal Demonstration
among many other systems he devised. vibrations of an imponderable medium,
Hertz was a pupil of Helmholtz and
Of course he had no vacuum tubes, but such as the so- called ether.
from 1883 to 1885 he occupied at Kiel,
he placed the transmitting and receirGermany, the chair of theoretical physThe Work of Helmholtz
ing apparatus in the focus of parabolic
ics and finally was appointed Professor
reflectors-and the waves transmitted
Helmholtz, born in Potsdam, Prus- of Physics at the Technical High School
were short- waves! Not as short prob- sia, in 1821, as well as Faraday, in Carlsruhe.
While
a lecture
ably as those of 9 centimeters, but made many interesting deductions on at that institution andgiving
experimenting
mighty short ones nevertheless, all the possibility of transmitting elec- with a Leyden jar and two
flat coils of
things considered.
trical impulses by vibration. Sewall wire, Professor
noticed that the
Let's go a little further back into -in his valuable work "!Wireless discharge of the Hertz
jar through one of the
short -wave radio history; we find that Telegraphy-Its Origin, Development, coils, would cause
a current to be innearly one hundred years ago (1838, and Inrentions," states that the dis- duced in the other coil,
when there was
to be exact), Professor Joseph Henry coveries and deductions made by Helm- a small spark (Continued
on page 237)
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Tuned "short -wave" circuits were devised by Lodge and demonstrated as early as 1890.
mitter and receiver circuits about 1899.
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1897-LODGE

Marconi demonstrated "tuned" trans-
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"Queen Mary" Uses
32.

Different Wave -lengths

wavelengths used will be divided up as follows: 11 for short
wave, 9 for radiotelephony (also short wave), 7 for long
wave and 5 for medium wave.
For the operation of these wavelengths there will be at
least 9 separate aerial systems, comprising one main aerial
having a length of 600 feet, 1 auxiliary aerial with a 150 ft.
span, 3 short -wave aerials, 3 receiving aerials and 1 emergency aerial. Special arrangements have been made to
maintain the permanent watch on the 600 meter wave required by the British Board of Trade under the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea.
The elaborate radio installation of the "Queen Mary" is
necessitated by the variety of operations aboard the ship
involving radio. Every modern device for facilitating the
reception of wireless or radiotelephonic communication has
been installed so that the "Queen (Continued on page 235)

i

Ahoye -A view of the Radio Transmitter
Room of the "Queen Mary." The short -wave
transmitters in the foreground, as well as
the long-wave transmitters, are operated
from a Control Room 400 feet distant.
Photo at right, shows a corner of the Radio Control Room on the Queen Mary; receivers at right of photo.

THE "Queen Mary," new Cunard
White Star superliner, makes use of
a total of 32 different radio "bands" or
wavelengths, made necessary by the extraordinary scope and power of the
ship's radio equipment which will link
the ship at sea with all the world. The

Where S-W Stations Come In On Your Dial
HVJ- VATICAN (15.12)
GSF - ENGLAND (15.14)
GOOD

DAYTIME
AND
EVENING

GOOD

LATE

AFTERNOON
AND AT

NIGHT

WBXK- PITTSBURG, PA. (15.21 ) "KOKA"

050- ENGLAND (15.18)
PCJ - HOLLAND (15.22)
TPA 2- FRANCE (15.24)

WIXAL- BOSTON, MASS. (15.25) "WEEI"
W2XE - WAYNE, N. J (15.27) "WA 8CGSP- ENGLAND (15.31)
W2 X AD- SCHENECTADY, N.Y. ( 15.33) "WGY"
7PA4- FRANCE (11.71)
CJRX - W INNIPEG,MANITOBA. (11.72) "CJRC"
G5D- ENGLAND (11.75)

DJO - GERMANY (11.77)
WIXAL - BOSTON, MASS, (11.79)'WEEL"
TPA3 - FRANCE (11.88)
2R0 - ITALY (11.81)
w2XE- WAYNE, N.J (11.83) -WA8C"
GSN - ENGLAND (11.82)
W8XK- PITTSBURG, PA. (11.87) "KOKA"
RWE

GOOD
AT
NIGHT

19M.

- RUSSIA (12.00)-

G5B- ENGLAND (9.51)
W2XAF- SCHENECTADY, N.Y. (9.53) "WGY"
DJ A - GERMANY (9.56)
W1XK- SPRINGFIELD, MA55. (9.57) "WBZ"
GSC - ENGLAND (9.58)
W3XAU- PHILADELPHIA, PA. (9.59) "WCAU"

2R0-

EAq-

ITALY
SPAIN

(9.63)
(9.87)

VE9OR - MONTREAL, QUE.

(6.00) "CFCF"
W8XAL -CINCINNATI, OHIO. (606) "WLW"
AU-PHILADELPHIA, PA. (6.06)" WCAU
VE9C5- VANCOUVER, B.C. (6.07) "CKFC"
W9XAA- CHICAGO, ILL. (6.08) "WCFL"

w3
GOOD
AT

NIGHT

VE9BJ- ST.JOHN,N.B. (6.09) 'CFBO"

RCX - TORONTO. CANADA. (6.09) "CRCT"
W9XF - CHICAGO. I LL. (6. 10) -WENR"
W3XAL- BOUND BROOK, N.J. (6.1O)'WJZ"
CNN X- HALIFAX, N.S. (6.11) "CHNS"
W2XE- WAYNE,N -J. (6.12)"WA Be."
W8XK - PITTSBURG. PA. (6.14) "10.
CJRO - WINNIPEG,MANITOBA. (6.15) "C7ß0'
W 3 X L) BOUND BROOK, N.J. (6.42) -W JZ"
C

1

RECEPTION CONDITIONS
DESIGNATED ARE BASED ON
LOCATION OF LISTENER IN
E.S.T. ZONE.
MAKE ALLOWANCE FOR OTHER TIME
ZONES.
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High -Gain "METAL -2"
For the

Receiver

S

-W "FAN"

or "HAM"

By Harry D. Hooton,

W8KPX

The new high -gain metal tube features Continuous "band-spread"
10 to 200 meter coverage
Small size
Uses two metal tubes.
Demonstrated "foreign" reception . . Works on A.C.
Low Cost

..

..

Front view of the

Uses

2

2

metal tube receiver.

..

uceró8.

' rrr'
IVAN?

NIII1l0

or D.C. from batteries.

Metal Tubes; Has Continuous
Band -spread Feature

AN extremely small radio receiver always attracts attention, especially when the midget set gives gigantic
results. The little short -wave receiver illustrated and described in this article is part of the equipment included in
the author's portable amateur station. Although it was designed primarily for communication work on the 20 and 40
meter amateur bands, it is also a good set for general shortwave use since continuous band-spread over the entire tuning
range from 10 to 200 meters can be obtained with standard
size plug -in coils. Two metal tubes are used for maximum
sensitivity and stability and also because they can stand
much more rough treatment than their glass counterparts.

Regenerative Detector and One Audio Stage
1, the circuit is conventional in every

As shown in Fig.

e

isolantite construction and it is advisable to use the low loss ceramic sockets to both the coil and detector positions
in order to keep the losses down to the minimum. The 6C5
socket may be of bakelite since no R.F. appears across its
terminals. A drilling template for these sockets is shown
in Fig. 2 at "a."
How Wiring in Tiny Space Is Done
After looking at the bottom view of this midget receiver,
the reader will probably wonder how it is possible to wire
the set in such a small working space. Like most jobs of
this kind it is not so difficult as it appears at first glance
the secret lies in the way the parts are mounted. The
sockets are mounted first and the heater, shell, suppressor
and cathode circuits are wired in. The tip jacks, the antenna and ground binding posts and the fixed condensers
are next, the connections being soldered as each is mounted.
Finally, the off-on switch, the "band-setting" condenser and
the potentiometer are placed in their respective positions
and wired as shown in Fig. 1.
All wiring between the various parts of the circuit is kept
as short and direct as possible and the connections are well
soldered. The usual No. 14 bus wire should not be used for
making the connections, as it is extremely difficult to handle
in a small chassis of this size; the ordinary No. 22 or No.
24 D.C.C. or enameled magnet wire will be satisfactory and
is easily bent into any desired shape. The holes in the
chassis for the grid leak to the
(Continued on page 242)
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Another view of the "high- gain" metal tube receiver.

6J7 pentode as an electron- coupled regenerative
detail
detector and a 6C5 triode as a resistance- capacity coupled
audio frequency amplifier. The coils used in this receiver
are of the tapped type, although regular two -winding plug -in
coils can be used by connecting the tickler in the cathode
circuit, as shown in Fig. 1. Cl is the band -setting condenser and is of 100 mmf. (.0001 mf.) maximum capacity;
C2 is the 35 mmf. (.000035 mf.) "band -spread" condenser.
The antenna is coupled to the grid of the 6J7 through the
usual trimmer condenser and the regeneration is controlled
by varying the detector screen -grid voltage.
As the photographs and drawings show, the set is extremely small, being built up on a 6x3x2 inch chassis and a
5x7 inch panel. Both the chassis and the panel are cut from
a single 7x16 inch aluminum sheet and are laid out and
drilled as shown in Fig. 2. Before the chassis is bent, a cut
approximately 1/32 inch in depth should be made along the
clotted lines, as shown in the drawing. This will allow the
chassis to bend square which gives a neat appearance to
the finished receiver. A manufactured chassis can be used
if desired, but some short wave fans may prefer to con-
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Wiring diagram for the high -gain "Metal-2" receiver.
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The sockets used in this set are of the spring- mounting
type which take up an unusually small amount of space on
the chassis. These are now obtainable in both bakelite and

6C5

C7

A
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Midget "Metal-Tube"
All -Wave 4
By H. G. Cisin, M.E.
This extremely compact 4 metal tube receiver will appeal to many readers,
has its own power -supply built in, as well as a dynamic loud- speaker. It
tunes very smoothly and operates from a 110 -volt A.C. or D.C. circuit.
as

it

SEVERAL months ago the writer which uses a 25A6 power output pendescribed a Midget A.C. -D.C. Set tode of the latest metal type. This
employing three glass tubes. This re- type tube when used on a standard
ceiver attracted considerable .aten- 110 volt line in an A.C. -D.C. circuit,
tion, especially because of its compactness and the many interesting features
contained in such a small unit. There
has been an insistent demand for a
similar set using the latest type metal
tubes and with dynamic speaker instead
of the magnetic type, and, therefore,
we present herewith the new Midget
Metal -Tube All-Wave 4, an A.C. -D.C.
receiver for 110 volt operation. It is
built up on the same chassis as the
three glass tube model, but employs
four of the latest metal tubes and a
five inch dynamic speaker has been
fitted into the set in place of the magnetic speaker. The compactness of
the metal tubes has been a great help
in fitting four tubes into the space
formerly occupied by three tubes.
The results obtainable from this
receiver are very gratifying. Shortwave reception is extremely good and
tone quality is equal to that obtain-

.
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A rear view of the midget "metal -tube"
all -waver, which uses plug -in coils to
cover t he various h::nds.
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for the speaker field. A small 300 ohm

The filaments of the four tubes are
connected in series, and a 180 ohm resistor is used to limit the heater current. This latter resistor is contained
within the line cord.

úúF

T

New 25Z6 Tube Used as Rectifier
Rectification is accomplished by
means of the new metal 25Z6 tube.
This is the metal tube equivalent of
the 25Z5 tube, with exactly the same
characteristics. It has one extra connection which goes to the shielded case
of the tube and which must be
grounded. The 25Z6 tube provides
rectified current not only for the plates
and grids of the various tubes, but also

filtering.

T C6
-Ol ur

C2

o.I+4+F

has a power output of approximately
one watt.
The dynamic speaker is
coupled to the 25A6 tube through a
4,500 ohm output transformer, which
is a part of the speaker. It is interesting to note that any speaker designed for use with a 45 tube or a 43
tube can be used with the 25A6. The
speaker field may have a resistance of

choke, by- passed by suitable electrolytic condensers, provides the necessary

/C9-,.(c

141.1

C

IOO NOT USE

hand.

from 2,500 to 3.000 ohms.

20.730

-5
(D+REC-

This extremely compact 4 -tube receiver
with built -in dynamic speaker and powersupply- fits comfortably in the palm of the

4

rectifier.

metal tubes, one of which

able from a standard five -tube A.C. D.C. receiver. The volume is ample
and the selectivity of this set is quite
surprising for a receiver with only one
tuned stage. The set uses a regenerative detector and two audio stages.
The detector is a 6J7 metal tube with

Starting off with the panel permanently secured to the chassis, the first

step is to mount the four "octal" sockets. Next, mount the four-prong coil
socket in the position shown in the
illustration, using two small but strong
right -angle brackets for this purpose.
The loud-speaker may next he fastened
(Continued on page 294)
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regeneration controlled by variation
of the detector plate voltage.

Plug -in Coils Cover All Bands
In order to cover the various bands,
Hammarlund plug -in coils are used as
in the case of the preceeding glass tube
model. The antenna trimmer shown at
Cl, is indispensable in a circuit of this
type. Without it, selectivity, especially on the broadcast band, would be
impossible. The first audio stage is
resistively coupled to the detector and
employs a 6C5 metal tube. This, in
turn, is coupled to the output stage,

ro
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Any one can build this midget receiver by following the picture diagram given
above.
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With New Circuits
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D -coil

New circuits -how to try
them out without forever it
building the old set
the
main thought expressed here.
Simply by changing connections on a few "stock" coil
forms, the S -W "Fan" can
quickly try out a wide variety
of circuits. And all with the
same chassis wiring.

I..

E

i

i.

p_
4
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THERE was an article, in the November 1933 issue of Short Wore
Craft, by Curtis Malsberger, which
dealt with methods of "regeneration
control" and "radio-frequency coupling." It was a very good article and
no doubt was the result of some very
tedious research. It was probably the
answer to a lot of Hams' prayers for
information concerning these two
phases of radio, and was very complete.
Nevertheless, while making t h e
tests described, a great deal of the
comparisons of performances between
types of coupling and regeneration control, were in the main computed at different times and under different conditions. It is practically impossible to
have as many receivers as there are
methods at the same time in the same
place. A considerable amount of work
was involved in changing the connections so many times on the same
chassis. It was necessary to solder and
resolder, and a considerable amount of
damage can be caused by heating a condenser or resistor too many times. Also
wires crossing each other at different
angles in different hookups were bound
to produce capacity effects.
If one type of coupling or regenera-

5

c.

5_

r

creu it with 7 -pin
construction details.

Receiver" hook -up. Figs. I to 3,
optional hook -ups, using 7 -pin socket.
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tion control worked exceedingly well

Thus the exceptional
performance of one type on one band
was sacrificed in an attempt to create
an all-hand combination with average
returns, so that the amateur would
not be left "up in the air," trying to
make up his mind whether or not to
build a separate receiver for each band.
A rather expensive procedure.
I had constructed the Master Composite receiver described several years
ago in Short Ware Craft, and when I
did not get the kind of reception I expected, it became necessary to devise
some other method to get every thing
I could out of the circuit. It was possible by the aid of condensers and resistances mounted inside the coil -forms,
to change the types of coupling between
(Continued on page 229)
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on one frequency, it might not work so
on another. So it became necessary to
find the type which worked, perhaps
not as well as the one certain type did
on its certain frequency, but rather
on all bands.
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Using 7 -pin socket. numerous "experimental"
receiver circuits can be tried out, including different "plate feeds" and electron coupling
methods.
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A Sure-Fire 5 -METER
George W.

By

Here is the 5 -meter super -regenerator,
which, although employing a very simple
circuit, proved to have many a new trick
up its sleeve.

THOSE interested in a sure -fire
super -regenerative receiver will find
this one most interesting. It is extremely simple to build and possesses no trick
qualities. In so far as its performance
is concerned, this receiver has the stamp
of approval of a great many persons.
It was built by the writer over a year
ago and has been in constant use ever
since. The first person to use it was
Arthur H. Lynch, well known operator
of amateur station W2DKJ located
atop the 40 Wall St., building in New

York City. Through recommendation,
many of DKJ's friends have built a
similar set and obtained equally as good
results. Then early in this year the
New York City Police Dept. borrowed
this receiver and here too it showed its
superiority over a good many others.
The tests by the Police Dept. were in
contemplation of installing an ultra
high frequency radio system. With this
record in mind Mr. Lynch suggested
that we prepare a story on the set and
publish it in Short Wave Craft. This
receiver design will be used for receiving the reports in the "Ham" network covering the Long Island Sound
Yacht races, as described in the June
and July numbers.
The receiver is nothing unusual, in
that the circuit is a conventional one.
It makes use of a 955 "acorn" tube detector, followed by two stages of audio
amplification. It is in the detector circuit where the slightly unconventional
idea is employed. Back in the October.
1935 issue of this magazine, we find a
tuned R.F. receiver described, which
employed a high "C" in the detector circuit; this detector circuit is exactly the
same.
It was found during experiments with
the TRF receiver, that by using a large

(TOP VIEW)
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FC

(y2.5MH
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3

Tube,

5

Meter

Receiver
4-.0001 mf. mica condensers. Aerovox.

-.001 mf. mica condensers. Aerovox.
2-15 mmf. tuning condensers. National.
I

1

-.25 mf.

-1

fixed condenser, Aerovox.

mf. fixed condenser. Aerovox.
-.01 mf. by -pass condenser. Aerovox.
-10 mf. low -voltage electrolytic condenser, Aerovox.
-2.5 mh. R.F. choke.
-35 mmf. variable padder condenser. National.
-42 meg. %s watt resistor.
1- 75,000 ohm, 1 watt resistor.
-2.000 ohm, 1 watt resistor.
-500 ohm. 1 watt resistor.
1- 50,000 ohm potentiometer.
1- 500,000 ohm potentiometer.
2 -3 :1 audio transformers.
I -Acorn tube socket, National.
-5 prong wafer socket, Eby.
1-6 prong wafer socket. Eby.
I -SW3 cabinet, National.
I -dial, National.
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The receiver described in this article has been in use
used in conjunction with the 5 -meter apparatus at 40

for over a year; for many months i; was
Wall St., New York City, under the call
of W2DJK, operated by Arthur H. Lynch, well -known to the 5 -meter Gang. This receiver
also made the rounds of the N.Y. Police Department, and among all those tested by the
"P.D. this receiver gave the most outstanding performance, considering its simplicity and
low cost of construction. Then, too, it was on this receiver that mid -western stations were
received with R8 volume in the New York City area.

Super-Regenerator

out so well.

This method
the tuning considerably and the slightest
amount of coupling knocked
the detector out of oscillation. By coupling to the
low potential side of the grid coil, we
eliminated all the aforementioned evils.
A change in antenna coupling adjustment has practically no effect on the
detector and the set is far more stable
in operation. We also find that this
method permits a more effective degree of coupling to be obtained, and if
we are work- (Continued on page 231)
....hanged

coil so that, should we decide
to shift the receiver to other

Shuart, W2AMN
amount of capacity in the detector circuit, the gain in sensitivity and audio
level was enormous. Many will recall
that with the 955, when used as a self quenching detector, the signal output
is very low as compared with the average triode, such as the 56 or 76. And
a good many of the 5 meter boys have
gone back to the standard triode for
that particular reason. However if the
amount of inductance is lowered and
the total capacity in the circuit is
raised, they will find that the 955 works
just as well as the other tubes and is
more stable, far more sensitive and
provides just as much audio volume.
Of course we could not use a very
large tuning condenser because our
band- spread would be lost and tuning
would be very difficult. This is overcome by using a parallel shunt capacity
in the form of a 35 mmf. variable midget padding condenser. This condenser
is soldered directly to the small plug-ire

bands, no readjustment will be
necessary. After this condenser is once adjusted to bring
the band within the range of
the 15 mmf. tuning condenser,

it requires

no further attention. This high "C" arrangement also makes the tuned cir-

cuit slightly more selective and
permits duplex operation with
much less interference from
the local transmitter.

Coupling the antenna to the
detector circuit offered considerable difficulty. The usual
method of coupling the antenna
to the detector through a small
condenser directly to the grid
side of the coil did not work
A close -up of the chassis of the
5 -meter

super -regenerator, which
demonstrated through
lengthy tests, that it can "swing
circles" around practically every
ot her receiver of its type.
has

Ultra Short -Wave Super -Het.
With Pre -Selection Stage
THE trend toward ultra- high -frequency op-

eration has brought about
a demand for really effective receivers, to take
advantage of these frequencies and their unusual
characteristics.
It has been generally

conceded by those who have
used
these frequencies,
The

with

ultra -short wave super -het
pre -selector stage here
described.

that the superheterodyne
circuit is the most effect-

ive, since adequate gain,
high selectivity and sensitivity can be obtained.
However, most of the su-

perhets that have been made up to this
time, for ultra -short -wave reception,
have been made with the frequency changer coupled directly to the aerial
and without any preselection.
In some experiments conducted recently by the staff of the English magazine Wireless World, it was found that
aside from the important point of signal -to -noise ratio, it was difficult to obtain sufficient I.F. amplification with
stability in these sets.
The intermediate frequency usually
chosen for ultra- high -frequency super hets is in the neighborhood of 5 mc.
and two stages supplying a gain of 50
per stage are inadequate unless an excessive amount of A.F. amplification is
used to bring up the signal level to
speaker volume. If three stages of I.F.

15.000

...

amplification are used, difficulty is encountered in stabilizing the set-and even when stability has been achieved, the
problem of noise remains since the I.F. amplifier does not
affect the signal -to -noise ratio.
The solution to the problem is, of course, to use 2 I.F.
stages with a properly designed preselector stage before

the frequency- changer. On the broadcast band and the lower
frequency part of the short -wave spectrum, it is easy to secure high gain from such a preselector stage, for tuned circuits of high dynamic resistance are readily constructed and
tubes have high input impedances at these frequencies. Also,
the frequency is low enough so that feed -back through the
grid -plate capacity is not annoying. None of these factors
apply on the ultra -short wavelengths.
The problem of attaining a high dynamic resistance for
the tuned circuits is the first to be tackled
with any
given tube, the gain of the stage (Continued on page 248)
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6 L6

2- 6 L6 's

The

3

-tube

61.6

transmitter all set

up ready

new beam type power tube opens up a tremendous
field for the construction of
low -cost,
greatly
simplified
Amateur Transmitters with an
astonishing power output. Mr.
Shuarf here presents a complete
transmitter using the new 6L6
tubes. This transmitter is capable of an output of around 90
watts, and is extremely simplified by the fact that Jrrqurun
quadrupling is possible in the
oscillator stage. This allows
three -band operation with a
single crystal, when the output
stage is operating as a straight
amplifier. By doubling in the
amplifier stage, four bands
may be covered with a single
crystal. Tests have proven that
the amplifier has an output,
used as a frequency doubler,
comparable fo that obtained
when used as a fundamental
amplifier. Care should be exercised in selecting the harmonics generated by the oscillator, because they are plentiful and quite strong, up to and
including the eighth harmonic.
The

for operation.

The "BEAM TUBE -3"

An Astonishing Transmitter

IN the last

issue of this magazine we
recorded the results of a few tests
made with the new 6L6 Beam tube.
During those tests we found that this
tube was capable of remarkable performance, both as an oscillator and as a
fiegiiencli multiplier. The oscillator
provided as much power on the second
harmonic as on the fundamental, with
very strong higher order harmonics, up
to the eighth, which indicated that in a
special set -up we would have a 4 -band
exciter stage using but one crystal.
Further tests showed this tube to be an
excellent R.F. amplifier as well. In

short
in all
In
three

To one visitor we demonstrated an out-

George W. Shuart
W 2AMN

this seems to

put of 75 watts into a "dummy load,"
with the tubes running remarkably
cool. This was obtained with slightly
And to
less than 100 watts input.
further "shock" our friend we were
using an eighty meter crystal, and the
final stage was operated as a straight
amplifier on twenty meters! Of course
the amplifier could be tuned to either
40 or 80 meters, with an equally re-

miracle tube

be the

respects.

this transmitter we have used
6L6's, one as a crystal-coot rol.-cd
oscillator and the other two connected
in parallel as R.F. amplifiers. This
combination proved the most flexibh
of any transmitter we ever operated. A
few visitors to the "Lab." where this
rig was being put through its paces,
were amazed at the results obtained.
'

2

6L6 )

2.5 MH
\J

By

80-40-20 M

80-40-20M

markable performance.

90 Watts Output on Test!
No attempt was made to see how
6L6's

LS

80-40-20m.
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much these tubes could be pushed be-

fore they "went west," although during
one experiment we were able to drive
them to the tune of over 110 watts
oaiped! And even here they showed no
signs of overheating and they were operating well within the rated 24 watts
plate dissipation specified by the manufacturer as maximum for a single tube
as au audio amplifier.
While operating on 40 meters one
time we decided to make a quick shift
to 20. We merely changed the amplifier plate coil and doubled in that stage,
Watch for following articles in which
the new 61.6 Beam tube will be used. Last minute tests indicate even greater possibilities than those already recorded.

and surprising as it may seem, the output was just about the same as when
the amplifier was operating on the
fundamental. The plate dissipation
also remained the sanie. We have made
all possible tests with this transmitter
and we can assure our readers that operation on three bauds, with only two
stapes and a single e)ylstal, is now possible and the output is nothing to sneeze

at either!

Voltage and Current Values for
Screens and Plates
With the transmitter delivering power to the antenna we recommend the
following voltage and current values.
Oscillator plate-250 volts; screen 150
to 200 volts; the combined screen and
plate currents 30 -40 ma.; amplifier
plate 575 to 600 volts at 150 -200 ma.;
amplifier screens-250 volts at 30 ma.
These are the conditions under which
the transmitter was operated for weeks
during tests. The grid current of the
amplifier ranged between 10 and 20 ma.
The output was greater with lower current, but the plate current would creep

'l'op and bottom

t

iews of the oscillator and amplifier units.

when the amplifier was running unloaded with low grid current. However.
when loaded, no signs of creeping were
evident-even with the grid current as
low as 5 nia.; the recommended value
would be 10 nia.
The first set -up used battery bias on
the amplifier, but did not work out so
well. With fixed bias the screen voltage
and current ran all over the scale, as

the excitation was changed, and presented all kinds of difficulties. We immediately changed to grid -leak bias
and our troubles were over. A small fixed
resistor was put in the cathode circuit
to limit the plate current to about 100
nia. should the oscillator fail and thus
remove the bias obtained via the leak.
When contemplating the use of these
tubes as amplifiers, we were worried
about neutralizing because we knew
that the plate -grid capacity must be
small and of course we could not expect it to be a thoroughly shielded tube.
By tapping the plate coil, only a few
turns from one end, rather than in the
center and with the use of a 15 mmf.
condenser, we were able to obtain the
desired results. This condenser by the
way neutralized the amplifier with its
plates just slightly meshed. No R.P.
chokes were used at first and we experienced difficulty with feed -back and oscillation in the amplifier. This was
overcome by the 2.5 mh. choke in the
Pilate lead, just as shown in the diagram.
We mention this because some reader
may try leaving it out and not find the
trouble. With excitation removed. that
is with the oscillator off and the amplifier voltages on, the amplifier showed a
tendency toward self -oscillation on some
frequencies. But with excitation the
amplifier is absolutely stable with no
signs of oscillating by itself.
The transmitter is constructed in three
'l'op and bottom view of the "heavy-duty" units; one is the oscillator, another the
power -supply used with the Ream tube other amplifier and the third is the pow I ransmitter.
cr-sul)plti,
(Continacd on page 246)

3
1

1

Parts List for Oscillator Stage
-.001 mf. condensers. Aerovox.
-260 mmf. variable condenser.
-150 mmf. variable condenser.

3-5 prong isolantite sockets,
toggle switch. 1.l.A.
-jack. 1.('.A.
2 -2.5 mh. R.F. choke, I.C.A.
5-5 prong coil forms. 1.('.A.
-$0 -meter crystal, Rliley.

I-

I.C.A.

1- 150.000
1

ohm resistor. - watts (use
several small ones in series if nee -

essaryI.

1-30.000 ohm. watt resistor. Aerovox.
-s prong isalantite socket.
1-single closed- circuit jack. LC.A.
1.l'.A.
21)

1

2- pointer
1

type knobs. Crowe.

-61.6 tube. R.('.A.

1-6 prong
1

-0 -200

cable plug. I.C.A.
ma. meter, Triplett.

Amplifier Parts List
1

-.0111

mf. mica condensers. Aerovox.

-150 mmf. variai

le condenser.
stator condenser, 150 mmf. per
section.
-2.5 mh. R.F. choke. LC.A.
1- 10.000 ohm resistor. 10 watts. Aerovox.
1- 50.000 ohm resistor 20 watts. Aeros ox.
-1511 ohm resistor. 10 watts. Electrad.
(must he capable of carrying 250 ma.)
2--5 prong isalantite sockets. I.C.A.
2
prong isalantite sockets. I.C.A.
mmf. Trim -Air condenser.
single closed circuit jacks, I.Ç.A.
1-toggle switch. 1.('.A.
pointer type knobs, Crowe.
2 -6L6 tubes. R.C.A.
prong cable plug. L('.A.
20 -10 -s0 meter ping -in plate coils, I.C.A.
1
1

-split

1

1

-s

I--I5
1

2-6
1

1

Parts List for Power Supply
-100 ma. transformer with 1.100 colt
secondary. Thordarson.

1-combination filament transformer.
windings (see diagram). Thordarson.
henry filter choke. 250 ma. or
greater carrying capacity. Thnrdarson.

4-600 -volt peak. a mf. electrolytic
densers. Aerovox.
1-25.000 ohm
resistor. 200 walls.
slider. Aerovox.
-4 prong wafer socket. Eby.
2 -6 prong wafer sockets, Eby.
-83 -y tube. R('A.
2- toggle ',Wit chem. 1.1'.A.
1

1

con-

with
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Improving the

If

2 -Volt Super-

.;

_

het Receiver
By H. D.

Hooton, W8KPX

In the last issue there was described by the author
an excellent 2 -volt superhet; in the present article he

describes how to add regeneration to the second detector, so as to permit reception of unmodulated C.W.
signals. This feature also boosts the sensitivity of the
set to a considerable degree.

The revamped

WHILE the 2-volt superheterodyne, as described in the

July number, is an excellent receiver for the short wave
"fan" and the phone "ham," it has one serious disadvantage
when observed from the code operator's point of view
does not receive unmodulated CW signals. Of course a
beat oscillator can be used for this type of reception, but
this set was designed especially for operation on dry cells

-it
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FIG. 2
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C- ]V

Ilustrations above show how regeneration or "feedback" coi
is added to the second I.F. transformer, and also the improved
hand -switching scheme for the main tuning inductances.

r

2

-volt superh'I. Nith regeneration feature added.

and the addition of another tube would place an excessive
drain on the "A" supply. The author decided to experiment
with a regenerative second detector and also to work out
some method of replacing the plug -in coils with a band switching system. The results of these experiments are
described in this article.

Tickler Coil Added to Output I.F. Transformer
In order to dismantle the output I-F transformer so that
a tickler can be wound on its core, spread the mounting
lugs slightly and remove the nut and lock washer from the
top of the shielding can. Now grasp the four lead wires
with one hand and, holding the can firmly with the other,
pull gently. If the core assembly cannot be readily removed,
run the point of a knife around the waxed cardboard in the
bottom of the can in order to loosen it. After the transformer has been removed from the can, the large square
nut at the top is removed which will allow the trimmers
to be taken off the core. If extreme care is used during this
dismantling process, the trimmers can be shoved over to
one side and the regeneration coil wound directly on the
core without unsoldering any of the connections or disturbing the adjustment of the trimmers. The coil at the top of
the can, nearest the trimmers, is the grid coil.
The tickler itself consists of 80 turns of No. 32 silk enameled wire, jumble wound (helter -skelter; not in even
layers) about one -half inch from the grid coil. The coil
should be wound in the same direction as the grid coil if
the direction of its winding can be determined. If the coil
is covered with wax it should not (Continued on page 245)
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-volt superhet described in the last issue, which now provides regeneration in the second detector.
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ALL-BAND TRANSMITTING
DOUBLET
How To Make and Tune It

Front view of the tunin>.;' panel for use
with the "all- band" transmitting doublet.

IT IS surprising how little attention
the amateurs have given to doublet
antennas. For a good many years the
doublet was considered only applicable
to transmitters operating on one frequency. However, recent experiments
have proven that it is possible to construct a three-band doublet antenna
which has a surprisingly high percentage of efficiency.
One great advantage of the doublet
antenna is that it can always be adjusted to be symmetrical-an advantage not
found in the Zeppelin type feeding system when connected to the end of an
antenna. In a good many cases, the
doublet antenna will be found to be
more effective than the Zeppelin type,
in that the doublet can be tuned to a
fairly wide frequency range without
disturbing the symmetry of the system.
Let us choose, as an example, a 40meter current -fed doublet antenna.
This antenna we all know is extremely
efficient, but reputed to be quite inflexible. By referring to Figs. 1 and 2,
we see that in Fig. 1 we have a half wave doublet -each section being %
wavelength long with feeders of any de-

A

sirable length, up to 114 wave lengths.
This antenna, and the current distribution shown. is for operation in the fundamental 1I (- uencies.
In Fig. 2, we have the same antenna
tuned to 20 meters, or the second harmonic. This is a very interesting antenna in that it is really two half -wave
antennas fed in phase; which means
that we get a considerable gain over
the conventional half -wave doublet. This
20 -meter phased system is directional
broadside; that is, if the antenna were
pointing north and south it would be
directional east and
west the same as
any other doublet
antenna, only to a

endwise is very low, although it is
normally quite possible to work stations
in these directions, with reports of less
signal strength.
In these two we have a very excellent 40 -meter half -wave antenna,
and on 20 meters where the efficiency
of the transmitter is liable to decrease
an appreciable amount, we have a
phased proposition in the antenna,
which provides us with a gain. This
gain, in many cases, should be sufficient to overcome the losses in the
transmitter in (Continued on page 242)

more pronounced
degree. Radiation
north and south or

A peek at the rear
of the tuning panel

-

shown
above
a
simple lay -out but a
logical one. and a
piece of apparatus
that will give you a
much smoother and
more flexible range
with an antenna of

the type described.

Strong, Easily-Made Hole- Cutter
By Henry Laraby

MOST of the home -built hole -cutters are too hard to make
without the use of machine work. Many of the articles
describing how to build a hole- cutter, call for materials too
hard to obtain easily. Some of the commercial hole -cutters
will not stand up and do the work constantly without breaking. A real good commercially made hole cutter costs several
dollars, and is too expensive for the average man who needs
one only now and then.
The writer has tried out many of the so- called hole -cutters
on the market and some of his own ideas, and he has also
bored the countless number of small holes that have to be
bored by hand to make the socket holes for eight to twelve
tube radio chassis socket holes. If you have done this
last, you will readily admit the need for an easily made hole -
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The new all metal tubes need a one inch chassis hole for
their socket hole. The hole for coil mounting through a
chassis is usually one and one -eighth up to one and one quarter inches. The old style glass tubes required a one
and one -eighth inch hole in the chassis for their socket. The
hole -cutter shown in size detail will cut holes for the sizes
given. If the cutter is to be used for cutting meter holes
in panels, the body of the cutter marked two, can be increased in length to take in the hole size needed, or the
entire cutter in all its parts can be increased in size and the
same manner of construction followed, by using larger
nipples, lock -nuts, shank, and a heavier cutting tool.
This type of hole- cutter has many good features. It
can be made in one and one -half hours easily. The material
needed can be obtained from most any hardware or plumbing supply house. There is nothing fancy to fit or difficult
work in making it. The only place necessary for close
work if it can be called close, is the square hole through the
nipple that holds the square shank. This hole should be
square and fit rather snugly about the square shank to prevent shaking. A quarter inch or five sixteenth square file
will do the work, after a five -sixteenth inch hole has been
bored through the nipple.
(Continued on page 246)

Ì.

1

1

-

FRONT

DARK STRAW
TO HERE

VIEW
FILE DRILL ROO WHILE
SOFT TO CORRECT SHAPE
MEAT TO
PLUNGE IH1OWARM WA/ER
POLISH WITH SANDPAPER,
MOLD SEVERAL INCHES
ENO
ABOVE SMALL FLAME UNVIEW TILL END IS DARK STRAW
COLOR THEN PLUNGE INSTANTLY INTO WATER.

The drawings above show how to make a really strong and yet
quite simple "hole- cutter." Those who have had cutters break
repeatedly when boring through steel panels or cabinets, will
appreciate this excellent design.
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$5.00 Prize

slit

©O'

CELLULOID
COIL FORM

TOP OF SAWED

OFF TUBE

BASE

*1

tit
HANDLE

SIDE FORM

SCREW

The Editor will award a five dollar prize each month
for the best short -wave kink submitted by our readers. All other kinks accepted and published will be
awarded eight months' subscription to SHORT
WAVE CRAFT. Look over these "kinks" and they
will give you some idea of what the editors are looking for. Send a typewritten or ink description, with
sketch, of your favorite short -wave kink to the
"Kink" Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

BOTTOM

OF TUBE

t

HANDLE
GLUED IN-

$5.00 FOR BEST
SHORT -WAVE KINK

BASE

r±=

SEAM

CEMENTED

PHONE CORD KINK

LOW -LOSS COIL
I construct my u

I

low -loss

cull tonos

With In lrrial frequently found In the
average junk -lox. All that is needed is
some old tulle bases, sonne celluloid, anti

will

the receiver
Johnson.

necessary,- Ilamld

he

CRYSTAL HOLDER FROM

EARPHONE

Recently. needing a crystal holder, I constructed 011e from all old earphone ea.I lug.

bottle of aretooe or collodion. Saw a ns
Inch ring from the top of the tube -base;
tills still fungi the upper ring of rire roil,
The bottom of the tube -base IS then rut
doua tpp . Inch and used as the base of the
vil. The illristratlal clearly shows the
general assembly. -John I). Hoekman.
a

It

fs Duly necessary to remove the

"storks'

front the earphone NMI follow the suggeslions set forth In the drawing. The electrodes of the holder now lie ground perfectly even sm a glass base. using carinrunriunm as the ahead rte, -stub \Tiller.

EARPHONE
CASE

PLACE FOR UNUSED
TUBES

Many "Pane" and amateurs have spectrod part of their valuable time untwist
hug the phone colds. Three pieces of rubber hose (snootiest dianteter that will tit
r the Ultras" nlll ten' nicely ovenrome
tills bothersome tangling. In the diagram
I hate Illustrated how cacti leg of the photo,
enrol Is Iwo through the Loo' mild all three
are bound together with adhesive tape. Try
this when yutu re tired of Ullttt Wing your
phone

cords.-Barry l'asnivaye.

EARPHONE

TENSION

SPRING
THREE SMALL
PIECES OF
RUBBER 1405E
SLIPPED OVER
LEADS AND
JOINED WITH

Finding a place for tubes around the
cork shop has always been quite a problem.
I would like to subunit a method ohich I
A
use to safely place the unwed tubes.
hear' piece of corrugated cardboard is
plowed oser

wood frame, as shorn in tine
Ithe tubes are Otcsm -I gently

a

diagran. Thin

11

/r

ADHESIVE TAPE

PRESS TUBE ON CARD
BOARD TO MAKE IM
PRESSION

ANTENNA SIRING

PUNCH HOLES

WITH

A

NAIL

"Kink"

is not original or
Mato not seed it
time.
and feel that reprinted for a long
printing it would do no barns. I use
large roll spring bonneted to one end of
my antenna. to alloy. fur swaying of a tree.
to which the usher end of an antenna is
connected. 'Ellis afloat the antenna to be
taut at all times. reduces stretching of the
tttenua wire and parents breaking during
wind -storm when the tree usually awing.
D. Sargent.
considerably.

%Tile this

II

by any itleans.

new.

-A.

(OP RUGA IEU
CAPUBOARU

against the cardboard, making mark.. After
the cardboard Is ttiw marked, holes are
punched and tubes inserted in the printer
places. This method always holds therm
firmly In plate and the result Is a Inn of
tubes which are always In place and which

"one-pitre"

have

lieyo Norman,

glass envelopes, -IWbert

!

TIP

JACKS

4

_y 41J PLATE

CRYSTA L

SPLIT
SPAGHETTI

Providing
of

a place for the great number
rands recessed has altayS Present-

''veri'

problem, -\Loo. a number rt gaol
tuggeations have been gis en in your 'Kink"
Department, Nfine r-upsists of a neatly finished Imanl. slhao-ti as ati,wn in the dntwIna. n llh ton large husks. On these hooks
I have played a number of ordinary paper
clips which are used to aumnuurt the Geri
-sods. At any time a card may be retnoved
without disturbing the entire group. This
Idea has worked very sat Isfartnry and I ans
passilig it along to other re :lIrrs of the
-Kink" page. -Frank Stein. Jr.

PANEL

a

SHAFT
SPAGHETTI
FIT INTO
HOLE TO
INSULATE

SHAFT

INSULATING WASHERS

DUAL CODE PRACTICE

SET

it

Is

are

nmrh easier to leant the cale

nnuulrating with

.mangea

Ille

Nitric one.

I

if

i.

I

MOUNTING -RACK FOR
VERIS
ed quite

,RAME

/

F

I

ADHESI V
TAPE

TOP

3

INSULATOR GROMMET

yon

Many short-ware set constructort have
found the need for an insulating granmet.

has

by connecting two keys and

lino

ldaas

cutting
pieceror
Ispxgltrt t tubinlg
Ilulltaled In the tilareralll. a simple and
Ityjust

lwere

Oft-elite insulator into be made. This IS
placed arnllwl the inside of the hole in a
metal chassis, to that the ends just meet.
Cuamlete details are shouu In the sketch.Rotten Wyatt.

NEON TUBE OSCILLATOR
'Phis Kluk may not be original but I
not seen It prided In Short Wave

masr

eulleul -code-prat
Craft. It makes on
Irr otelllatir and can Is'r ood Urteil fn
tont tl lns through tin
lout $1,1111, The
intuit is around Llln mua. Therefore, th
rafterw will last a long tittle and the ton
sully aliti eltet
an be controlled r
lily 'sltli a O to 311nit 'Ohio cariatile to
Islur, 'Ilse 111191 muss have enough vullag
it to unke i1 glotz before
tale,
Schramm.

ou

-Dirk

e

One key must be closed lu under that th

.stem may fuel loo, If the sending operator makes a mistake, or It you misa a cool
merely open the key and the lines goe
"dead." Not hearing the tore ln the
phones, lie will IlutUi ne as to time error:
\'emaon Clark.

90-IIOV
DC

HEAI)l'HONE

CONNECTION
1 am submitting toy "favorite Kink" for
the into-lit of those who desire to connect
earphones to a reeeites while a loudspeaker
is operatingg. Astouusl speakers hate transformers toliteh are muter- lapped, 1 Mend,.
rct De
In one
n
side of the

NEON

ari

AMu

o

PHONES

l

SUPPORT

MADE FROM

N- 18

.

WIRE

trailstunner intuit winding. This is. of
"aloe. where clona' -ended audio amplifiers
re used.
lu this manner, there is no
direct rUrrent dossing through the ean,lune
If one dos not want the plumes to
Iel'Idirectly to the n plus, us In this

WOUND AROUND STEM
AND FORMED AS SHOWN

PERMANENT IRON
HOLDER

1

diagram. Own

a .1 nlf, roudernser could ta
In serles with each lead,
TIN.
Will Iwlale Them anti trayent a
danger

oniNru

COIL ADAPTER

O 3 MEG

experimenter only have coils that are
wired for the particular set in which
he t wants to use Ilion. By making a simple
adapter, as shorn In the drawing. and having one for tarp set of rolls that are wired
differently. uo changes in the wiring of

Coot HOL

'The

IRON

it will usell

aty

pair of phones with one oscillator, n
1110n hm the dlagrant,
streak -fn ersten 1.
ed the same as lu the telegraph circuits

ELECTRIC
SOLDERING

toNE

00r-

"r

Another

merino' which could
ts
,1 nit. condenser
(-huurlest in series with one leer of the
phones going to the roil mm the transformer, aril the other .lilt of tir thunes
mold be rcnuerted directly to the It minus.
of

shack.

be

used would employ

Dewitt

E.

llarny.

www.americanradiohistory.com

I

Dnring my experimental

set

tuns'turc for,

found that this soldering irnu holder gas

the greatest satisfaction. As rout be seers
In the drawing,
merely forum No, 12 bus bar loosely around the Iran. This will fall
downward and always be In the correct prod-thin when you lay the Iron Jorn.
1

Esterhulaen.

-J.
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World Short -Wave and Time -Zone Map
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The short -wave apparatus here shown has been carefully se-

WHAT'S NEW
In Short-Wave Apparatus
lected for description by the editors after
tion of its merits

a

rigid investiga-

The Hammarlund "Super -Pro"
AS explained last month. the -SuperPro", the latest development of the
Hammarlund Laboratories, is a Di tube

Receiver

Part II
By Donald Lewis

-

superheterodyne consisting of two units
the receiver proper and the power supply.

has four sections of 1.80 mmf. each. The rotor plates are of the
NIielline type which results in a uniform frequency scale affording
a two to one tuning range. The stators are mounted on isolantite
blocks, which are in turn secured to the shield partitions which

forni the frame -work of the tuning unit.

The band -spread condenser is mechanically identical with the
main tuning condenser. Divided into four main sections, each of
these sections has a three -gang condenser with their separate
rotors and stators, equivalent therefore to a complete 12 -gang
condenser. In this way, an appropriate degree of band -spread can
be secured in each of the three high - frequency bands. To illustrate,
each division of the band -spread dial in the 14.0 to 14.4 mc. amateur
band covers approximately 4.5 kilocycles. In the 7 to 7.3 and 3.5
to 4.0 nie. bands, the coverage is approximately 4 and 5 kc. respectively. These coverages afford comfortable non -critical tuning in
the high- frequency ranges without an unnecessary amount of
dial twisting. On the two lower frequency bands, this condenser is
automatically cut out of the circuit by the band -changing switch.

I.F. Selectivity Continuously Variable

The tuning dials on the new Super -Pro receiver are very
cleverly designed so as to provide the easiest possible tuning.
combined with the highest accuracy.
(No. 557)

r
`` -

We have already discussed the unusual tuning unit with the exclusive new 5 -band switch; the tuning coils, and the tubes used.

How Band -Spread Is Obtained

a look at some of the other unusual components
of the tuning system. There is the main tuning condenser, which

Now let us take
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Wiring diagram of the Super -Pro power -supply unit.

A New Multi -Band Dial
RACK
IDLER PULLEY

/

5

BAND

DIAL

CABLE

VARIABLE

CONDENSER

IDLER
PULLEY

PULLEY
ON
SWITCH

SPRING

New

Multi -band Tuning Dial. No.
Tames and

554.

The selectivity of the intermediate frequency amplifier is, as we
stated in the first article, continuously variable, by means of a
control on the front panel. This control simultaneously varies the
coupling between the primaries and secondaries of the first three
I.F. transformers. Since both the primary and secondary of each
transformer are tuned, this variation of coupling changes the
response characteristic from a single sharp peak in the nli II inlnni.
coupling position, to a wide double -humped curve in the position
of maximum conplinp. The total range of coupling provided by the
panel control is from approximately 1/3 optimum in the narrow
position, to about
-three times optimum in the wide
position. The control being continuously variable, any
intermediate value
between these two

.-

extremes is readily
obtainable. Therefore, as the selectivity control operates
simultaneously o n
three transformers
in cascade, the
change in overall
selectivity is tremendous.
At the
same time, such a
wide change in
coupling a l s o results in a wide variation in gain, except of course when
operating on AVC.
The three variable
coupling I.F. transformers (Continued
on page 247)

TI1E accompanying picture shows the
new Hallicrufter dial which contains the
different graduations or calibrations for five

--

l'hysical appearance of the power supply
unit which is built as a separate unit. It
employs two rectifiers -a 5Z3 and a IV.
low impedance

(CoatinnrJ

nn.

pity,. 2171

bands. The indicating needle moves across
the five bands inscribed on the dial, the
position of the indicating needle being controlled by a cable attached to a pulley on the
band switch. As the switch is turned from
one band to another progressively, the indicator moves up or down as the case may
be, and thus points automatically to the
particular row of figures on the dial which
are to be read by the operator for the particular band being tuned in.

External "Mike" Input
Transformer -Cable Type
THE new Aniperite input transformer
of the cable type is designed to operate

addresses of manufacturers of apparatus on

this arts following pages furnished upon receipt of

www.americanradiohistory.com

New External input Transformer for
Coupling Microphone. No. 555.
3 -cent

stamp: mentlen No. of article.
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"HAM"

NEW APPARATUS FOR THE
favorably receive the introit or: Mu
IN the photograph we see the of this new large Hammarlund
plug
-in coil form. It is constructed
new RCA Junior velocity mie
of XP -53 material and the general
rophone intended for use with P.
seen in the photoA. systems and for amateur phone design. as can be
graph. is identical to the XP -53
use. It has all of the good qualities of the more expensive standard Hammarlund receiving coil form.
broadcast microphones, and the However. this form has it diameter
amateur who desires high quality of 2iß inches and a winding space
of 4 inches is available. The forni
in his phone signals will be inplenty of
terested in a microphone of this is deeply flirted. providing
winding,
type. It has a frequency range of air-space around the grooved and
for
from 50 to 10.000 cycles with an they may bewireeasily
in place. At the
average operating level of minus holding the
top a id bottom edges of the form,
Gi D.R.
there are two holes which are tapped for a 6 -32 machine screw. This
is presumably for anchoring very
UNIVERSAL AUDIO
heavy wire.
These forms are
TRANSFORMER, H55
available either with four ur five
EXPERIMENTERS will find prongs.
many uses for this universal
audio transformer which is deU.H.F. PLUG -IN
signed for replacement purposes in
INDUCTANCE, H56
servicing radio receivers. The frequency response is 30 to 10.000
READERS who are interested
cycles, and has an over -all turn
in constructing ultra high freof
(Primary
to
secondary)
ratio
quency receivers soul transmitters
1:3. The primary current rating will be very much interested in the
is 10 ma. D.C. and it is designed micalex insulated coil assembly. As
to couple any single or push -pull ran be seen in the photograph. one
triode stage using 10 different strip contains three miniature jacks
types of tubes tu any single or while the other contains three
push pull stage regardless of the plugs. The plugs have a hole in
type of tube used. This transform- the screw end which will accomer is truly universal in all respects modate up to a number 12 wire.
in so far us audio frequency ampli - This greatly facilitates soldering
Oration is concerned. It is a pro- the coil ends to the plugs and
makes a more permanent connecduct of the RCA l'arts Divi -ion.
tion. The micalex strips have an
over-all length of 1 Ts" and are
GIANT PLUG -IN COIL
in width. They are available either
FORM. H58
with or without the coil. should
WITH the constant increase in the experimenter desire to wind
the use of plug -in transmitting his own coils.

NEW JUNIOR MIKE, H54

New RCA microphone. 1154

Universal transformer.

1155.

inductances. the amateurs should

(Continued

v,+

poor 254)

Plug -in

1

.11.F.

inductance.

1156.

A complete line of stand -off in-

sulators.

Giant

1157

plug -in coil
Hammarlund.

form

by

1158.

6 -Tube A.C. Super -Het
Covers Three Bands

THE accompanying illustration shows a very attractive and
efficient 6 -tube A.C. super -het of modern "book- case" design.
It is the new Lafayette model D -8, and the receiver covers the
following wave- length hands: 18 -50 meters, 66 -187 meters, and
of course the B.C. band 200 -560 meters.
The size of the cabinet is 10a" long, 93S" high, and Pi"
deep, and the cabinet is hand- finished, the wood being a particularly fine grain walnut.
One of the ideas behind the design of this new receiver is
that it can be conveniently placed in any ordinary bookcase.
The latest type high- efficiency tubes are used. The tube numbers being: 2- 6D6's, 1 -75, 1 -76, 1 -6115, and 1 -80. This receiver has the latest type automatic volume control and the set
This fi-tube Super -het covers the broadcast as well as two shortis equipped with a 41" airplane type dial, which, in turn. tunes
wave hands, the 18 -50 and the 66 -187 -meter bands.
a 8 gang condenser.
The set embodies the two most important features of interest to every radio man -excellent sensitivity and selectivity. The cost of the set is
corporated in it.
-try nominal, considering the high degrees of engineering and workmanship inThe accompanying diagram shows the
simple straight -forward design features and
all of the circuit parts and apparatus have
been carefully tried out in the laboratory,
tc o,

t

rued en

pose 2501

Money for Your Ideas!!

THE editors are looking for good articles describing the detailed construction of improved SHORT -W'AD'E RECEIVERS suitable for either "Ham" or "Fan"
reception. or both. Other short -wave apparatus is also of interest. If you have a

Wiring. diagram of the

6 -tube

A.C.

3 -hand

Super -het.

(No. 558)

new and novel circuit. be sure to send a
description and sketch of it to the Editor,
and we shall be glad to give you a prompt
opinion as to whether or not we would be
interested in an article on the subject. All
articles accepted and published will be paid
for at regular rates.
If you submit an article, finished diagram drawings are not necessary, but the
photo should be clear and as large as
possible.
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THE RADIO AMATEUR!
anductece .y Geo. W.Shuart
_..------------...---.__---_
Radio Amateur Course
.

IN this lesson we will continue the
TWELFTH LESSON
receiver discussion. In our last lessimIn this twelfth lesson of our
son we took into consideration the
pler receivers such as the regenerative "Ham" Course, popular superhetdetector, with and without the R.F. erodyne circuits are discussed.
(radio frequency) stage. In this lesson, we will cover some of the impor6C6. 57
617
IFT/
tant points concerning superheterodynes. Of course, there is no end to
the technicalities involved in designing
superheterodynes. However, the average short wave "Fan" and amateur is
not interested in detailed technicalities.
..41.
For instance, the average amateur or
"Fan" would not be interested in the
O!
on
576C6OR
technicalities of the converter diagram
00
shown in Fig. 1. It will do him very
SÓwi.°9
\
little good to know the ratios of oscilW-t
lator output voltage to grid bias and
T
X ú00T
d
Mi
l
signal in the detector circuit, when in
nine cases out of ten he would not be
equipped to make the delicate measureSD.000 o..c.
ments necessary. Therefore, we will
cover the standard methods of frequenB4
CO 16.EG
(...BFIG.1
cy conversion in so far as practical
tube combinations and circuit values
PEGEIa.
IN
are concerned.
3 DET
Pentode Power- Detector and Electron Coupled Oscillator
In Fig. 1, we have the pentode power- detector and the pentode electron i.F
coupled oscillator. In this circuit the
/oir
output of the oscillator is coupled to the
soo
suppressor grid, the detector. This is
B_T
osso
FIG.IA
.u(G' B+1
injection.
grid
suppressor
as
known
657ow ] 57
This arrangement works out remarkably well because the tuned circuits arc
entirely independent of the coupling arrangement. Isolation is accomplished
by the screening (shielding) of the two
M°.°.G
tubes. It is in this circuit combination
that a minimum of pulling takes place.
/CR
For instance, the strength of the incoming signals and the adjustment of the
detector circuit will have practically no
Ów5
effect upon the oscillator tuning which,
4
of course, results in excellent stability.
If regeneration is to be used in the first
g
l
B_
detector circuit in order to improve the F G.2
addwithout
sensitivity and selectivity
6L71
ing R.F. preamplifiers, this coupling is
rethe one to use. Of course, without
generation it would be advisable to employ at least one and preferably two
'j[iij?
SO D00
F
tuned R.F. stages ahead of the pentode
detector in order to bring up the sensitivity and reduce image response.
Adding R.F. stages to the front end
of a superheterodyne also results in lower- over -all set noises, and generally provides a better signal -to- outside noise
ratio.
a
Getting the Circuits to "Track"
pw'0O5
L 0-1-1EG
One of the most difficult problems in
a superhet construction is getting the
FIG.3
two tuned circuits to track. The oscilla
tor is tuned to a frequency equal to the Converter diagrams of the most commonI.F. frequency higher than the first de- ly used types used for superheterodynes.

'i!1
OR
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tector. This means that if we use 465
kc. as the intermediate frequency the
oscillator will be tuned 465 kc. higher
than the frequency of the first detector,
which is the signal frequency. This can
be accomplished by the use of properly
proportioned inductances and the use
of padding condensers. In the diagrams
we have shown a condenser in series
with the oscillator tuning condenser.
This condenser is marked "X." Also,
we have a condenser across the entire
coil. In diagram 1, this is marked "T,"
and there is one in the detector circuit
also. For general use in short -wave receivers where trimmers ( "T ") 140
mmf. bandsetters are used and mounted on the panel, condenser "X" should
have a capacity of between .001 and
.002 mf. By properly adjusting the
coils of the oscillator circuit nearly perfect, tracking may be maintained between the two stages. We are considering, of course, that the two tuning
condensers "C" (usually 35 mmf.) are
small in capacity and the two trimmers "T" are fairly large, the usual
band -spread and band -setting condenser combination.
The high frequency coils, for instance,
tuning around 14 to 15 megacycles will
be identical in construction. The padding condenser "X" will easily take care
of the difference. However, in coils tuning around 7 megacycles it will be necessary to use slightly less turns on the
oscillator coil; of course, if we go lower
in frequency or around 3.5 mc., it will
be necessary to have a greater difference
between the number of turns in the oscillator and detector coils.
Use of "Dual Purpose" Tube for Detector and Oscillator
In Fig. 1 we have used two separate
tubes for converting the frequency. In
Fig. 2 we have the 6A7 or 2A7 pentagrid converter. This tube was designed
to function both as the first detector and
oscillator. Mixing is accomplished electronically within the tube. Although
this arrangement is as sensitive as that
shown in Fig. 1, experiences have shown
that there is considerable reaction between the tuned circuits. Tuning the
detector circuit has a noticeable effect
upon the oscillator.
The main advantage, of course, is the
elimination of the extra tube. However, considering performance, especially on the short waves, one prefers
the additional tube.
New "Mixer" Tube for Superhets
Tube engineers have been working to
improve the conversion efficiency of the
A

superheterodyne, and the result has
been the introduction of the new 6L7,
which is especially designed for use as a
mixer tube. Here we have a tube pro-
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50.000
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OHMS

.25
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SWITCH

FIG.4

MEG.

1'~

B-

B+

O.1-MF

A complete 1.F. amplifier with and without A.V.C. The heat oscillator is also shown.

vided with an extra grid solely for the
purpose of introducing the oscillator
signal into the detector stage. This
tube may also be used in a number of

detector although, as we said before in
Fig. 1, regeneration may be introduced
conveniently in the detector circuit to
partly offset the need of tuned R.F.
stages.
The intermediate frequency amplifier of the superhet presents no problem at all if care is used in the layout
of parts. Most experimenters who have
encountered trouble such as due to feedback or regeneration in I.F. amplifiers
can blame it, in nearly all cases, to
crowding, improper use of by -pass condensers, or carelessness in placing the

other circuit arrangements, but so far
it proved the most satisfactory as shown
in Fig. 3. This tube provides remarkable conversion efficiency, especially at
the higher frequencies and reaction between the two stages has been reduced
considerably over other circuits. Of
course, both of the diagrams in Fig. 2
and 3, as well as in Fig. 1, require the
addition of R.F. stages ahead of the

A.

Amplifier for

F.

wires of the grid and plate circuits.
Beat Oscillator -Its Purpose
In Fig. 4 we have a two -stage I.F.
amplifier, the second detector and the
beat frequency oscillator. The beat oscillator, of course, is necessary for continuous wave (CW) reception, as we
must have some means of bringing about
an audible tone from a pure unmodulated carrier. No audio amplifier is
shown in this diagram, however, a single 2A5 or 3 watt pentode of any de(Continued on page 236)

Million Cycles!

1

By W. E. S.
The reason that this amplifier design is at present much favored
by European radio technicians, lies in the remarkable television

One

million cycle A.F. amplifier -Cl. cathode condenser;
C2,

coupling condenser; Ck, choke.

AN interesting example of the latest European
trend in radio design is the development of socalled "audio" amplifiers, having an unusual broad
frequency response curve. The difficulties encountered with this new kind of amplifiers is caused
by the demand that they must not only have a re-

sponse curve covering for example the tremendous
frequency range of from 1 to 1,000,000 cycles, but
they must also be flat over the full range!

INA

progress abroad.
Experience has indicated that the most effective means of obtaining the desired amplifier- qualities is to bring about a decrease
in the unwanted capacity between the various elements of the
amplifier and its circuits. Since the layout can greatly influence
the decrease in the unwanted capacity, much research has been
carried on in Europe to study the technical problems of proper
layout, and it is to expect that the layout technique developed in
Europe in connection with the design of the new A.F. amplifiers,
will exert an influence upon the circuit design to be used in connection with future developments in the ultra short wave field.
But this is not all that makes the design of such "broad- range"
A.F. amplifiers so interesting to the short -wave amateur. The
possibility of amplifying low audio frequencies, as well as radio
frequencies, with one amplifier promotes also some hope, that
some one-somewhere -will perfect a method for utilizing this
kind of amplifier design in the realm of the centimeter and decimeter waves.
How the difficult task of designing such an amplifier was accomplished is indicated by Fig. 1 and 2. Despite the fact that comparatively large coupling condensers had (Continued on page 250)
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SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

Here's Your Button

HONORARY MEMBERS

The illustration herewith shows the beautiful
design of the "Official"

Dr. Lee de Forest

Short Wave League button. which is available to

everyone who becomes a
member of the Short
Wave League.
The requirements for
joining the League are
explained in a booklet, copies of which will
The button measbe mailed upon request.
ures 'y, inch in diameter and is inlaid in
enamel-3 colors -red, white, and blue.
Please note that you can order your button AT ONCE-SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
supplies it at cost, the price, including the
mailing. being 35 cents. A solid gold button is furnished for $2.00 prepaid. Address
all communications to SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE, 99.101 Hudson St.. New York.

Report from Freeport, Pa.
LITTLE careful tuning on the 20meter amateur phone band any night
from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. will bring in
loads of foreign "Hams ".
OA4AA, in Peru, on about 14.30 meg.
F8LZ, in France, on 14.01 meg.
F3CP, in France, on 14.35 meg.
EABAL, in Africa, on 14.27.
Ireland is represented by station EI2J
at Dublin on 14.13 meg.
The VK "hams" have been coming in up
until 8:00 a.m., E.S.T.
Now that the baseball season is in full
swing, you may hear the reports of the
days' games in Japan, over station J \'N on
10.66 meg. at 4:00 to 5:00 p.m.
2R0, Rome, Italy, is testing on 11.81 meg.
in the afternoons and by the time this is
rend they may be broadcasting the afternoon programs on that wave.
HAS3, Budapest, Hungary, on 15.:37 meg.,
9:0(1 to 10:00 a.m. Sundays has not been
heard here for about a month.
TFJ, Iceland phones England 9:01 to
A

11:00 a.m.

ANGELO

John L. Reinartz
D. E. Replogle

Hollis Baird
E. r. Somerset
Baron Manfred von Ardenne
Hugo Gernsback
Executive Secretary

SHORT WAVE

SCOUT
News

were heard; many of them were new
ones, conditions were Fair to Good. Many
Foreign Amateurs were heard on the 20
meter band. I want to thank the foreign
amateurs for so kindly answering my cards.
The airship Hintfeaaborg was heard on its
trip to the U.S. on May 8th, on 111,290 K..,
working New York. The following is a list
of the more important stations heard:
Eastern Standard Time used throughout.:
The Voice of Colombia, Apurtado 2665,
Bogota, Colombia, on about 6,121) Kc. is
heard until about 9 :30 p.m., with good
1

5 /1:3- t ;S1)- 11,750 -10:20 p.m., England.
Very oud.
5113 -CJRX-11,720 -10:25 p.m., Canada.
Very, very loud.
5 /13 -GSC- 9,580- 10:10 p.m., England.
Very loud and clear.
5 /133 -COCH-9,428 -10:40
p.m., Cuba.
Clear but weak.
Time given is E.S.T. Freq. in kilocycles.
EDWARD M. HEISER,
Route 2, Box 124.

Official Listening Post Report of F. W.

Hartman, South Amboy, N.J.

DURING the past month only 75 stations

CENTANINO.

Box 516,

Freeport, Pa.

Brecksville, Ohio, O.L.P. Short
Wave Log

strength.

HI3C -La Ramona, D.R. -6,900 Kc. heard
many times with excellent volume.
EAQ- Madrid, Spain -heard broadcasting
as special
program to New York on April
26th on about 15 meters or 19 nie. with very
good strength from 12:25 to : 15 p.m.
CEC- Santiago, Chile, S. A.- 10,670 Kc.,
heard many times with good strength.
HI9B- Santiago, D. R. -6,050 Ke., heard
several times, fair to good.
COKG- Santiago, Cuba-6,155 Kc., heard
"good" many times.
DJR- Berlin, Germany-15,340
Kc. Heard on May 15th with a special program for New York, with
very good volume at 1:20 p.m.
HIH -San Pedro, D.R. -6,814
Kc. Heard many times with good
volume.

/23-TIE P -6,710 kc. -8 :00 p.m.,
Costa Rica, C. A. Loud, some noise.
4 /23-W2XGB -6,425-8:10 p.nt.,

HI8Q- Ciudad Trujillo, D.ß. -6,-

4

Hicksville, L.I. Test program, very
loud.

4/24-GSD- 11,750-10:50
England. Fair.

/ -G S P- 15,310-7 :30

4 25

p.m.,

-DJD-

-7

Italy. Fair.

p.m.,
5 /3 -DJD-11,770 -10:20
Germany. Very loud and clear.
p.nt.,
5/3 -GSD- 11,750-10:30
England. Exceptionally loud.

étlteeaui) 9ileet.,t9 get) in.

('.1.`llaa°Jotß.
,Rt1ew'Je<4
eJtrile orl.nteuca, tfie

iia

ia.11Re

l,,.te5

Shod t2Uauf Vague

gfeeleJ

lüller

.uhn

-G SD-11,750-7:05

p.m.,
England. Loud. Not as loud as GSP.
11,770 -7:10
p.m.,
4 /27
Germany. Very loud.
:15
p.m.,
4 /27 -CEC- 10,670
Chile. Very loud, some noise.
p.m.,
4/27-2R0 -9,635 -7:20
4 /27

S
at a

p.m.,

England. Loud and steady.
p.m.,
4/25 -GSD- 11,750-7: :35
England. Very loud and clear.
p.m.,
-7
:40
-DJD11,770
4/25
Germany. Very, very loud.
p.m.,
4 /25 -EAQ -9,860-7:45
Spain. Loud, but distorted.
p.m.,
4 /25 -GSC- 9,580 -7:50
England. Very loud, but noisy.
p.m.,
4 /27 -GSP- 15,310 -7:00
England. Very loud and clear.

a meateet opiete,Ra9tte.

clnlilnan
eeete

orrictaff9.

wfieteoP 1Reaceeliruate
+a9neJ

nab pee>eatteS io tlça

ae,We.

liLlf.-h d.0
a,.'a

s..,.r.,.,

p.m.,
/3-GSC -9,580 -10:35
5/12- VK3ME- 9,510:00 a.m.,
5

England. Very loud and clear.

Australia. Loud, steady and clear.
5 / 12-J V M- 10,740 -6:15
a.m.,
Japan. Loud and clear.
5/13-DJ D-11,770-10 : 15 p.m.,
Germany. Very loud.

1

This is the handsome certificate that is presented
FREE to all members of the SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE. The full size is 7V4" x 9 % ".
See page 252 how to obtain certificate.
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240 Kc. Is heard until 9 p.m., with
good volume, and requesting reports. It will verify reports.
HRD-Lu Voz de Atlantico, La
Ceibe, Honduras- 6,200 Kc. Heard
until 11 p.m.
HJM -La Voz Del Pacifico, Buenaventura, Colombia is on 8 to 11
p.m., daily on 9,510 Kc.
TGW -Radiodifusora
Nacional,
Guatemala City, Guatemala, is on 9;
450 Kc. from 9 to 10 p.nt., and 11 to
1 a.m., and Saturdays from 11 p.m.
to 7 a.m. on Sunday.
OER2-Osterr. Radioverkehrs A.
G., Wein, I., Johannesgasse 4h.,
Austria, is on 6,072 Kc. on Mon-

days, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m., on S aturdays until 6 p.m.
Regarding HRN, I have sent two
letters and a card to them requesting a Veri, but have yet to receive
one. I do not think that HRN

answers reports.
Veris received: HJU, TGW, OER2,
COCO, GBB, PHI for 11,730 Kc.
I answer all mail.
FLETCHER W. HARTMAN,
365 John Street.
South Amboy, New Jersey.

Short Wave Scout Report from
Parma, Ohio
THE following is my report for
this past (Continued on page 2541
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World S -W Station List
Complete List of Broadcast, and Telephone Stations

All the stations in this list

use teleof some kind.
Note: Stations marked with a star
are
the most active and easily heard stations
and transmit at fairly regular times.
Please write to us about any new sta-

transmission

phone

It

is a good idea to

follow

*

X-

Around -the -Clock Listening Guide

general schedule
as far as wavelength in relation to the time of
the day
concerned. The observance of these
simple rules will save time.
From daybreak till 7 p.m. and particularly

i

tions or other important data that you
learn through announcements over the air
or correspondence with the stations.
Stations are classified as follows:
Commercial phone. B- Broadcast Servie*.
Experimental transmissions.

a

during bright daylight, listen between

and

13

band is generally found
until 7 a.m. (After dark,
are usually much better
These general rules hold

19

meters (21540 to 15800 kc.)
To the east of the listener, from about 4 p.m.6 a.m., the 19 -35 meter will be found very productive. To the west of the listener this same

best from about 12 m.
results above 35 meters

than during daylight.)
for any location in the

Northern Hemisphere.

Short -Wave Broadcasting, Experimental and Commercial Radiophone Stations
NOTE: To convert kc. to megacycles (mc.)
shift decimal point

31600
DX-

kc. W2XDU
9.494 meters

ATLANTIC BROADCASTING
485 MADISON AVE.. N.Y.C.
Relays WABC daily 5.10 p.m..
Sat.. Sun.

31600
-BX-

12:30.5, 6.9 p.m.

kc.

W8XAI

20020

kc.

-C-

14.99 meten

19900 kc.
G-

9.494

DETROIT. MICH.

6:15 a.m. -12:30 p.m., 2.5.
7.10 p.m.

21540 kc.
-B-

W8XK

13.93 meters

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH. PA.
6-9 a.m.; relays KDKA

21530

B

kc.

GSJ

meten
DAVENTRY
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON, ENGLAND
13.93

B
ATLANTIC

15.08

meters

MONTE

-C-

meten

15.14

CEC

19650 kc.

LSN5
c
15.27 meten
NURLINOHAM,

ARGENTINA

Europe, daytime

-C-

LSF
meters

15.31

MONTE

BROADCASTING

21470

*GSH

kc.

13.97 meters

DAVENTRY
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
6 -8:45.

21420
-C-

9 -10:30

WKK

kc.
14.01

AMER.

a.m.

meters

TEL. & TEL. CO..
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

Calls S. America 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

21080
RIO

kc.

PSA

DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL
Works WKK Daytime

21060 kc.
-C-

14.25

meters

C.

19345
.B.C.

HU

LSN6
meters

RG.

Ç
a.m.8ps.

Calls N. Y.

Ill

20860
C-

kc.

kc.

15.58 meters
RIO de JANEIRO. BRAZIL
Works with Fante mornings

19220 kc.

MADRID. SPAIN

Works S. America. mornings.

20700

kc.
14.49

ARGENTINA
Irregularly

20380 kc.

C-

GAA

meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Argentina Brazil.
mornings
14.97 meten

15.62 meters

Works with ORG In meaning

P.

19160

kc.

C

15.55

18970

kc.

meters

-C-

N.

kc.
16.54

meters

PMC

18115
-C-

kc.

es.

LSY3

kc.

GAB

16.13 nieten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Canada
morn. and early attn.

PCV

HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
6.8:45
9 a.m. -12 n..
3:40 -5:45 p.m.

BOUND BROOK. N. J.
Relays WIZ. Daily ese. Sun.
8 a.m. -4
p.m.

meters

BANDOENG. JAVA
Calls Holland. early a. S.

OCI

16.06 meters

LIMA. PERU

Works various S.A. stations
tations

16.88 meten

*PHI

HUIZEN. HOLLAND
7:30 -9:30 am. daily except Tue.
and Wed.
I.2 p.m. Sun.

17760 kc.

*W2XE

-B16.89 meters
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

19.4 meters
RCA COMMUNICATIONS,

BOLINAS. CAL.
Tests irregularly

kc.
KWO
XGM 15415
C DIXON,
19.46 meters
CAL.

kc.
meten

SHANGHAI. CHINA
7 -9

17.12 meters

Phones

a.m.

Hawaii 2.7 p.m.

kc. *HAS3
DFB 15370
-B19.52 meten

NAUEN. GERMANY

Works Rugby 2.7 a.m.

17310 kc.
17.33

W3XL
meters

NATIONAL BROAD. CO.
BOUND BROOK. N. J.
Tests Irregularly

17120 kc.
C

BUDAPEST,

17.52

A. T. & T. CO.,
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Cells
hips
ters

17.56

C

18.44

meters

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Phones
Arg., Bras., Peru. daytime

kc.

16270
C-

C.

kc.

KTO

18.47 meters

MANILA. P. I.
Calls Cal.. Telele and ships
8 -11:30 a.m.

kc.

16233
-C-

15.45

C-

meters

C.

Phones

C

FTK

Saigon_ morning

kc.

CEC

18.91 meters

SANTIAGO, CHILE

Works other S.A. stations
afternoons

15810 kc.
C.

18.98

HURLINGHAM,
Brazil and

15760

kc.

-X-

19.04

(All Wedeln Eisten Staadad TIES)

LSL
meters

Cells
E

Pael0e

ARGENTINA
,

daytime

meten

Ides and Japan

DJR

-B.
19.56
ters
GENERAL ELECTRIC

CO.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Relays
WGY 10 a.m. -2 p.m.

15310

e-

*GSP

kc.

19.6 meters

DAVENTRY
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE.
LONDON, ENGLAND
6.8 p.m.

15290
B-

kc.

LRU

19.82 meters

"EL MUNDO"

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA. S. A.

Broadcasts 7 -7:30. II -11:30 a.m.
and around 4 P.M.

kc.
DJ Q
FZR3 15280
-B.
19.63 meters

18.90 meters
ST. ASSISE. FRANCE

15865

KWU

19.53 meters

1:30 -3:30 a.m.

B ROADCASTING

SAIGON. INDO -CHINA

kc.

ir.

-B,X19.56 meters
B ROADCASTING HOUSE,
BERLIN. GERMANY

JYT

KEMIKWA -CHO. CHIBA -

KEN, JAPAN
Irregular In late 'Doornails
and surly menial

HOUSE

BERLIN, GERMANY
1230 -7 am.

Cells Purls and Peeing Ides

15880

kc.

DIXON. CAL.

Phones

WOG

18.44 meters
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls England.
morning and early afternoon_

16240

15355

WLK

kc.

16270

DZG
meters

GBC 15330kc.*W2XAD

RUGBY ENGLAND
r
Calls Ships

CORP.

HUNGARY

ZEESEN. GERMANY
Works with Africa and tests
regularly

WOO 15340 kc.
meters

17080 kc.

485 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

KKR

kc.

-C-

RE ICH SPOSTZE N ST RA LA MT,

*W3XAL

17775 kc.

Phones U.S.. 5 a.m. & 4 p.m.

15460

KIRKEE. INDIA

6.9 a. m.

kc.

JVF

19.2 meters

NAZAKI, JAPAN

BANGKOK. SIAM

17

a.m.

3 -5

Broadcasts Sundays. 9.10 a.m.

meten
MONTE GRANDE.

ARGENTINA
Tests Irregularly

C

HSP

Java

kc.

Works S. America near 9:15 a.m.

10.56

-S15.87 meters
NATIONAL BROAD. CO.

n

-C-

meters

ENGLAND
Y., daytime

BANDOENG, JAVA
Phones Holland. early a.

PLE -B

kc.
15.93

16.48

RUGBY.

17790

ZSS

Works Rugby 6:30 a.m.-12

C

C-

s.

-C.

meters

Works London

GAW

*GSG
meters
GAP B
DAVENTRY.
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING

15.88 meten
S. AFRICA

18830

Calls S. Amerles, daytime

GAQ 17780 kc

kc.

-C-

FTO

mitten
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE

5.54 meten
ORG C KOOTWIJK.
NOLLAND
Calls Java,

15.81 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls S. Afrles, mornings

18890

CHIEF ENGINEER
0. Boa 283. ADDIS ABABA.
ETHIOPIA
ularly

17810 kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Australia, early a.m.

C-

16.42 meters

18200 kc.

a.

Phones

15620

kc.
kc. VWY2 15360
ETA 17510
-X.C19.53
-C17.13 meters

kc.

16.86

OPL 18680 kc.

LEOPOLDVILLE. BELGIAN
CONGO

kc.

KLIPHEUVEL.

14.72

20040 kc.

WKF

RUYSSELEDE. BELGIUM
Works with OPL mornings

-C-

Tests

-C

-C

LSY

MONTE GRANDE

C-

18040

N. J.
Calls England, daytime

EHY-EDM

14.38 meters

18270

16.91

17650

W,irks Germany, mornings

PPU

-C-

030.730

JVE

19.16 meters

NAZAKI, JAPAN

Works Germany 4.7 a.m.

16.39 meten
MARACAY. VENEZUELA

18135

PMA

BANDOENG. JAVA

19260 kc.

PISA. ITALY

YVR 17520 kc.

-C-

Calls

Calls Holland early a.m.
Broadcasts Tues.. Thur.. Sat..
10:00.10:30 a.m. Irregular

19200

noon

14.27

meters

WKA c.LAWRENCEVILLE,
15.50 meter.

Calls England

-C-

kc.
15.51

kc.

kc
GAD 18250
-C.
16.43

FTM

-C-

IAC

16:89 meters

Calls shies.

J.

1

10.50 meters
ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Calls Argentina menlele

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

21020

kc.

-C

GAS

..tre

daytime

-C15.4 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Works with Kenya. Africa, early
morning

19355

16.55

DJE 15660 kc.

17760 kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y.. daytlse

18299

ARGENTINA

W2XE 19480
kc.

CORP.

C

GRANDE.

13.94 meters

485 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.
Relays WABC 6:30 a.m. -12 n.

18310 kc.

SANTIAGO. CHILE

Works Buenos Aires and Colombia daytime

Calls

N.

as 21.540 me.

meters

16.89

8:05.11 a.m.

meters

Calls England, daytime

15.24 meters

19600 kc.

16.35

kc

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY

FZS

LAWRENCEVILLE.

Calls England. daytime

-C-

-B-

kc.
WLA 17741 kc.
WKN 18340
-C.
16.36 meten

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

19680 kc.

GAU 17760 kc.

SAIGON. INDO -CHINA
Phones Parle, early senleg

ARGENTINA

19820 kc.

kc.

left: Thus. read 21540

places to

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y.. daytime

C.

GRANDE.

Testa Irregularly,

21520 kc.

.C.

LSG 18345 kc.

Tuts Irregularly, daytime

31600 kc. W8XWJ
-BX-

18620

Works S. America. mornings

9.494 meters

STROMBERG CARLSON CO.
ROCHESTER. N.Y.
Relays WHAM daily 7:30 a.m.12.05 a.m.

DHO

NAUEN, GERMANY

3

15270 kc.
-B-

*W2XE

19.65 meters
IC BROADCASTING
CORP.
485 Madison Av., N.Y.C.
Relays
WABC daily, 12 n. -4 p.m.

15260 kc.
-B
19.66 meters

GSI

DAVENTRY,
B.B.C. BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
12:15 -3:30 p.m.

15252 kc.
C-

19.67 meters

15250

B

RIM

TACHKENT. U.S.S.R.
Phones RKI near 7 am.

kc. W1XAL
19.87

BOSTON

metes

MASS.

Irregular, le swains

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for AUGUST, 1936

222

*TPA2
0 "RADIO COLONIAL"

15245 kc.

motors

19.88

-B,C-

FRANCE

PARIS,

*PCJ

kc.

15220
.B.

meters

10.71

N.V. PHILIPS' RADIO
EINDHOVEN. HOLLAND
Tues. 4 -6 a.m.
Wed. 7 -11 are.
Sun. 6:30.7:30 am.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIO
0. MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.

a.m.7 p.m.

*DJB

kc.

.0.

19.74 meters
B ROADCASTING HOUSE

BERLIN. GERMANY

3:50.11 a.m.. 4:50 -10:55 p.m.
Sun also II a.m. -I2 n.

*GSO

kc.

15180
.B.

19.76 meters

DAVENTRY
B .B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE.
LONDON. ENGLAND
3:40 -5:45 p.m.

*GSF

kc.

15140

B

.B.

HVJ

metes
VATICAN CITY
ROME. ITALY
19.83

DJL

kc.

15110

19.85 meten
B.X
B ROADCASTING HOUSE.

BERLIN. GERMANY

am.

5.45 -7.30

C.

RKI

kc.

15090

metes
MOSCOW. U.S.S.R.

C-

-B-

13285 kc.
.C

20.64 meters

.x-

LSN

LSM2

20.71 meten
CARTAGO. COSTA

Phenol Cen.

Amer.

&

Daytime

-C

C
Calla

20.71 meters

.0.

TGF

kc.

C-

20.71 meter.

YNA

Thur..

20.71 meter,

meters

NACAOME. HONDURAS
Works WNC daytime

C

10

-II

a.m.

-CTEGUCIGALPA. HONDURAS

meter.

20.73

19.91 meters
DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL
Calls N.Y.. Buenos Aires sad
Europe. daytime

-C-

14460

15055

EICHSPOSTZE NSTRALA MT.
ZEESEN. GERMANY
Works on telephony and tests
3:45-5:45 am.

.0.

kc.

WNC

19.82 meten

HIALEAH

Calls Central

FLORIDA

Amelia

.0.

daytime

KAY

14980 kc.

20.03 mete.
MANILA. P. I.

Phones Paola*

14970
-LC-

LZA

20.04 meten

SOFIA.

BULGARIA

Tests Irregularly till 11:30 am.
on Sundays

14960

kc.

PSF

20.43 meten
RIO de JANEIRO. BRAZIL
Wons with Buenos Aires

21.44 meters

RUGBY.

14950 kc.
.0.

RCA

20.07 meten

COL.
Calls WNC, daytime
B OGOTA.

14940 kc.

H11

.C.
20.08 meten
CIUDAD TRUJILLO D.R.

BMon.,

.C.

20.08 meters

Works WNC daytime

14845
-C

kc.
20.21

meten

daytime

-C.

kc.
20.47 meters

14640

kc.

-C-

20.49 meters

i

25.02 meten

SAIGON.

INDOCHINA

ETB

11955 kc.

meters

meters

TYF 13390 kc.
22 .40

CORP.

MADISON AVE.. N. Y. C.

Relays WABC 4-9 p.m.

25.38 meten
DAVENTRY
B.B.C., BROADCASTING

HOUSE.
LONDON. ENGLAND
-I :30 am. Irregular

11:30 p.m.

11810

MEDELLIN. COLOMBIA
a.m. -I p.m.. 590.1090

1190

11810
-B.

a.m. -12:15 p.m..

N.

J.

.valgo

STE. ASSISE, FRANCE
Phones CNR morning.
Hurlingham. Area. nights

11880 kc.

*TPA3

BROADCASTING
BERLIN. GERMANY
3 -4:55

11790

B

a.m.,

p.m.

10:15

FRANCE
a.m.- 5

ZLT4

kc.

*DJD

10:55 p.m.

kc.

*GSD

mews
DAVENTRY.
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
25.53

kc

PHI
HUIZMete

ER. HOLLAND

11720

kc. *CJRX

23.9 meters
B WINNIPEG.
CANADA

Dolly.

9 0.

m..12 m.

*TPA4

25.61 meters

"RADIO COLONIAL"
PARIS.

FRANCE

5:15 -9:15 p.m.
9:45 p.,,..12 m.

Teets la the evening

11595 kc.

VRR4

25.87 meters
-C.
STONY HILL. JAMAICA.

B.W.1.
Works WNC daytime.

11560 kc.
-X.

VIZ3

25.95 meters

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS
OF AUSTRALASIA
FISKVILLE. AUSTRALIA

Calls Canada evening and early
g.m.

(All Schedule. Eutern Standard Time)

www.americanradiohistory.com

-B -C.

PLP

27.27 meters

BANDOENG, JAVA
Broadcasts Sat. 7 p.m. -1:30
a.m.. Sun. 5:30.10 am.
Also 2.7 a.m. daily

kc.

10970

OCI

27.35 meten

Works

LIMA- PERU
with

-BX.

Col..

Bogota.
evenings

kc.

10955

HS8PJ

27.38 meters

BANGKOK, SIAM
Broadcasts 8.10:15 am. Mondays

10840 kc.

KWV

27.68 meten
DIXON, CAL.
Werks with Hawaii evenings.

-C.

kc.

10770
.C.

GBP

27.85 meson

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls
Sydney. Austral. early a. a.

-B,C-

*JVM

kc.

10740

27.93 meters

NAZAKI. JAPAN
Broadcasts Tues. and Fri. 2.3
p.m.. Phones U.S.

2 -7 a.m.

kc.

10675

WN B

-C.
28.1 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N.

J.

Calls Bermuda. daytime

*CEC

10670

kc.

-C.

28.12 meters

SANTIAGO, CHILE
Breodeasts Thurs.. Sun.
8:30-9 p.m.. Dally 7.7:15 p.m.

-B.C.

*JVN

kc.

10660

28.14 meters

NAZAKI. JAPAN

Phones

Europe

Broadcasts daily
2 -8

3

-8 a.m.

12

m -1

a.m.,

a
4

-5 p.m.

WOK

28.44 meters
-0LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Phones
Arse.. Bra:.. Peru, nights

10520

kc.

-C.

28.51

VLK
meters

SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA

Calls Rugby. early a.m.

am.4:20 p.m.; 4:50.

-B.

.g.

11000 kc.

kc. W1XAL 10550 kc.

25.45 Meters

BOSTON. MASS.
Daily 5:15.6:15 P.M.
Sun. 5.7 p.m.

11:35

27.15 meters

Mon. and Thurs.

25.49 meters
-BBROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY

25.23 meters

"RADIO COLONIAL"
PARIS.

1.4

p.m.

1:30.5

DJO
11795 kc.
B.X 25.43 metersHOUSE,

kc.
KIO
KKQ 11680
25.68 meten
X- KAHUKU.
meters
HAWAII

kc.
FTA
GCJ 11940
25.13 meters
C

Phones England
morning and afternoon

E.I.A.R.

5:15.9 am.. 9:15-11 a.m., 11:30

BOLINAS. CALIF.

B-

*2RO

kc.

25.4 meters

ke.

Tate. Irregularly.

meters

kc. *HJ4ABA

25.4 meters
P. 0. BOX 50

B

ADDIS ABABA- ETHIOPIA
See 18270

GSN

-B.

25.09 meten

-C-

kc.
GBB 11950
25.10
-X-

WMA

LAWRENCEVILLE.

kc. *W2XE
B
25.58 meters
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

11715 kc.

Phones Paris. morning

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls loan a Chine early
morning

-C-

FZS2

Canada. afternoons

kc.
GBL 13415
22.56
-C.

PARIS. FRANCE
Works Saison and Cairo 3.7
am.. 12 n. -2:30 p.m.

-C

a.m. -

RUGBY,
Calls

Egypt

9 p.m. -12 m.

11830

RNE 11730

kc.

11991

2

kc.

C-

C

12:15 -3:25 p.m.. 9 -II p.m..
11:30 pm.1:30 am.

KyuvAN

25 meters
MOSCOW. U. S. S. R.
Sun. 6 -9. 10.11 a.m.. 12:306 p.m., 9 -IO pot.
Wed. 6.7
Daily 12:30.6 p.m,

JYK

mete.

PDV
HOLLAND

W

-2 p.m.

25.38 meten
BCHICAGO FEDERATION OF
LABOR
CHICAGO. ILL.
Relays WCFL 6:30 a.m..4 pm..

11750

24.88 meten

-B-

KEMIKAWA CHO, CHIBAKEN,JAPAN
Phenol California till II p. E.

.0-

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Works JVH 1.7 a.m.

11:30

tests

and

phone

irre. ularly

12000 kc.

SPW

Wed..

OCJ2 13585 kc.

LIMA, PERU
Works other S.A. stations

14653

kc.

22 meten
WARSAW POLAND
WARSAW,

kc.
HJA3 13610
22.04
-C-

BARRANQUILLA. COL.

KKZ

12:30 p.m
Irregular at other times

Plumes WNC daytime

14940 kc.

p.m.

11.

kc. W9XAA

11830

11770

DZE

12060 kc.

C KOO

DJP

25.31 meten
12

GBS

24.73 meters

Works

21.91 meten
COMMUNICATIONS
BOLINAS. CAL.
Tests Irregularly

13635

DAVENTRY,
B .B.C.
BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND

REICHSPOSTZENST RALAMT.
ZEESEN. GERMANY

SUZ

13690 kc.
C.

HJB

C.x.

aIIs

21.71 meten
ABOU ZAGAL. EGYPT
Works with Europe II am.2

kc.
24.69 Meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C.. afternoon

GBA 12130 kc.

-C.

-C.

daytime

C

Sums Alm. late ¡Semen

13820 kc.

PARIS. FRANCE

12150

meters

Calls

C.

TYA

kc.

Works French Ships In morning
and afternoon

GBW

RUGBB
U.S.A...ftenoo.

-C-

TFJ

24.56 meters

-C-

GSE
meten

25.29

Via Montello 5
ROME, ITALY

PARIS. FRANCE
Irregular

12215

R

14440 kc.

TYB

kc.
24.49 meters

Phones England mornings.
Broadcasts Sun. 1:40-2 p.m.

20.75 meters

13990 kc.

ISIS

kc.

-C,X-

.B-

P.m.

afternoon

24.52 meters
-B.C.
REYKJAVIK. ICELAND

DZH

kc.

RIO

GBU
meters

12235 kc.

Phones England
meriting and afternoon

PSD

kc.

BOX

MEXICO CITYS MEX.
Irregular

11860 kc.

RUGBY, ENGLAND

C-

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

kc.

15070

-C

DAF

24.41

12250

WMF

14470 kc.

1

meten
PORTUGAL
a.m.,
Tues..
:00-2:15 p.m.

Calls N.Y.C..

20.71 meters

19.88

Phones Tashkent near 7 a.m.
and relays RNE on Sundays

:30

Fri-

12290

HRF

kc.

14485

I

I

24.34 meters
-CNORDDEICH. GERMANY
Works German ships daytime

HRL5

20.71

10-

11200 kc.
XBJQ
X26.79 meters

WELLINGTON. N. ZEALAND
Phones Australia and England
early am.

CT1GO 11820 kc.

12325 kc.

Phones WNC daytime

C-

kc.

CAN.

in evening

11050

485

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls ship

Sun.

MANAGUA. NICARAGUA

14485 kc.

GBC

B PAREDE.
24.2

Phone. WNC daytime

kc.

kc.

12396

GUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.

14485

.45
A.

Italia ship, me.IN.

12780

PANAMA CITY, PAN.
Phones WNC daytime

14485

kc. meters IAC

QUE..

Tests with Australia Irregularly

Sat.

HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY

kc.
CNR
23.39 meten

12800

SOERABAJA, JAVA
am. (Sun.)
7 p.m. -1:30
Daily 10:30 p.m. -1:30 am.

CJA4
meters

DRUMMONDVILLE,

25.29 meten
N. I. R.O. M..

B ROADCASTING

DIRECTOR GENERAL

RICA
U.S.A.

-B-

-B.X

N. J.

Telegraph and Telephone
Stations. Rabat, Moron.
B n.daete, Sunday. 7:30 -9 a M.

HPF

14485 kc.

ship

Calla

YDB

kc.

11860

WOO 11855 kc.

meters

GATE,

OCEAN

12825
B, C.

TIR

-C.

kc.
23.36

C

2089 meten
C.
HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Calle RI. and Elereae daytime

kc.

22.94 Meters

SUVA. FIJI ISLANDS
ea.. Sun. 1230 -190 am

12840

Calls N.Y.C. afternoons

14485

VPD

D eily

HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA

kc.

kc.

13075

20.85 meters

14500

CGA3

26.28

-C-

p.m.

Frl. MI 12 m
KDKA

22.58 meters

CAN.
Works London and Ship.
afternoons

RADIO NATIONS.
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
Breadeasts Irregularly

5 -10:30

Relays

DRUMMONDVILLE. QUE.,

HBJ

-B25.26 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
4 MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.

22.48 meters

Calls Hialeah daytime

meters

14530 kc.

YVQ

MARACAY. VENEZUELA

England
morning nd afternoon

-C-

Sunday
10.10:45 a.m.

13345 kc.

Phones

1050 te 10:45 a.m.. 13.1,9
SOL

-I a.m.

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

18:82 meters

DAVENTRY,
B .B.C.,
BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
9 a.m. -12 n., 3:40.5:45. 8.8 p.m.

15120 kc.

m

WMN

20.58

-C-

C.

Mlays KDKA

15200

12

14590 kc.

meters

10.72

f

Broadcasts

22.42 meters

ASMARA, ERITREA, AFRICA
Works with Rome daytime

Tues. and Fri. 2.3 p.m.
Mon. and Thurs. 4 -5 p.m.

14535 kc.

kc. *W8XK

15210
B.

C

20.55 meters.

NAZAKI. JAPAN
Phones Europe 4 -8 am.

Al n usien
Service de le R
98. his, Blvd. Haussmann
4.55.10 am.

IDU 11870 kc. *W8XK 11413 kc.

JVH 13380 kc.

kc.

14600

10430
-C-

YBG

kc.

28.76 meten
MEDAN. SUMATRA

530 -630

a. m..

730.830 p.m.

10420

kc.

XGW

-C.

28.79 meters

SHANGHAI. CHINA
Calls Manila and England. II-9
a e. and California late evening

PDK
kc.
28.80 meten
C KOOTWIJK,
HOLLAND

10410

Calls Jara 730 -9:40 a. m.

10410 kc.
28.80
-X

i

BO
Tests

CALIF.

evenings

10350 kc.
-C.

KES
meters

28.98

MONTE

LSX

meten
GRANDE.

ARGENTINA

Tests Irregularly

8

night.

p.m. -l2

mId

ORK

10330 kc.

29.04 meters
-B -C.
RUYSSELEDE, BELGIUM
Broadcasts 130 -3 p.m.

10300
C.

kc.
29.13

HURLINGHAM.
Calls

10290

X.

LSL2
meters

Europe.

ARGENTINA
evenings

kc.

DZC

29.16 meter.

ZEESEN.
GERMANY

Broadcasts

i

gularly

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for AUGUST, 1936
10260 kc.
B -C-

29.74 meten

PMN 9675
kc.
-C31.01

ANDOENO, JAVA

Calls Australia 5 a.m.
Broadcasts Sat. 7 p.m.-1:30
a.m., Sun. 5:30 -10 a.m.

10250 kc.
C-

29.27

HURLINGHAM,

meten

kc.
LSK3 9660
-B31.07

ARGENTINA

meters

29.35

C-

29.5 meters

31.09 meten

Tues., Thun., Sat. 3.6 p.m.

HSJ 9650 kc.

29.5 meters

BANGKOK. SIAM

a.m.. Mon., Wed.,
Thur.

Tests 9.10

10140 kc.
-C

29.59 meters

CONGO

cm.

29.76 meters

p.m.

29.79 meters

MADRID. SPAIN
Works with S. America evenings

10055 kc.
-C

ZFB

meters

29.114

Y.

N.

10055 kc.
.C-

SUV

29.84 meters

ABOU ZABAL. EGYPT
Works with Europe I.6 p.n.

10042 kc.
X-

9990 kc.
-C-

KAZ

30.03 meters

MANILLA. P.I.

Works with Java. Cal. and ships
early morning

9950 kc.

GCU

-C-

LSN
matara

HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA

*mines

Calls New York,

9870 kc.

CLAWRENCEVILLE.
30.4 meters
Phones

9595 kc.
B.

WON
N.

B-

J YS

.X30.49 meten
KEMIKAWA -CHO. CHIBA KEN. JAPAN
Irregular, 11:30 p.m.3 am.

9800 kc.

LSI

MONTEI GRANDE,

ARGENTINA

. 0-

lary

I

kc.

Sun.
Wed

9760 kc. VLJ -VLZ2
30.74 meters

-CAMALGAMATED WIRELESS
OF AUSTRALIA
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA

and

N.

early a.m.

Zeeland

kc.
WOF
0LAWRENCEVILLE.
meten
9750

30.77

N. 1.
England, evening

9710 kc.
C

30.89 meters

Bra:11, evenIngs

9500 kc.

a.m. -1:30 p.m.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
Relays WCAU
Daily 11 a.m.7 p.m.

9580 kc.
B-

31.32 meters

LRX

BUENOS AIRES. ARGENTINA
Testing

B-

*

31.32 meters

6.8. 9.11 p.m.
31.32 meters

Research Section.
Postmaster Gen'Is. Dept..
61
Little Collins St..

MELBOURNE.

AUSTRALIA

3:15 -7:30 a.m.. except Sun.
also Fr. In p.m. -2 a.m.

9570 kc.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

Relays WBZ. 6 a.m..12
Sun 7 a.m.12 m.

9565 kc.
11

9415 kc.

81.36 motors

A

.

en.

VUB
WDIA

(All

36.63 meters

CGA4 8185 kc.
meten

Irregularly

Egypt. evenings

Sunday,

kc.
7880
-B

*HAT4

TI8WS

39.74 meters

"ECOS DEL PACIFICO"
P. 0. BOX 75 PUNTA
ARENAS. COSTA RICA
6 p.m. -12 m.

38.07

meters

LSL

JYR

HAWAII

Works with Dixon and broadcasts Irregularly nights

7510 kc.
-C.

7860 kc.
38.17 meters

RKI

40 meters
MOSCOW. U.S.S.R.
Works RIM early a.m.

ZLT2

-C.

40.6 meten
WELLINGTON, N.Z.
Works with Sydney 3 -7 am.

38.2

HC2JSB
meten

GUAYAQUIL. ECUADOR
8:15-11:15 p.m.

-B-

Sshedulos Eutern Standard Time)

YV9RC

38.31 meters

CARACAS. VENEZUELA
7

-II

XECR

HJ1ABD

41.04 meters

CARTAGENA. COLO.
Irregularly. evenings

HKE

42.25 meten
BOGOTA. COL.. S. A.
Tue. and Sat. 8.9 . m.; N.U.

i

Thun. 690.7

7080 kc.

p.m.

p.

a.

VP3MR

B42.68 meters
GEORGETOWN, BRI. GUI.
ANA. S.A.
Sun. 7:45.10:15 a.m.
Daily 4:45.8:45 p.m.

7074 kc. HJ1ABK
-B

42.69 metrs
CALLE, BOLIVIA.
U ALDAD
BARRANQUILLA. COLOMBIA
Sun. 3.6 p.m.
PROG ROSO IG

7030 kc.
B-

HRP1

42.67 meters

SAN PEDRO SULA.

HONDURAS

Reported on this and other waves
Irregularly In evening

-B.

42.88 meters
P. 0. BOX 18.

PZH

PARAMIRABO. DUTCH
GUIANA

Sun. 9:36 -11:36 a.m.
Mon. and Fri. 5:36 -9:36 p.m.
Tues. and Thur. 8:36.10:36 a.m.,
2:36 -4:36 p.m.
Wed. 3:36.4:36. 5:36.9:36 p.m.
Sat. 2:36.4:36 p.m.

6976 kc.

SUX

ABOU ZABAL. EGYPT
Works with Europe 4 -6 p.m.

7854
kc.
B-

JVP

39.95 meten

NAZAKI, JAPAN

7390 kc.

B-

a.

4.7540 a.

GCS 7830 kc.

www.americanradiohistory.com

matan

KEN. JAPAN

-C

KKH

39.89 meten

KAHUKU,

HC2TC 6996 kc.

meters

KEMIKAWA -CHO, CHIBA

BUDAPEST. HUNGARY
Sunday 0.7 p.m,

33.26 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., evenings

p. M.

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Calls Brazil. night

32.88 meten

9020 kc.

MOROCCO

QUITO, ECUADOR
Thur... Sun. at 8 p.m.

kc.
YVR 7901
C37.97

33.11 Meta*
REYKJAVIK. ICELAND
Phones Linden eternises.
Broadcasts irregularly

CNR

290.5

kc.
WNA 7975
B37.62

"RADIO LA BO R.'e
OYALIuT. 22

C.

m.

PSK

GCB 8036 kc .
B97.33

TFK

pm.12

6

C.
38.15 metre
RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL

-C.
32.79 meters
MARACAY. VENEZUELA
Works with Europe afternoons.

9060 kc.

XEME

am...12 n.,

10

9150 kc.

-B.

HCJB

CALLE 59. No. 517
MERIDA, YUCATAN
"LA VOZ de YUCATAN desde
MERIDA

N. J.
Phones England. evening

.C

IN..

am. -I29Ó Rmog..
Thun., Sat.

B

und 9:45 a.m.

CLAWRENCEVILLE.
32.72 maters

9125 kc.

-B

B-

36.5 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND

Calle Can.

7550 kc.

IAC 7100 kc.

meten
Pisa, Italy

35.0

8190 kc.

JAVA

KWX

39.42 meters

DIXON, CAL.
Works with Hawaii. Philip.
pines, Java and Japan nights.

-B-

QUITO. ECUADOR
7.11 p.m., except Monday
Sun. II a.m. -I2 n.: 4 -10 p.m.

PLV

31.87 meten

BANDOEN

9280 kc.
-C.

-C.

p.m.

8214 kc.

DRUMMONDVILLE, CANADA
Phones England Irregularly

*W1XK

B91.35 meten
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
L MFG. CO.

8.11

Sun. 11 a.m. -12
8:30 -9:30 p.m.

92.15

See 18270 kc.

HC2AT 7281 kc.

8380 kc.
-B-

ETD

39.37 meters

ADDIS ABABA. ETHIOPIA

meten
FOREIGN OFFICE,
MEXICO CITY. MEX.
Sun. 6.7 p.m.

meten
CASSILLA 877
GUAYAQUIL. ECUADOR

*COCH

GSC 9170 kc.

DAVENTRY.
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE, LONDON. ENGLAND

B

8400 kc.
TGW B
35.71

C

RIM

39.34 meters

TACHKENT. U.S.S.R.
Works with Moscow early

-C-

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships Irregular

HAVANA. CUBA
Daily 8 a.m.7 p.m.

C

"EL MUNDO"

9580 kc.

YNVA
BMANAGUA.
34.92 meters
NICARAGUA

31.8 meten
ST.. VEDADO.

9330 kc.

-C-

-9:30 p. m.
XGOX 8560 7:30
kc.
kc.
WOO 7380
B.
40.65
-C.
35.05 metre

kc.

Phones Holland

7626 kc.

CO9JQ 7500 kc.

34.62 meters

8590 kc.

-B31.75 meters
MINISTRE de FOMENTO
GUATEMALA CITY.
GUATEMALA
Daily II a.m. -1 p -m.. 7-8. 9.11
p.m.. Sat. 9 p.m. -5 am. (Sun.)

ZHJ

39.32 meters

PENANG. MALAYA
Dally 7-9 am.
also Sat. II p.m. -1 A.M. (Sun.)

meten

9450 kc.

-C

1

-B,C-

except Sat. and Sun.

PRF5

9:30 am.

2 B

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls ships

GENERAL GOMEZ
CAMAGUEY. CUBA
5:30 -6:30. 8.9 p.m. dally

NANKING. CHINA

9428
B

p.m.
p.m.

LTD., 47 YORK ST.
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA
Sun. 12 m2 am.. 4:30 -8:30 am.
:30

31.61

meters

4

RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL
Irregulrly 4,45.5%0 p.m.

9490 kc.

34.56

-X-

6A

Relays NBC
CBS
Programs In evening irregularly

-C.

GBC

8665 kc.

SI.68 meters

B
31.28 meters
AMALGAMATED WIRELESS,
I I

31.55 meten

NATIONAL RAILWAYS
BUENAVENTURA,
COLOMBIA
Mon., Wed., Fri. 8.11 p.m.

9590 kc. *VK2ME

GCA B-

RUGBY. ENGLAND

Calle Arge. L

7.8

7 -10

GCW 9580 kc. *VK3LR

RUGBY, ENGLAND
N.Y.C.. OVUM/

rime.

meters

EINDHOVEN. HOLLAND

Calls

Phones Java

*PCJ

PHILIPS RADIO

N. V.

HJU

6:30.8:40 a.m., Sun. 7:30-

HP5J

kc. *W3XAU
*EAQ 9590
B31.28 maten

9840 kc.

9790

31.23 meters

8680 kc.

C

KEE

38.89 meten

GCI 7520 kc.

34.36 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls India, S e. a.

31.55 meters

-e-

ZCK

34,29 meters

8730 kc.

*GSB

DAVENTRY.
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE, LONDON, ENGLAND
11 :3U
p.m. -I:30 a.m.. 12:15.

B

APARTADO 867.
PANAMA CITY, PANAMA

30.43 meters
P. 0. Box 951

Tests

HH3W

31.27 meters
P.O. BOX A117,

9590 kc..

J.

MADRID. SPAIN
Dally 5:15-9:30 p.m.;
Saturday also 12 n. -2 p.m.

-0-

m

PORT -AU- PRINCE. HAITI
1.2. 7 -8:30 p.m.

England, evening

9860 kc.
B-

31.27 meters

Saturdays, 590 -6:15 P.
Men. st 1:45 am.

30.21 meters
BOGOTA. COL.
Phones Rio de Janeiro evenings

9890 kc.
C
30.33

-6 p.m.

*HBL

kc.

kc.
HKB 9590
-B31.28

kc.

9930

3

11:45 a.m. -1 p.m.. 7:30 -10 p.m.

RUGBYS EÌoGLAND
Calls N.Y.C. neelai

C

p.m..

-C-

GCQ 7610 kc.

HONGKONG. CHINA
Relays ZBW
Daily 11:30 p.m. -1:15 a.m.
Mon. and Thurs. 3.7 am.
Tues., Wed.. Fri. 6.10 am.
Sat. 6.11 am.

St..

9510 kc.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND

29.87 meters

aid

I

a.m.-1

10

B

5:45 p.m.

31.25 meters
P.O. BOX 37.

9595
B.

DZB

ZEESEN, GERMANY
Works with Central America
tests 7.9 p.m.

HJ1ABP

8750 kc.

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
Daily exe. Sun. 4 -7 a.m.

e

CARTAGENA. COL.
II am. p.m. 3 -II p.m.

Sun.

Duren

167

meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls S. Africa afternoon

WIRELESS,

CB960 9510 kc.
meters

kc.

B-

daytime

C.

kc.
LKJ1 8760
-C.
34,25

AMALGAMATED

PNI

-C34.23 meters
NORDDEICH, GERMANY
Works German Ships irregularly

31.55 meters

Seturdq

m.,

DAF 7620 kc.morning

8765 kc.

9510 kc. *VK3ME
-B-

meters

5:30 -1:15 p.

7715 kc.

N.1.
Phones Java around 4 a. m.

n..I2 m.

Ltd.

9:30 p.m. on

HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Phones

*2R0

meters

SANTIAGO. CHILE

9600

34.19

MAKASSER, CELEBES,

*W2XAF

12

meten
LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

HKV 7630 kc.
B.

BOGOTA. COLOMBIA
Irregular; 6:30 9.10. -12 m.

8775 kc.

JELOY, NORWAY
5.8 am.. 11 a.m. -6 p.m.

M., W., F., 6.7:30 p.m.
Tues., Thurs.. Sat. 6 -7:45 p.m.

kc.
10070 kc. EDM -EHY 9600
B31.25
.5.

meters

31.48 meters

Sat.

meters

34.09 meters

B

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.
Relays WGY 4 p.m. -12 m.

E.I.A.R., ROME, ITALY

TIFLIS. U.S.S.R.

Works with Moscow early
morning.

* DJ N

12:30.3:50. 8:05-11 a.m., 4.5010:45 p.m.

9530 kc.

VW Y

8795 kc.

p.m. -12 m.

10

*HBP

KEJ 7799
kc.
-B.
38.47

KIRKEE. INDIA
Works with England in morning

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY

31.1 meters

MANAGUA. NICARAGUA
8-9 am.. 12:30-2:30, 6:30-

kc.
R I R 9635
B 31.13

10080 kc.

Mon. also

.B.

33.3 maten

BOLINAS. CAL.

Relays NBC S. CBS
Programs In evening Irregularly

31.41 meters
P.O. BOX 31,

kc.
YNLF 9525
-B.

10

-C-

kc.
HJ1ABE 8975
C
33.43

9540 kc.
B.
31.45

31.09 meters

B-

9010 kc.

meters

CARTAGENA. COLOMBIA
Daily 7:30 -9 p.m..

NAUEN. GERMANY
Works with Egypt in afternoon

I-

Phones around s a.m. and

-C-

C-

DGU

OPM 9645 kc.

LEOPOLDVILLE. BELGIAN
4

COLONIAL"

LISBON, PORTUGAL

p.m. -5 a.m.

10169 kc.
-CX-

SOERABAJA, JAVA

B "RADIO

-B.

YDB

meten

4:30.10 am.
RIO 9650 kc.
*CT1AA

BAKOU. U.S.S.R.
Works with Moscow
10

meter

N.I. R.O.M.

RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL

10170 kc.

91.38

BROADCASTING HOUSE,
BERLIN
12:30 -3. 8:05.11
am.. 4:50-

CQN 9550
kc

CHINA
Fri. 7 -8:30 a.m.

PSH 9650
B kc.
31.09

10220 kc.
.0-

Mon. and

-B-

10:45 p.m.

MACAO. PORTUGUESE

Calls Europe and U. S.. afternoon and evening

*DJA

DZA 9560 kc.

meten
ZEESEN. GERMANY
Works with Africa and broadcasts 5.7 p.m.

223

HCETC

43 m

TEATRO BOLIVAR
QUITO. ECUADOR

Thun.

till

6905 kc.
C

43.45

9:30 p.m.

meth

GDS

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C. evening

6900 kc.
-B-

43.48 meters

HI3C

LA RAMONA. DOM. REP.
LA VOZ de RIO DULCE.
11 15 am. -I:25 p.m., 6:10 p.m.12 in

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for AUGUST, 1936

224

-X-

KEL

kc.

6860

48.70 neaten

BOLINAS. CALIF.
Testa Irregularly
m. -12 L; 6.0 P. m.

-8-

II a

TI6OW 6447 kc.

6850 kc.
. B-

B

43.8 meters

P. O. BOX 715.
11:30 a.m. -I p.m.; 4:30.10 p.m.

RICA

Irregularly

8.9:30 P.m.

kc.
HI7P 6425
46.7
-X.

6800 kc.

44.12 meten

DOM. REP.

ens. Sat. and Sun. 12:401:40, 6:40.8:40 p.m.: Sat. 12.40140 p.m.: Sun. 10:40 a.m.
11:40 a. m.

6780 kc.

HIH

.8.

44.25 meten
SAN PEDRO de MACORIS
DOMINICAN REP.
12:10.1:40 P.m., 7:30.9 P.m..
Sun. 3.4 Lm.. 4:15.5 p.m.

6755 kc.
. C.

WOA

44.41

meten

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

apane

Phones England.

6750 kc.
. B,C-

JVT

I

44.44 maten
NAZAK I. JAPAN

KOKUS

KAISHA.

LT-DENWA

*TIEP

6710 kc.

B LA -VOZ

44.71 maters

DEL TROPICO
SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
APARTADO 257, Dally 7 -19
p.m.

6672

YVQ
kc.
44.115 ern

MARACAY, VENEZUELA

-B-

P. 0.

45.05 meten
BOX 759. GUAYAQUIL.
ECUADOR, S. A.

6650 kc.

45.11 meten

e.

m._

IAC

B-

HIT

kc.

45.25 meters
VOZ de la RCA VICTOR."

"LA

APARTADO 1105. CIUDAD
TRUJILLO. D.R.
Daily ese. Sun. 12:10.1:40 p.m..
5:49.8:40 p.m.. also Sat. 10:40
p.m. -12:40 Lm. (Sun.)

6618
-B

kc. *PRADO

45.33 meten
RIOBAMBA. ECUADOR
Thun. 9 -11:45 p.m.

6611 kc.

8-

B

46.8 meters

APARTADO 225,

SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
VOZ DE LA VICTOR"
12 n. -2 P.m.. 6.11:30 p.m.

"LA

LEROS. DOM. REP.
am. -I:40 p.m.. 4409:40 p.m.

10:40

6375 kc.
-B.

CARACAS VENEZUELA
5:30 -9:30

p.m.

B

47.5 meten
CIUDAD TRUJILLO
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Daily
Sat. and Sun.
11:10 a.m.2:25 p.m., 5:10.8:40
p.m.: Sat. 5:10-11:10 p.m.;

a.m.I

6280 kc.

47.77 meten
P.O. BOX 85.
SANCTI SPIRITUS. CUBA

45.45 meters

-B-

LA CEIBA. HONDURAS
p.m.. Sat. 8 p.m. -I am.
(Sun): Sun. 4 -6 p.m.

8 -11

-8

P. 0.
11

H 14D
meters

TIRCC

45.77 meten
-BRADIOEMISORA CATOLICA

COSTARRICENSE
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA

11
a.m. -2 p.m.. 6.7.
p.m.. Daily 12 n. -2 p.m..
P.m.. Thurs. 6.11 p.m.

Sun.

8 -9
6 -7

kc. *YV6RV
48.01 meters

VALENCIA, VENEZUELA
II a.m. -2 p.m.. 5.10 P.M.

HI L

6500 kc.

48.15 meten
APARTADO 623

CIUDAD TRUJILLO. D.R.
12:10.1:40 p.m..
7:40 p.m.

6500 kc.

B

OAX4G

48.15 meten

6 -10:30

5:40-

HJSABD

46.15 maten
MANIZALES, COL.
12.1:30 p. m.. 7 -10 p. m.

REP.
p.

m.

m.

XEXA

48.54 meters

DEPT. OF EDUCATION
MEXICO CITY, MEX.
7 -11 p.m.

6175
B-

B-

kc. HJ2ABA
48.58 meters

TUNJA. COLOMBIA
I -2; 7:30.9:30 p.m.

6170

kc.

BOGOTA. COLOMBIA
7 -11:15 p. lu.

-B.

kc. *YV3RC
48.7 meten

CARACAS.

11

HJ3ABF

48.62 meters

6160

VENEZUELA

a.m. -2 p.m., 4.10:30 p.m.

6155
-B

kc.

.8.

-a.

HISN

48.9 meten

SANTIAGO,
6:40.9:10

6130 kc.

B

kc.
49.78 meters

p.m.

TGXA
BGIORNAL48.94LIBERAL
meters
PROGAUTEMALA
CITY. GUAT.
Heard in the liveable.

GRESSISTA.

CALL

COCD

48.94 meters
"La Vez del Aire"
y
ANA
CUBA
a.m. -12

HAV

11

pm.. Sun.

10

m.

a.

kc. HJ3ABX
48.95 meters

meten

CORP.

AVE.. N. Y. C.
9

-10 p.m.

XEFT

kc.
49.02 meters

AV. INDEPDENCIA 28.
VERA CRUZ. MEX.
a.m. -4 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. 12

49.41

-B-

-II

meters

m.

p.m.

B-

P.

49.50 meters

CROSLEY

m.

*W3XAL

Relays WIZ
Monday. Wednesday, Saturday,
4.5_ p.m.. Sat. 11 p.ns.12 m.

10

6060 kc.

W3XAU

-8-

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

B-

NATL. BROAD. CO.
CHICAGO. ILL.

CO.

49.59 meters

HI9B

kc.

6050

49.59 meters

SANTIAGO

DOM. REP.

Irregular

6042
-B

6

p.m.II

p.m.

EMISORA ATLANTICO

BARRANQUILLA. COLO.

II am.- II

Sun.

-B.

11

am.

kc.

p.m.

8 p.m.

.5.

kc.

PRA8

-3 p.m., 4-730 p.m. dolly

kc. *W1XAL

45.67 meter.
BOSTON. MASS.
Tues., Thun. 7:15.9:15 p.m.
Sun 5-7 p.m.

TORONTO, CANADA

DJC
metes*

Lm.4:20

11:35

6020 kc.

BAV.

p.m.

XEUW

49.82 meters

INDEPENDENCIA. 98.
VERA CRUZ, MEX.

a.m.12:30 am.

B-

HJ1ABJ

49.83 meters

SANTA MARTA. COLO.
6:30.10:30 p.m. except Wed.

ZHI

6018 kc.

.- RADIO

49.9 meten

SERVICE CO..
20 ORCHARD RD.,
SINGAPORE, MALAYA
Mon., Wed. and Thurs 5:40.8:10

a.m.

p.m.I:10 Lm,
5 :I0.

Sat. 10:40

(Sun.) Every other Sunday
8:40 a.m.

6012 kc.
-B.

HJ3ABH

49.91 meten
BOGOTA. COLO.
APARTADO 565

p.m.
p.m.. 4.11 p.m.

kc.

*COCO

12

6010
-R.

-II

n.2

8

Sun.

49.92 meters
P.O. BOX 98

HAVANA. CUBA
Dally 9:30 am, -1 p.m., 4.7 p.m.,
8 -10 p.m.
Sat. also 11:30 p.m.2 e.m.

kc.

6005
B-

HP5K

49.96 meten
Bon

33.

COLON. PANAMA
12 n. -1 p.m.,
6 -9 p.m.

7:30.9 a.m..

*VE9DR
49.96 meters
B
CANADIAN MARCONI CO.,
6005 kc.

MONTREAL, QUE.,
CAN.

Relays CFCF 7 a.m. -II p.m..
Sun. 8 a.m. 10:15 p.m

kc.

6000
-B-

HJ1ABC
meters

50

QUIBDO, COLOMBIA
5.6 p.m.. Sun. 9 -II p.m.

*XEBT

5990 kc.
.8-

50.08 meters

'MEXICO CITY. MEX.
P. 0. Bos 79-44

a.m. -I a.m.

8

5988
-8-

kc. HJ2ABD

50.10 meten
BUCARAMANGA. COL.

11:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m.. 5:306:30. 7:30 -10:30 p.m.

5980

B

XEWI

kc.

50.17 meters

MEXICO CITY. MEX.

Mon.. Wed.. Fri.. 3 -4 p.m.
Tues.. Fri. 7:30 -8:45. 10 p.m.12 m.; Sat. 9.10 p.m.: Sun.l2:15 p- m.

HIX

meten
CIUDAD TRUJILLO.
DOMINICAN REP.
Sun. 7:40. 10:10: Daily 12:40
1:10 p.m.. 4:40 -5:40 p.m.:
Tues. and Fri. 8:10 -10:10 p.m.

CUCUTA. COLOMBIA
8 -9:30 p.m.

HJN

5970 kc.
.B

50.26 m e

BOGOTA. COL.
8.11 p.m.

49.67 meters

RADIO CLUB OF
PERNAMBUCO

6040

49.26 meten

6020 kc.
-S
49.83

days from

kc. HJ2ABC
W4XB 5976
50.2 meten
8-

BRAZIL

1

m.

other

on

am. -12 m.

9

MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

6040

n. -12

12

Irregularly

49.67 meten

Relays WIOD 12 11.2 p.m.,
590 p.m. -I2 m.

*CRCX

49.75 meters

Sun.

kc.
kc. HJ1ABG 5980
-S50.17
49.85 meters

6040

p.m.

VE9CA

CALGARY. ALBERTA, CAN.
Thun. 9 a.m. -2 a.m. (Frl.):

DENMARK

p.m.

BOX 509. BOGOTA. COL.
n. -2 p.m., 7 -II p.m., Sun.
5.9 p.m.

JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH
AFRICA.

Sun. -Frl. 11:45 p.m.
1290 a.m. (next day)
Men. -Sat. 330 -7 a.m.
9 a.m. -4 p.m.
Sun. 8.10:15 a m.; 1290.3 p.m.

-8:30

COLOMBIA BROADCASTING.

ZTJ

AFRICAN9 BROADCASTING

OXY

kc. HJ3ABD

6050
B
12

kc.

49.50 meters
1

*W9XF
49.11 meten

Sun.. Tues.. Thurs., Fri. 12 m.I a.m.. 8 p.m. -11.59 p.m.
M.. W. Sat.. 12 m -1 am.
Relays WENR

.8

m. -1 a.m.

49.50 meten

SKAMLEBOAEK.

kc.

kc.

CORP.

5:30 a.m. -7 p.m.:

CO.

BOUND BROOK. N. J.

6097

RADIO

CINCINNATI. OHIO

NATIONAL BROADCASTING

B

p.m.

kc. *W8XAL

49.14 meters

6100

5 :30.10:30

Sat.

6060
B-

VUC 6060 kc.

HJ4ABB

Sun. 2:30 -5

HJ4ABL

49.46 meters

MANIZALES. COL.
Daily 11 a.m.12 n.. 590 -790

Relays WCAU
p.m.10 p.m.

49.14 meten
-BMANIZALES. COL.. S. A.
P. 0. Box 175
Mon. te Fri. 12:15 -1 a. m.:
Tues. L Frl. 7:30 -10 p. m.:

6100 kc.

kc.

-

7

930 a. m. -noon:
Sat., 11:45 a. m. -3 P. M.

6105 kc.

VE9CS

49.42 meters
S.
VANCOUVER. S. C..
Sua. 145 -S p. m.. 1090 p. m a. m.; Tues. 6.7:30 p. m ,
1
1190 p. m.I 30 a. m. Dally

m.

49.1

kc.

6070

XETF

6110 kc.

HJ4ABC

49.42 meters

PERIERA. COL.
am., 7.8 or 9 p. m.

Relays WLW

Sat. also 6:30 -7:30 p.m.
Sun. II a.m. -4 p.m.. 9 p.m. -12
Relays

meters

VIENNA. AUSTRIA

6065

*W2XE

Relays WABC,

OER2

6070 kc.

ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

11

GERMANY

5730

LA VOZ de COLOMBIA
CALLE 14, No. 738.
BOGOTA. COLOMBIA
5:45.1190 p.m.

-8-

DJM

49.34 meters

BERLIN.

7 -10:30

a.- 1p.m..

12

6030
-B

W9XAA 6020 kc.
meten

B ROADCASTING HOUSE,

9

Daily 9 a.m. -12;30 p.m.,
4.10 p.m.
Relays CHNS

6120

HPSF
meters

49.54

-BA-

metal
PANAMA CITY, PAN.
49.75

P. 0. BOX

BROADCASTING HOUSE,
BERLIN

CHICAGO FEDERATION OF
LABOR
CHICAGO. ILL.
Relays WC FL
Sunday 1130 a. m.-II p. m. and
Tuft.. Thor.., Sat.. 4 p. m. -12 a.

48.94 meters

CSL 6090 kc.

LISBON. PORTUGAL

.B.

P.O. BOX 998

HALIFAX, N.8., CANADA

405 MADISON

BOLIVIA
7.1030 p. m.

9 a. m. -5 p.m., Sat. to 6 p.m.

kc. *VE9HX

6120 kc.
B49.02

CPS

49 34 meten

6080 kc.

B

48.94 meters

8:40.8_40

B

kc.

6080
B-

ZGE 6072 kc.

KUALA LUMPUR,
MALAY STATES
Sun.. Tue.. and Fri..

6128

1

6079 kc.
n.. 7-

FEO.

6130
B-

130
Mon. -Fri. 5:45.6:15 a
Also 8:30 -990
a.m. -2:30 p.m.
am. on Tues. and Thurs.: Sat.
11:30 a.m. 3:30 p.m.: Sun. II
a.m. -2 p.m.

n. -4 p.m.

12

kc.

6130
-B

49.31 meters
8N AIROBI. KENYA. AFRICA

Carlton Hotel
COLON. PANAMA
1145 am.1:15 pm., 7:45.10

48.94 meters

Relaye CMCD

VQ7LO

6083 kc.

kc.
HJ4ABP 6080
49.34
B-

MEDELLIN, COL.

B

E.I.A.R.
ROME. ITALY

D.R.
p.m.

Relays H14ABQ 8 -II

COKG

48.74 meten
BOX 137, SANTIAGO. CUBA
9.10 a.m.. 11:30 a.m. -190 p.m..
3.490 p.m.. 10 -11 p.m., 12 a.2 Rm.

6150

6135 kc.

CALCUTTA, INDIA
Daily except Sat.. 3.5:30 a. m..

H 11A

:40
-1 :40
7:411.9:m40_6.

6180 kc.
.8.

CO.

9.m..12

9

-B-

p.m.

meters
BOX 423. SANTIAGO.

DOMINICAN

REP.

11:55 a.m. -1:49
P.m.: 4:40.7:40 p.m.

B-

kc.

',parted* 1242
LIMA. PERU
Daily 7 -10:30 p.m.

Eaaept Sun.

6520

HRD

kc.
HI8A 6185
48.5
-B-

TRUJILLO. DOM.

kc.

kc.

Wed.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO. DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

6550

HUG

48.12 meten
La Voy de Atlantic's

Irregular

6560 kc.
45.73
B

kc.

7:10 -8:40 a.m.. 12:40 -2:10.
8:10 -9:40 p.m.

meten

kc.

p.m.

9.11

47.77 metan
-BCIUDAD TRUJILLO. D.R.

1.6 p. m.

BCIUDAD

CO9WR

-B-

6235

motors

MFG.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Relays KDKA

:40 p.m.

MARACAY. VENEZUELA
8.10:30 p.m.

6280

48.86

&

HIZ

kc.

6230

RV72

45.38

B-

YV4RC

47.08 meters

6316

.-WESTINGHOUSE*W8XK
ELECTRIC

HI3U 6130 kc.

47.02 meters
8-SANTIAGO
de los CABAL.

MOSCOW, U. 5. S. R.

6600

kc.

6380

p.m.

7 -10

TIPG 6130 kc.

6410 kc.

4 -8.

PISA, ITALY
Calle ahlpe, mange

6630

46.73 meten
PUERTO PLATA, DOM. REP.
11.40 a.m. -1:40 p.m., 5407:40. 9:40.11:40 p.m.

kc. YV12RM
kc. *HC2RL 6300
47.62 meten
B-

Sunday. 5:45 -7:45 P.
Tues., /:IS -II:15 p.

.C.

HI1S

Sun.. 11:40

Beanfeasts Sat. 8 -9 p.m.

6660

kc.

6420
-B

Sun.

-B

46.3 meter.

n,

Daily eaeept Sat. and

pm.,

2

-B-

48.78 meters

CALI, COLOMBIA
Daily II Lm. -I2 a., Sun. 12

W9XBS

meten
NATL. BROAD. CO.
CHICAGO. ILL.
Relays WMAQ. Irregular

EMISORIA DIARIA de COMERCIO, CIUDAD TRUJILLO,
Daily

46.53

-B.

HJ1ABB 6140 kc.
meten

BARRANQUILLA. COL., 5. A.

ONDA del CARIBE
PUERTO LIMON, COSTA

B

metes
APARTADO 39
IBAQUE. COLOMBIA
II am. -12 n.. 8-11 p.m.
48.51

*HP5B
Ill

2R0 6030 kc.

kc. HJ4ABC 6150 kc. HJSABC 6085 kc.

6450

HVJ

5968 kc.

50.27 meters
-BVATICAN CITY (ROME)
2 -2:15 p. ea., dally. Sun.. 5.530

L

5940

m.

TG2X

kc.

50.5 meten
-BGUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.
4 -6.

9.11

p.m..

Sun.

2

-5

a.m.

am., 2 -7 p.m.
Daily 5:30 -11:30 p.m.
YDA 5930 kc. HJ4ABE
6040 kc.
HI4V 61507.830
Sun. 11:45 a.m.11:45 p.m.
.8.
49.67 meters
kc.
*CJRO 6090
-D.
46.3 meten
50.59 meters
VE9BJ
kc.
-BR.O.
M.
N.I.
41.78 meters
-BCIUDAD TRUJILLO. D.R.
MEDELLIN. COLO.
JAVA

6480

kc.

LA VOZ de LA MARINA
11:40 am. -1:40 p.m., 5:10-9:40
p.m.

I

WINNIPEG. MAN.. CANADA
E
m. -I2 m.
Sun. 3 -1030 p. m.

49.28 meters
-BSAINT JOHN. N. B., CAN.
7 -530 O. m.

(All

TANDJONGPRIOK.
6:454:45 p.m.. 10:30 p.m. -I 30
am.

Schedules Esstern Standard TIme)

Dally

II

a.m. -12

Cm.

n.,

6.10:30

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for AUGUST, 1936
5900 kc.

HH2S 5850 kc.*YV5RMO 5770 kc. HJ4ABD

-B50.85 meters
PORTauPRINCE, HAITI

B-

5885 kc.

II

BOX A103,
7:30 -10:30 p.m.

50.98 meten
QUITO, ECUADOR. S. A.

p.m.

5880 kc.
-B.

51.02 meten
VOZ de LARA"

5875
B-

Ip.m..

6-10

kc.
51.06 meters

1:15.2:15. 8:30 -10 p.m.. Sun.
3:30 -5:30. 8:30.9:30 p.m.

C-

-B-

51.26 meten

51.72 meters

p.m.

JVU

P.O.
1.

meten

NAZAKI. JAPAN

kc.
WOB 5780
-B51.9

LAWRENCEVILLE. N.
Calls BsemWa, uI90b

-B52.45 meters
"LA VOZ de TACHIRA,"

5713 kc.

OAX4D

p.m.

TI5HH

54.55 meters

5145
-B

kc.
58.31

PMY
meters

BANDOENG. JAVA

kc.

-11:30 o.m

59.7

WCN

HAMILTON.
Calls

meten

meters

-BX-

62.63

GDW 4272 kc.
-C-

meters

RADIO SALES SERVICE.
LTD.. 780 BEATTY ST.. VANCOUVER. B.C.. CAN.
Deily ese. Sun. 11:30 -11:45 a,
m.. 3-3:15. 8-8:15 p.m.

-C-

WOO

BERMUDA

HC2ET

Wed., Sat.. 9:15 -11

p.m.

M.

RV15
meters

SIBERIA.

70.22

meen

kc.
C HIALEAH.
73.21

WOO

WND

4098

meten

FLORIDA
Calls Bahama lesa

4002 kc.

CT2AJ

74.95 meters

PONTA DELGADA.
SAO MIGUEL. AZORES
Wed. and eat. 5-7 p. m.

OCEAN GATE, N. 1.
Calls ships Imnularly

meten
Apartado 249
GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR

P.

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ehlps Irregularly

83.1 meters

kc.
ZFA 4600
-B65.22

U.S.A.. nights

Tests. 8 -11

U. S. 3. R.

VE9BK

4790 kc.

GDB

69.44 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND

Dally. 3-9 a.m.

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., late at night

59.06 meen
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. 1.
Phones England irregularly

5025 kc.

-C

KHABAROVSK.

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls Ships. late at pled

4752 kc.

5:30 -II a.m,

5077

60.30 meters

kc.
TGS 4820
-C62.24

RAMON, COSTA RICA
Irregularly 3:30.4, 8-11:30 p.m.

C-

LIMA. PERU
9

B
SAN

-C.

meters
Bes 853

Mon.. Wed. 6 Sat.

C-

-B52.51 meters
GUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.
6 -9

4320 kc.

kc.
GBC 4273
B
70.20

4975 kc.

SAN CRISTOBAL.

8.11:30 p.m.

TFL

60 meters

REYKJAVIK. ICELAND

Calls London at night.
Also broadcasts irregularly_

VENEZUELA

RADIO CARACAS
CARACAS. VENEZUELA
Sun. 8:30 a.m. -10:30 p.m.
Dally II a.m.1:30 p.m.. 4.9:30

31.81

-C-

5720 kc. YV1ORSC

kc. *YV2RC 5500 kc.

5790 kc.

51.15 meters
BOX 204.

5000 kc.

51.99 meten
LA VOZ CATIA.
MEDELLIN. COLOMBIA
8 -11:30 p.m.

Wed.. Thurs. and Sun.

5800

HI1J

kc.

-B-

51.5 me

ALMA TICA.
APARTADO 800,

SAN PEDRO de MACORIS.
DOW. REP.
12 n. -2. 8:30 -9 P.m.

5853

kc. *TIGPH

p.m.

TEGUCIGALPA. HONDURAS

B

5830

SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
p.m.. 6.10 p.m.,
Relays TIX 9 -10 p.m.

HRN

5865 kc.

VENEZUELA

a.m. -12:30 p.m.. 5.9:30 p.m.

II a.m.I

BARQUISIMETO.
VENEZUELA

n.-

MARACAIBO.

YV8RB

"LA
12

51.28 meters

CALLE REGISTRO. LAS DELICIAS APARTADO de CORRES 214

HCK

-8.

8 -11

225

3040
B-

kc.
98.68 meten

YDA

N.I.R.O.M.
TANDJONGPRIOK, JAVA
5:30 -11 a.m.

Alphabetical List of S -W Stations
By Call - Letter and Frequency
(Frequency in Megacycles)
C.ILI.

CB980
CEC
CEC
CEC

CGA3
CGA4
CJA3
CJRO

CJRX

CNR
CNR
COCD
COCH
COCO
COKG
CO9JQ
CO9WR
CPS

CQN
CRCX
CSL
CT1AA
CT1GO
CT2AJ
DAF
DAF
DFB
DGU
DJA
DJB
DJC
DJD
DUE

DJL
DJM
DJN

WO

Dip

DJ 01

DJR
OZA
DZB
DZC

DZE
DZG

DM
EA

EDM
EDM

EHY
EHY
ETA
ETB
ETD
FTA

FTK
FTM

FTO
FZR3
FZS 11

FREQ.

9.06 mc.
19.68
15.87
10.67
13.29

9.33
11.41

6.15
11.72
12.83
8.04
6.13
9.43
6.01
6.16
8.67
6.28
6.08
9.66
6.09
6.15
9.65
12.40
4.00
12.33
8.77
17.52
9.650
9.560
15.20
6.02
11.77
17.76
15.11
8.08
9.54
11.8
11.86
15.28
15.34
9.68
10.04
10.29
12.13
15.36
14.46
9.86
20.86
10.07
20.86
10.07
18.27

1L96

7.62
11.94
15.88
19.36
18.25
16.23
18.35

CALi.
FZSZ

GAA
GAB
GAD
GAP
GAQ
GAS
GAU
GAW
GBA
GBB
GBC
GBC
GBC
GBC
GBL
GBP
GBS
GBU

GBW
GCA
GCB
GC'
GCJ

GC El
GCS

GCU
GCW
GDB
GDS

GDW

GSB
GSC
GSD
GSE
GSF
GSG
GSM
GSI
GSJ
GSN
GSO
GSP
HAS3

HAT4
HBJ
HBL
HBP

HC ETC

HCJB
HCK
HC2AT
HC2ET
HC2JSB
HC2RL
HC2TC
HH2S
HH3W

HIG
HIN

FREQ.
11.99 me.
20.38
18.04
19.48
19.16
18.97
18.31
18.62
18.20
13.99
13.59
17.08
12.78
8.68
4.98
14.t75

10.77
12.15
12.29
14.41
9.71

9.28
8.73
13.42
8.76
9.112

9.9.;
9.79
4.32
6.91
4.82
9.51
9.58
11.73
11.86
15.14
17.79
21.47
15.26
21.53
11.82
15.18
15.31
15.37

9.13
14.54
9.60
7.80
6.98
8.21
5.89
8.40
4.60
7.85
6.67

798

5.91
9.60
6.28
6.78

ttL1.
NII
MIL
HIT
HIX
HIZ

HIJA
HI1J

H11S
HI 3C
1413U

H14D

HI4V

HISN
HI7P
HISA

HI9B
HJA3
HJB
HJN
HILO

HJIABB

HJ1ABC
HJ1ABD
HJ1ABE

HJIABG
HJ1ABJ

HJIABK

HJ2ABA
HJ2ABC
HJ2ABD
HJ3ABD
HJ3ABF
HJ3ABH
HJ3ABX
HJ4ABA

HJIABB
HJ4ABC
HJ4ABC

HJIABD
HJ4ABE
HJ4ABL
HJ4ABP
HJSABC
HJSABD

HKB
HKE
HKV

HPF

HPSB
HPSF
HPSJ
HPSK

HRD
HRF
HRLS
HRN
HRP1
HS8PJ

HSJ
HSP

FItI:Q.

14.94 ntr.

6.50
6.63
5.98
6.32
6.19
5.86
6.42
6.90
6.38
6.56
6.48
6.14
6.80
6.60
6.05
14.94
14.95
5.97
9.70
6.45
6.0
7.28
9.55
6.04
6.02
7.07
6.18
5.98

598
6.05
6.17
6.01
6.13

11.81
6.11

6.45
6.07
5.77
59:3
6.06
9.60
6.15
6.50
9.93
7.10
8.80
14.49

6.03
6.08
9.59
6.01
6.24
14.49
14.49
5.88
7.03
10.96
10.17
17.74

('.U.L
HVJ
HVJ
IAC
IAC
IAC
IAC

IDU

11)2RO

2R0

JVE
JVF

JVH
1VM
JVN
JVP

JVT
JVU

Y
1

JYK
JYS

JYT
KAY
KAZ
KEE
KEJ

KEL
KES
K

1

KKH
KKR
KKZ

KTO
KWO
KWU
KWV
KWX
LKJ1
LRU
LRX

LSF
LSG
LSI
LSK3
LSL
LSL2
LSM2
LSN
LSN
LSNS
LSNS

LSX
LSY
LSY3
LZA
OAX4D
OAX4G
OCI
OCI
OCJ2
OER2

"WHEN TO LISTEN

C1LL

FREQ.

15.12 me
OPL
5.97
OPM
17.76
ORG
12.80
ORK
8.38
OXY
PCJ
6.65
PCJ
13.39
PCV
11.81
PDK
9.64
PDV
15.66
PHI
15.62
PHI
14.60
PLE
10.74
PLP
10.66
PLV
7.51
PMA
6.75
PMC
5.79
PMN
13.61
PMY
7.88
PNI
9.84
PPU
15.76
PRADO
14.98
PRAS
9.99
PRFS
7.72
PSA
9.01
PSD
6.86
PSF
10.41
PSH
11.68
PSK
7.52
15.46
RIM
RIM
13.69
16.24
RIO
15.42
RIR
RKI
15.36
10.84
RKI
RNE
7.61
811115
9.53
SPW
15.29
9.58
SUV
SUX
19.60
SUZ
19.90
TFJ
9.80
TFK
10.25
TFL
15.81
10.30
TGF
TGS
14.50
TGW
9.89
14.53
TGXA
TG2X
19.65
21.02
TIE P
TIGPH
10.35
TIPG
20.70
18.12
TIR
TIRCC
14.97
TISHH
5.78
6.23
T16OW
18.68
TIBWS
10.97
TPA2
TPA3
14.&5
6.07
TPA4
.

IN"

Appears on Page 241

www.americanradiohistory.com

I'RI:Q.

20.04 me.
10.14
19.20
10.33

6.06
15.22

9.59
17.81
10.41
12.06

17.78
11.73
18.83
9.42
11.00
19.35
18.14
10.26
5.15
8.78
19.217

6.62
6.04

9.50
21.08
15.07
14.96
10.22
8.19
15.25
7.63
10.17
10.08
15.09
7.50
12.0
4.27
13.64
10.06
7.86
13.82
12.24
9.06
5.0
14.49
5.71
9.45
6.13
5.94
6.71
5.83
6.41
14.49
6.55
5.50
6.85

7.55

15.25
11.88
11.72

CALL
TYA
TYB
TYF

VE9BJ
VE9BK
VE9CA
VE9CS

VE9DR
VE9HX

VIZ3
VK2ME
VK3LR
VK3ME
VLJ
VLK
VLZ2
VPD
VP3MR
VQ7LO
VRR4
VUB
VUC

VWY
VWY2
WCN

WKA
WKF
WKK
WKN
WLA
WLK
WMA
WMF
WMN

WNA
WNB
WNC
WND
WOA
WOB
WOF
WOG
WOK
WON
WOO
WOO
WOO
WOO
WOO

W1XAL
W1XAL
W1XAL
W1XK
W2XAD
W2XAF
W2XE
W2XE
W2XE
W2XE
W2XE

FREQ.
12.22 me.
12.25
14.64

6.09
4.79
6.03
6.07
6.01
6.13
11.56

9.59
9.58
9.51
9.76
10.52
9.76
13.08
7.08
6.08
11.60
9.57
6.11
8.98
17.51

5.08
21.00
19.22
21.42
19.82
18.34
16.27
13.39
14.47
14.59
9.17
10.68
15.06
4.10
6.76
5.85
14.47
16.27
10.55
9.87
17.62
12.84
8.56
4.75
4.27
15.25
11.79
6.04
9.57
15.33
9.53
21.52
17.76
15.27
11.83
6.12

CALL
W3XAL
W3XAL
W3XAU
W3XAU
W3XL
W4XB
WBXAL
WSXK

MIX IC

WSXK
WSXK
WSXWJ
W9XAA
W9XAA
W9XBS
W9XF
XBJQ

XEBT
XECR
XEFT
XEME
XEUW
XEVI
XEXA
XGM
XGOX
XGW
YBG
YDA
YDA
YOB
YOB
YNA
YNLF

YVC
YVQ
YVR
YVR
YV2RC
YV3RC
YV4RC
1(1/5R1110

yVSRV
YV8RB
YV9RC
YV1ORSC
YV12RM
ZBW
ZFA

ZFB
ZGE

ZHI

MCI
ZLT2
ZLT4
ZSS

ZTJ

FREQ.
17.78 nor.

6.10
9.59
6.06

17.31

6.04
6.06
21.54
15.21
11.87
6.14

31.60
11.83

6.08
6.43
6.10
11.20
5.99
7.38
6.12
8.19
6.02
5.98
6.18
17.65
9.49
10.42
10.43
6.04
3.04
9.65
11.86
14.49
9!73
13.35
6.67
18.30
9.15
5.80
6.16
6.38

5.&i
6.52
5.88
7.83
5.72
6.30
8.75
5.03
10.06

6.13
6.02

763
7.39
11.05
18.89

6.10
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Short Wave
in the phones. the signals would not
be effected, even though it might
shorten the life of the phones.

POWER SUPPLY QUERY

'2-tube receiver using type 27's.
thing in the order of 500 to 1,000
2 -TUBE DIAGRAM
henries will be entirely satisfactory.
Walter Newton, St. Louis, Mo.
(Q) I would like to have a circuit diagram of two type 27 tubes

CANNOT UNDERSTAND
DIAGRAM

in a receiver. One tube used as a
detector and another as an audio
amplifier. This is for A.C. opera-

tion, using

a

J. A. Lawrence, Winnipeg. Man.,
Canada
(Q) In one of your Question Box
diagrams I see that you have a 45volt connection to the earphones on
the plus side only, and the negative
goes to the ground and filament of
the tube. I would like to know hove
anything can come through this set
without being bucked out by the
positive voltage in the phones. Also,
I cannot see any negative return to
the battery.
(A) The battery circuit you refer to can easily be traced by starting with the battery at the B negative connection, going through the
filament of the tube, then through

filament transformer;

would you please print this in your
Question Box?
(A) In the diagram shown employing two type 27 tubes, the heater voltage is furnished by a 21ivolt filament transformer. The B
voltage may be supplied either by
batteries or a B eliminator.
An eliminator delivering anywhere
from ISO to 250 volts should be
satisfactory. Of course, the "hum
level" should be low, and this
means that good filtering must be
effected. Some of the older eliminators produced considerable hum.
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POST

0.1-MEG.

should work out very nicely. On the
SO
and 40 -meter bands. of course.
you will have to contend with the
higher powered stations, but in the
early hours of the morning when
few are on and during the day.
DX may be quite easily accomWith the new 20 -meter
plished.

crystals now being available. operation on 20 meters with a 1 -tube
crystal controlled transmitter proves
very satisfactory.

and

Bud Brady. Seneca. Mo.
(Q) I would like to build a
mitter using a type 201A
Will you be kind enough to

transtube.

print

simple diagram?
(A) We are showing the circuit diagram of a T.N.T. oscillator
using an OlA tube. Remember. of
course. that a license is necessary
in order to operate any type of
transmitter. Many of the uninitiated are under the impression that
a

_

wit

w..)

'

TRANSMITTER
USING 01A

w, ST
to 3i

'.t

8-1-4250v.

1 -TUBE

4ewS

20-40 MEIEYS

T

Von in your Question Box on wind
ing coils for various receivers to
cover the 20. 40, SO and 160 meter
amateur bands.
(A) We are again reprinting
data for winding coils of both the
4 and 6 prong variety. having two
und three winding. This data will
serve for practically every type of
short -wave receiver described in
Short Bare Craft. These coils are
designed to tune with a 140 mmf.
condenser with sufficient overlap between the coils to insure full cover-

¡-

.,E

s10,0ooOwMS

age.

.....aE_
WAt.aal
.

G.rEM

ti
Il`

a ÿ

Maa

E..4.

the tube to the plate via the electron stream and from the plate back
through the earphones to the B
plus. These are the proper connections and there would be no danger
of the plate current of the tube
affecting reception. in so far as the
earphones are concerned. There is
nothing wrong with the diagram
we assure you.
Even if there was a heavy current
move- 4O.40MElEaa

,

Diagram for 2 -Stage R.F. Amplifier

detector and two audios.

10141

120

g

6+ 2505

aa0-20.40Mtlra

4wl

L(------T=1--II

606

OR

58 )

DOUBLET

MF.I

mit

/

OMMS

B-

Úi(
otm.

2i :O,

Leland Fossen, Terris, Minn.
(QI Is it possible to construct a
low -powered transmitter using a 33
tube and a crystal? This is to be
used for C. W. operation on the
amateur bands. If such an arrangement is practicable kindly print the
diagram in the Question Box.
(A) If you live in a rural district where A.C. is not available,
the low- powered crystal transmitter
such as shown in the diagram

TL
50o0ó

0:25-

°.:[G

4010 Mn013

R^

606

-TUBE CRYSTAL
XMITTER

I

Malcom Stetell, Caldwell, N. J.
(Q) Will you please publish a
diagram of a 57, 56 and 2A5 using
either resistance or impedance coupling between the 57 and 56?
(A) The diagram requested is
given here. Resistance coupling is
shown, although the plate resistor
of the 57 may be replaced with a
high impedance A.F. choke. Some-

U

2A$,

úG

if

1

6

3 TUBER

I

much

So.

would appreciate very
you would print informa-

I

a license is not
As we have stated many
not
true,
and we entimes, this is
deavor to discourage our readers in
entertaining any such idea that it
may be permissable to operate a
very low- powered transmitter without a license.

necessary.

R.F.C.

I

Iui-I

(Q)

for very low power

MGF

57, 56, and 2A5 as

7'n'

56

.,

°ö

r

Africa

l-tube transmitter.

Ouvert

/

50 000

ewt

COIL DATA
Herbert Jackson. Johannesburg,

,i

2.aMw.

-I

°

35
MME

Daniel Murray, New Rochelle. N.Y.
(Q) In one of the diagrams in
a past issue of the Question Box I
see that you have a 250 -volt transformer and the output of the power pack is also rated at 250 volts. No
allowance seems to have been made
for a voltage drop in the chokes.
which I presume would have a resistance of around 400 ohms. Would
this not reduce the output voltage?
(A) Offhand, it may seem peculiar that the output of the power pack is designated as 250 volts with
a 250-volt transformer, but remember, we have condellaer- iatllut which
boosts
the voltage considerably
above 250. The two chokes do provoltage
drop but even this is
vide a
not sufficient to drop the voltage
In fact. the voltage
below 250.
under operating conditions may be
For ingreater than 250 volts.
stance, as a specific example. a
transformer having around 550 volts
output, when fed through a rectifier
and a condenser input filter delivered 600 volts with a 200 ma. load.
The voltage of course without the
200 ma. load was well over 700.

6 -prong

coils.

4.
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Because the amount of work involved in the

drawing of diagrams and the compilation of
data. we are forced to charge 25e each for letters that are answered directly through the mail.
This fee includes only hand -drawn schematic
drawings. We cannot furnish "picture- layouts"
or "full -sized" working drawings. Letters not accompanied by 25c will be answered in turn on
this page. The 25c remittance may be made in

EDITED BY GEORGE
W. SHUART, W2AMN

the form of stamps, coin or money order.
Special problems involving considerable research will be quoted upon request. We cannot
offer opinions as to the relative merits of com-

mercial instruments.
Correspondents are requested to write or print
their names and addresses clearly. Hundreds of
letters remain
wered because of incomplete
or illegible addresses.

QUESTION BOX
be of the :utlislyne type
it provides fair sensitivity
the same station will be received in

neves:ardy

While

two places on the dial and both
positions will provide the same signal strength.
This k one reason
why the 1 -tube converter never became very popular, aside from its
being less sensitive than the usual
type.

RECEIVER USING TWO
30's

Converter correction.
10 -METER
We are

CONVERTER

reprinting

a revised diagram of the detector circuit of the
10 -meter converter which appeared
in the May issue of Short Ware
Craft. It will be noticed that we
have incorporated a 500 -ohm resistor and a .0001 mt. by -pass con-

S. Lipshitz, New York, N.Y.
(Q) I would like to construct a
set using two type 30 tubes, using
volts on the plates. Would
22!
you kindly print the diagram?
(A) The diagram you request is
shown. However, i e believe more
satisfactory results would be obtained with 45 volts on the plates
of the tubes and probably the set
would be less critical in operation.

BEST SET FOR FIVE
METERS
J. Pilvelatis, Cambridge,

Mass.

I would like to know if it is
possible to use a straight regenera-

(Q)

tive receiver for 5 meter operation.
If so, will satisfactory results be
obtained.
(A) In the early stages of 5
meter radio straight regenerative
receivers were used but were replaced by the super -regenerator because of the greater stability. A
straight regenerative detector is not
recommended for five meters.

ron'crier.

denser in the cathode circuit. This
addition should be made in order to
obtain satisfactory results. The condenser and resistor were omitted
from the original diagram.

1

-TUBE CONVERTER

Floyd Simmon, Oakland, Calif.
(Q) I would like to construct a
1 -tabe
converter using a type 30
tube. 1 have been told that such an
arrangement works out very well.
(A) This 1 -tube converter must

battery receiver using type

POWER SUPPLY
DIAGRAM

Walter H. Burden, Chicago, Ill.
(Q) I have constructed several
simple receivers described in past
issues of Short Wave Croft, and
would like to build a power -supply

to operate them.
Would you be
kind enough to print the necessary
diagram?
(AI We have printed the diagram you request. and we might add
that if you have not already purchased a power transformer, you
endeavor to obtain one having both

volt filament windings.
will permit the use of
either type tubes. Many readers
2.5 and 6.3

because this

December. 1934 issue.

RESISTOR
DIAGRAM

4 -TUBE

Charles Allen, Southington. Conn.
(Q) Please publish in the next
issue of the Question Box a circuit

SUI'ERHET

Richard Lindauer, Belleville, Ill.
(Q) I have constructed a G -tube
superheterodyne but it is sensitive
only on one set of plug-in coils. On
the other coils I receive only one or
two stations very weakly. What do
you think is the trouble?

(A) We suggest that you bask
for your trouble in the plug-in coils.

Prom what you state. it would seem
that the coils which do not give
satisfactory performance are not
tuning properly. You will find with

superhet the oscillator coils should
have slightly less turns than the detector coils, unless you have a very
large padder on the detector which
will permit constant readjustment
as the set is tuned.
a

The famous pocket set.
for

POCKET SET

A.C. tubes. Two of them
should be transformer -coupled in
the audio amplifier. Also incorpo.
rate band -spread and 140 mmf. con.
densers.

(A) The diagram you request is
shown and band-spread is accomplished by connecting 35 mmf. condensers in parallel with the large
tuning condensers. We would not
recommend transformer coupling.
as you are liable to run into considerable difficulties.
Sw

nooMMC
SB

loll
l^,

MsM

"Ham" receiver using four

a

2.5 volts

Allen Clark, N.S.W., Australia.
(Q) I have read much comment
on the 1 -tube pocket set described
in the December, 1934 issue. However, I have been unable to obtain
that issue and would be pleased if
you would print the diagram in your
"Question Box."
(A) The 1 -tube pocket receiver
was very popular among our readers and excellent results have been
obtained with this receiver. We are

II

,r
:r

/i.s:s
r.[ 56

.

a.'
0.
C

Power supply diagram for any

S

-N' receiver.

30 tubes.

printing the diagram for those who
were unfortunate in missing the

WEAK SIGNALS ON
V,

1-tube

2 -tube

interested in trying out the
new metal tubes and find that they
lack the necessary filament or heat.
er supply voltage.
are

....50

35 MMF

i .[MC

50.000
a-

a'MS

:

t45

J

IIm

5-

f

'0o6M'\ourwr

f

'Zit

w
5

\0.25-

WO

B

250V

T. R. F. receiver of the most popular design.
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SHORT
TWENTY -NINTH

"TROPHY CUP"
Presented to

SHORT WAVE SCOUT

AUGUST,

for

1936

WAVE

.

.SCOUTS
Honorable Mention Awards
Leo J. Vince, 2805 E. 117th St.,
Cleveland, Ohio
Wm. Rickards, K.R. No. L Mount

SAMUEL SOLITO
l.eitsdale, l'a.
For his contribution toward the
advancement of the art of Radio
by

Hamilton, Ont., Canada

snit

PALL -FREQ. -TITLE and LOCATION
KWV -- 10.540 'tr.-Dixon, Calif.
Foreign Stations
C.IRO- 6.170 ke. -Winnipeg, Canada.

WAVE

GMT

l'JRX-

Magazine

11.720

kc.- Winnipeg,

Canada.

VEPCA- 6.0:40 ke.- "The Voice of the Prairies,"
Calgary. Canada.

VE9BK- 4.795 kc.- Vancouver,

R.C.. Canada.
kc.- Halifax, N.S.
VE9 -6,000 kc.-Gaderich. Canada.
COCO -6.010 kc.- Havana. Cuba.
COCD -6,150 kc.-"La Voz Del Aire." Havana.
Cuba.
XEFT-6.120 kc.
Voz de Vera Cruz." Vera

VE9HX -6.110

29th TROPHY WINNER

100 Stations -79 Foreign
IT HAS been quite some time since
one of our Trophy Winners has had
a total of 100 stations. This surely is a
mark for you other fellows to shoot at.
The receiver used by Mr. Solito was a
National FB -7A superheterodyne, employing R tubes and 2 antennas. One
antenna was a 66 -foot doublet pointing
east and west; the other was a 50 -foot
Hat -top of the Marconi type, running
north and south. Both earphones and
speaker were used in the reception of
these stations.

Cruz. Mexico.

Vera Cruz. Vera Cruz, Mexico.
XEBT -6,000 kc. -"El linen Ton,

Mvxicu City. Mexico.
n ,ard

-

Il I-

-

New York. N.Y.

11.830 kc. (2) --New York. N.Y.
15.270 kc. gal
New York. N.Y.
WSXAL- 17.780 ke. -Round Br,sak, N.J.
W3XAL- -6.100 ke. -Bound Brook, N.J.
WSXAU- 6.060 kc.- Philadelphia. Pa.
W3XAU- -9,590 ke.- Philadelphia. l'a.

W2XE

W4XB -6.040 ke.- Miami. Fla.
WSXAL-6,060 ke.- "Cmsley Radin," Cincinnati,

name

trophy.

Ohio

WBXK- 11.870 ke.- Pittsburgh. l'a.
WSXK- 15.210 ke.-- Pittsburgh. l'a.
MOCK-- 21.510 ke.- Pittsburgh. l'a.
W9XAA- 6,080 kc.- Chicago. Ill.
WPXF- 6,100 kc.- Chicago III.
KW11 1.5.7 lie. Dixon. Calif.
KWX ;.vin ác. ¡his,.n. a'alif.

be

hand engraved

on

the

s

Trophy Contest Entry Rules

period need not be for the immediate month
preceding the closing date. The complete list of
rules appeared in the September issue of this
magazine.
In the event of a tie between two or more
contestants, each logging the same number of
stations (each accompanied by the required
minimum of 50 per cent "foreigns'I the judges
will award a similar trophy to each contestant
n tying.
Each list of stntiuns heard and submitted in the contest must he sworn to before
a Notary Public and testify to the fact that the
list of stations heard were "logged" over n given
30 day period, that reception was verified and
that the contestant personally listened to the
station announcements as given in the list.
Only commercial "phone" stations should be
entered in your list. no "amateur transmitters"
This contest
or "commercial rode' stations.
will close every month on the 25th day of the

will

The purpose of this contest is to adrance the art of radio by "logging" as
many short -wave phone stations. amateurs excluded, in a period not exceedpossible by any one coning 30 days.
testant. The trophy will be awarded to
that SIIORT WAVE SCOUT who has
logged the greatest number of shorts are stations during any 30-day period.

W8XK- -6,140 kc.-- Pittsburgh, l'a.

THE rules for entries in the SHORT WAVE
SCOUT Trophy Contest have been amended
and 50 per cent of your list of stations submitted mu-t be "foreign." The trophy will be
awarded to the SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has
logged the greatest number of short -wave stations during any 50 day period; the must have
at least 50 per cent "foreign" stations). This

S.A.."

249)

quadruple silver- plated, in the usual
manner of all trophies today.
most imposing piece of work,
It is
and stands from tip to base 221/2". The
diameter of the base is 7%" . The
diameter of the globe I. 5% ". The
work throughout is first -class, and no
money ha. been spared in its execution. It will enhance any home. and
will be admired by everyone who sees it.
The trophy will be awarded every
month, and the winner will be nnced in the following issue of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The winner's

-

W2XE-

oa pa,,,

ON this page is illustrated the handsome trophy which was designed by
one of New York's leading silversmiths.
It is made of metal throughout, except
the base, which is made of handsome
black Bakelite. The metal itself is

Verified List of Short Wave Stations Heard
CALL- FREQ. -TITLE and LOCATION
WIXK -9.570 ke: Boston Mass.
WIXAL- 11,790 kc.- Boston, Mass.
WIXAL -6.040 kc.- Roston. Mas:.
W2XE- 6.120 kc.

-"La

XEUW -- 6.020 kc. -"El Eco de S,Lrvento De-de

month. by which time all entries must be in
the editors' hands in New York City. Entries
received after this date will be held over for
The next contest
the next month's contest.
will close in New York City July 25th; any
entries received after that date will be held over
till the next month.
The winner each month will be the person
sending in the greatest number of verifications.
Unverified stations should not be sent in. as they
will not count in the selection of the winner. At
least 50 percent of the verifications sent in by
each listener must be for stations located outIn
side of the country in which he resides!
other words. if the contestant lives in the United
States at least 50 percent of his " veries" must
be from stations outside of the United States.
Letters or cards which du not specifically verify
reception. such as those sent by the Daventry
stations and. also by commercial telephone stations. will not be accepted as verifications. Only
letters or cards which "specifically" verify reception of a "given station," on a given wave
length and on a given day. will be accepted! In
other words it is useless to send in cards from
commercial telephone stations or the Daventry
stations. which state that specific verifications
will not he riven. Therefore do not put such

www.americanradiohistory.com

stations on your list for entry in the trophy
contest!
SHORT WAVE SCOUTS are allowed the use
of any receiving set. from a one -tuber up to one
of sixteen tubes or upwards, if they so desire.
When sending in entries, note the following
few simple instructions: Type your list, or write
in ink, pencilled matter is not allowed. Send
verification cards, letters and the list all in one
package. either by mail or by express prepaid;
do not split up the package. Verification cards
and letters will be returned, at the end of the
contest. to their owners: the expense to be borne
by SHORT WAVE CRAFT magazine.
In order to have uniformity of the entries.
when writing or typing your list. observe the
following routine: USE A SINGLE LINE FOR

EACH STATION type or write the entries IN
THE FOLLOWING ORDER: Station call letters: frequency station transmits at: schedule
of transmission, if known (all time should be
;

reduced to Eastern Standard which is five hours
behind Greenwich Meridian Time ; name of station. city. country; identification signal if any.
Sign your name at the bottom of the list and
furthermore state the type of set used by you to
receive these stations. State total No. stations.
l
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The New Doerle
6

-TUBE BANDSPREAD RECEIVER

Marvelous

SENSITIVITY

and

SELECTIVITY

Only Found in the Higher Priced Models
The famous Doerle line of receivers are now
equipped with the new Octal sockets in which
glass and metal tubes are interchangeable. For
the first time this quality receiver is available in
KIT form for the short wave experimenter whoo

prefers to "build his own."
Uses 6 of the latest hi -gain tubes (6K7G, 6K7G,
6C5G, 6C5G, 6F6G and 5Y3) in a highly efficient
and selective circuit, using two toned stages
electron coupled regenerative detector -1'011'
ERFUL 3 stage resistance capacity coupled
audio frequency amplifier with power pentode
output stage -full wave high voltage rectifier
and self contained hum -free power supply.
Built -in High Fidelity dynastic speaker capable of handling the
entire :i watts of audio frequency power output of the receiver.
Continuous bandspread over the entire range of OSï: to 625
meters is obtainable due to the use of a special type, multicolored, airplane dial having 125 to 1 ratio and t wo pointers.
Two knobs are provided and make possible either fast or slow
motion tuning. ALL of the AMATEUR and FOREIGN SW
BANDS are spread over a generous nortion of the tuning dial,
thereby simplifying tuning so that even a beginner can operate
it to the utmost satisfaction. Entirely free from all traces of
backlash.
The entire unit is contained in a large, black crackle finished
metal chassis and cabinet of extreme beauty. All controls are
mounted on the front panel and all parts are readily accessible.
No adjustments whatever are necessary. Nothing to get out of
order. Simply plug into your electric light socket and enjoy
an evening of short wave thrills and entertainment such as you
have never before experienced.
Mechanical specifications: Dimensions are 1 ï',_ "x8 "x8a!í ". Net
weight 23 lbs. Shipping weight 33 lbs. Designed to operate
entirely from 100 -130 volts, 50 to 60 cycles AC house current.
Shipment made same day as order is received.
LIST PRICE 334.95.
Complete satisfaction guaranteed.
Discount to
Hams.
-

DOERLE 6 -tube AC BANDSPREAD RECEIVER, completely wired and tested, with
set of 6 matched Arcturus tubes, 8 coils for
9'a to 200 meters, cabinet, instructions, and
READY TO OPERATE. Licensed under RCA
and Hazeltine patents
(Specify whether metal or glass tubes desired.)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

for

identification.

6 -TUBE BATTERY
OPERATED RECEIVER, has
specifications as above except that economical 2 volt
type tube: are used and operate entirely from dry batteries.
Subt cart $2 from price of electric model (less batteries).

some

If

FREE CATALOG

you wish to preserve the front cover. COPY the coupon below and mail at once

GUY STOKELY RADIO CORPORATION
Dept.
126 Liberty St.. New York Clty
I ., a,tlemru:
IIr :,rr
Wilton!
n
exile..., or oblt¢nlim, your ragt
.asses Ourrle Receiving Sets. Illustrating
and fully describing A.
flattery models, also reproduction of letters (nun users trl

20

NET

easy

DOERLE

Fans A Experimenters

,.
YOUR

Licensed under RCA and Hazeltine patents
Continuous bandspread tuning from 9t to 625 meter=.
An ideal DX receiver for the long distance SW fan or communications receiver for the transmitting amateur.
Benut ifnl large. illuminated, dual pointer, multi -colored. airplane type dial of great beauty.
Operates f
either single wire type aerial or noise -free doublet.
Volume control -stage aligning trimmer -and tone controls.
Unusually smooth acting regeneration control.
Headphone jack with speaker cut -off switch.
Highly efficient. low loss ribbed plug -in coils, are a large
factor in the amazing sensitivity and selectivity of
receiver.
('oils are of the large 3 winding variety and arethis
color coded

COST

ail

$27.96

---

I

2 Broadcast band
coils. extending the
range
up
to
625
meters, extra $1.43.

less

6 -tube AC SW KIT, containing all necessary parts,
8 low loss ribbed coils for 9irr to 200 meters, full size
hi- fidelity dynamic speaker, beautiful cabinet, and 4 page ínstruction booklet (less tubes, Broadcast coils,
and unwired)
6 Arcturus matched tubes
$3.12
Broadcast band coils (2)
1.45

I

raeI..

,

for strich please send

$

Iglu I. AE.1U, nbL r,

.

DOERLE

including

Na,,,,.

$17.96

.

1

-

y, u l

.

me

211': deimei l.)

.

Street Adder..

Leib'

GUY STOKELY RADIO CORPORATION, 126

Liberty St., Dept. S -8, New York City

SOLE MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF DOERLE SETS

the radio -frequency stage and the detector, until a choice of five methods of
coupling and regeneration could be had, all
without changing the wiring in the set itself. With the seven -prong tube which was
later developed and the use of bakelite tubing, which would make coil -forms out of
the bases, my total jumped to ten methods,
nine of which are shown here.

Wiring of Set Remains the Same
With this method the wiring in the set
remains the same at all times. with the ex-

ception of the .0001 mf. condenser in the
plate circuit of figure No. 9. Following is
a diagram (A) of all the connections made
to the coil socket. Care must be taken to
observe the S.P.D.T. switch in the grid circuit, which is turned to position 2 for figures (7), (8) and (9), and to position 1 for

all other figures.
In circuit (B) we see the original detector and radio- frequency coupling as used
in the "Composite Receiver." With it are
shown the coil connections as made to
the prongs of the coil form.
Then in figure (1) we see the sanie cir-

How To Experiment

With New Circuits

(Continued from poor
cuit adapted to a seven -prong coil fors[.
The jumper between prongs 2 and 7, you
will see by referring to figure (A), connects
the cathode into the ground circuit. There
is nothing complicated about any of the
circuits in the diagrams. They have all been
described in past issues of Short d'are
Craft and all are capable of possible good
reception.

One Chassis Serves Many Circuits
The main purpose of this article is to
show that one chassis can serve as the
"backbone" of a dozen different receivers,
each one being a distinct type. With no
extra wiring it is possible to have a different type of circuit for each wavelength.
it is then possible to choose the circuit, and
the band for which it is suited the best, and
use them accordingly. The exceptional performance need not be lost because it is no
longer necessary to make one type of re-

Please mention SHOUT WAVE CRAFT when

ceiver work on all bands.
Perhaps a word should be said about the
construction of the coils. In figure (C) we
see a phantom view of the coil form and arrangement of the apparatus inside. It is
best to install the necessary resistors and
condensers in the tube base, before attaching the bakelite tube. If a stiff piece of
wire size No. 14 or No. 16 is soldered to
each of the prongs internally and left six
inches long inside the form it will not he
difficult to fasten the connections to the
base. For example refer to figure (D). All
necessary condensers and resistors used in
the coils are the very smallest available,
and if properly placed will exert no undesirable capacity effects upon the coil.
The coils should be wound about 1?411
from the bottom.
in figures (8) and (9) variable condenser and resistor Cl and R1 respectively
are mounted in the head of the coil and
project beyond the panel in a panel- mounting arrangement. In each of their circuits
they become the "regeneration" control.
The usual regeneration controls, R2, in both
cases, are set at the point of oscillation and
remain fixed.

writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com
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HARRISON RADIO COMPANY is pleased to
gnnouncc the addition of GERALD I). COLEMAN
W 8FJIC to their sales and technical staff -G.P.C.

12 West Broadway

New Yolk. N.Y.
June 16th, 1836

To Every Reader of S.W.C.,
I xi ill be glad to give my close attention to all Inquiries und orders to the Harrison Radio I'D. directed
enieutly atop lu, do
to III attention. If you can't ,
not hesitate ta get it. touch w ilh ure by /enter.
t
gl.tcful for this upporluuity lo rxpreas lily
I
thanks tu tht many aus of Shun \L'oie Pratt and lu
as well, for making posthe Ilanisou )radio C
sible m0' continued service Io the Radio Amateur.
Gerald D. Coleman
L

I

Gerald D. Coleman with his Amateur Station
WSh'RC has gained nation -wide renown for
his heroic rescue work, via Radio, during the
exciting days and nights of the recent Johnstown Flood. His association, now, with the
Harrison Radio Co., makes it possible for
every reader of S.W.C. to enjoy direct contact with him by availing himself of our free
technical service. Your orders and inquiries
will have WSFRC's personal attention.

SILENCER
`NOISE
ELIMINATES e'JJ -9LtDE" STATIC!
'r

Tho noise "Cheek Valve." a dl l,.
osT-. has been acclaimed as one id
tached tu any superheterodyne recrue i.

;

rs1

James J. Lamb. editor of
discoverics in talio! Atnuisis caused by any

eliminates
iteleaurts.

tans. etc., automobile
motors toil 'ornera, vacuum
Reduction of nutau as
'Emil iuu, high tension lines, dial telephones. etc.
high :s Iullo to I m Warr on sharp interference!
Justt attach the Hoist silencer unit to tear or side of your rrcehir amt
make three simple clip eolmcctioug. A few minor adjustments a outlined
in the ¡nett Odious and you enjoy real noise free reception. Works onn all oui,'
Iku:ths. The hauler the interference the easier it is to completely eut Il Lu
Impact version by Will¡lun Omet), of IO
11 A IHINISON presents a rely
amazing ¡IR cal ¡all as ,ltset ilwnl ¡n UST and Olin magazines. A p, .'
ueeesauly pans and ne
usus ing uvty 2
metal r
Fe "xlt-s" lumina all
three tubes. Draws only negligible ninon sum receiver. flax urlr -cunt a ¡ucd

sparking

bomb.

COMPLETE KIT

n

tilauu'il

..I.o'W,.

supplY.

For SUPERHETERODYNE Receivers only. (Both ISCL, SWL. and Amateur.; Mention make and mold ut set ahnen ordcuug so we may supply
the correct pronged attachment plug.

A

H

R R

I

O

S

N

N

e

*

SUPER SKYRIDER

*

ULTRg

SK`1

SKYRIDN
ER

*

Amer ice's leading short wave rece¡rers- ruler, of Y.
air: No other eouunuu heat ¡,m revellers offer pal I
same advantages and f Itr'eldenee at the same mod.'
ate prices that anyone can afford. Metal tubes. U.
¡tin,. elw..
core LP. (Idle. No plug -In roils.
baud spread
)toil1
Utah, -Ehet ro- Ilechanlcal
l'mrer Packs and Speakers. See these aini'Zilgl I
velels at Your johbeta today of write

-

COM\H'NICtT111N DIVISION

THE HALLICRAFTERS,

INC.

a

lea

Reate

UNCLElrDAVE'S
A-is) SMAItLK
I

]sbv

WAY- Ali.IAAMY. AI V.. U.S.A.

CLOSEOUT ON SPEAKERS

PEERLESS AC ,b mimic speaker- :'"
PEERLESS DC d)' "uncle speak, 9"
IO"

51.50
1.75

..

PEERLESS
tube

%V¡r,d h

I

,2.65

__.

II"
14

-tube DC receiver

)2.00

kit, with coils

11,1,,t

Tubc

2.25

L-s

$1.75
.50
.39

1.00
CG -1162 Nary 3 watt tubes, 12 for .............- .... ,. u old receiver
Let us glue you an lli ;., 01(e lon ardu a okt BRO. It yl 1. -o:,. NI h'EIt PILO, etc.
Cable Address "Uncledave"
Long Distante Phone 4.5746
Include 20% deposit with c.o.d. orders
I

Prices F.O.B. Albany
S. net

Foreign Trade Selleltad

Jo, ,,eu. Ham Catalogue -put ouf!

GOOD RESULTS l7amand
GOOD INSTRUMENTS
TRII'LETT manufactures
n
t

complete line of elec-

rital instruments for ra-

dio, electrical and general industrial purposes,
both standard and custom built -Fur
short wave work, write
for catalogue.

better

Model 525
D.

C.

Portable

Akurary within °L
1

Triplett

Electrical

Instrument Co.
288 Harmon Drive
Bluffton. Ohio

72s0
m.,cfa.i5

ready
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Short -Wave Radio Bomb
Locates Mineral Deposits
tures as they are found in the vicinity of
the bore to be surveyed, since the character of the underground strata and its
"mixture" changes greatly in different
parts of the country.
By means of a thermo -couple the plate
current variations are sent, as the diagram indicates, to a galvanometer (milli voltmeter) which shows on its specially
calibrated scale the kind of material which
surrounds the bore.

Radio Amateur Could Build the

INDIANA

MARION,

E

ul+>i:h.ulvmi.l.

;-.1'

,aCuLe......

(Continued from page 200)

Bun"

\

14
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fil f%LE1'
Prrtuum

the fact that this device cannot perform
wonders in "deposit findings," as is sometimes claimed for the "divining rod" and
similar pseudo- scientific devices. The
most efficient application of the "radio
bomb" can be made when used in cooperation with a mining engineer or a geologist.
Since experts of this kind are mostly connected with boring projects, all the conditions for a one -hundred -per -cent utilization of the new invention may be arrived
at.
Prospecting by boring is most successful in cases of mineral deposits which are
nearly horizontal, or at least not highly
inclined. (See Figs. 2 and 3) Beds of such
minerals are pierced at a number of points
and the depth at which each hole enters
the deposits and the thickness of the bed
itself can be quite readily ascertained, so
that a map can be constructed with some
degree of accuracy. Samples of the deposits are secured, also furnishing data for
computing the value of the deposit.
The application of the radio bomb
makes a number of the very expensive
bores superfluous since a character of the
underground between the few bores now
executed can be surveyed by the radio

Exploring Apparatus

S -W

It should not be very difficult for an
experienced radio amateur to construct
such a prospecting device, especially if
he has some knowledge of the design
and construction of small transmitters
operating in the range between 9 and 10
meters. And no difficulties are to be expected in the calibration of the galvanometer (milli -volt or ammeter), since placing different materials between the casing and attached antenna will do the trick.
If we consider that no great difficulties
are involved in the construction of such
a device, and the interesting experiments
which can be executed with the new invention, one should expect that many
amateurs will try to utilize it as a lucrative hobby.
In former times a great many borings
were necessary to obtain proper surveys,
especially in those cases where irregular
and steeply inclined deposits of small
areas had to be sounded. Now only a few
will he necessary, and the space between
the few bores executed will be searched
by the ultra short wave apparatus more
exactly and expeditiously. If we keep in
mind that sometimes tremendously deep
shafts have had to be bored for a single
geological survey, at enormous cost (for
example a bore near Pittsburgh, Pa., 5,532 ft., and at Wheeling, W.Va., one nearly 5 000 feet), and that now instead of
many bores as formerly necessary, a few
bores only may do the trick with this new
system, the importance of the new invention to the art of mining engineering is
beyond any doubt.
An important point to be mentioned is

A Different S -W Survey Scheme
This idea of prospecting or attempting
to analyze the mineral and other strata in
the ground by means of short waves or
other electrical means has been suggested
by numerous inventors in the past. One
of the methods advocated by more than
one of the radio experimenters has been
that involving the use of ultra short
waves projected by a beam transmitter,
using a parabolic reflector, for example.
This is caused to project short waves into
the ground at a certain angle, and here
various reflections or refractions may occur due to mineral or similar deposits in
the ground. The reflected waves are supposed to be picked up on one or a series
of sensitive receivers located at various
points about the field being surveyed.
Another plan mude by H. W. Secor for
the utilization of ultra short waves in exploring and analyzing the various strata,
mineral or other deposits, etc., composing
the immediate cross- section of ground in
a given location works as follows:
A series of bores are made in a systematic fashion over the area to be surveyed
or explored, and a series of measurements
are carefully made in a progressive manner across the area of land. (See Figs.
4, 5 and 6) The diminution in strength of
the received radio signals, if any, are
measured progressively across the field.
The transmitter is placed in No. 1 bore on
one side of the field and the receiver is
lowered into No. 1 bore on the opposite
side of the field, for example. Eventually
't complete tabulation will be obtained
for the measurements across the field;
noting where the strength of signal diminishes, this would indicate the presence
of a mineral or similar deposit between
the transmitting and receiving sets at
that particular point. The exact nature of
the deposit in any case would have to be
checked by making a "test bore" at the
indicated spot.
As Mr. Secor pointed out, the shortwave apparatus for carrying out this new
method of locating and analyzing mineral
deposits (and possibly oil and water as
well) is already well -known. Experienced
"Hams" or radio amateurs have in their
"shack" some sort of field -strength meas-

So here's a chance for
the geologist and the "Ham" to get together; maybe a brand new system of

uring instrument.

mineral locating will result.

Girl Operators, Attention!

Listen "YL's" and XYL's "!! Why not
send the Editor a good photo of your
"Itig" -and don't forget yourself. A
separate photo of yourself will do,
with a "clear" photo of that station!
$5.00 for best "YL" photo.-Editor.
See page 649 March issue for details.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

writing advertisers
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(Continued from page 207)
ing duple., the coupling may be reduced
considerably without affecting the tuning
range of the receiver. Also duplex operation is facilitated with this method of coupling. The size of the coupling condenser
in this case is much greater than if we
were coupling to the grid directly. A 15
mrf. variable proved to be the most satisfactory.
Referring to the diagram we find that
plenty of mica by- passing condensers are
employed.
Each has a capacity of .0001
111f. where they are used in the R.F. circuits. We found that the midget size
moulded condensers gave best results and
were most effective.
The audio amplifier consists of a triode

a pentode as the second
Both are transformer -coupled. The
be either a 37 or a 76 and
the second one may be either a 41 or a 42.
The 42 provides slightly greater volume but
there is sufficient with the 41; so much in

first tube may

f.

ce vger. kits. transmittters. ndtsecessor, es
to cover postage and handling charges.

wave re
stamp

20°ó deposit on C.O.D. orders
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ails

for
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In wdredl, of
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i

Dept. SC 8, 136 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK,

fact, that the audio gain control in the grid
circuit is necessary. A further improvement
suggested by one of the Hams who built
this set was a tone control. This is shown
in the diagram for the benefit of anyone
wishing to make this improvement, but it
was not found necessary in the original

receiver.
The entire set is built in a National SW3
cabinet, which makes a very convenient
housing and proved to be just the right
size.
A separate power -supply is needed
and should deliver approximately 250 volts
and at least 50 milliamperes. If the reader
wishes to combine the receiver and power supply in the same cabinet, a larger one
will be necessary. The combined unit
should be carefully layed out so that the detector picks up no hum from the power
unit wiring. Unused filament windings
have been found to cause a tunable hunt;
so watch for this in your power supply.
As a further stamp of approval this set
has been recommended by the Garden City
Radio Club as a model to be used in reporting the famous Long Island Sound
Yacht Races this summer.

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

Beginner's 2 -Tube
Receiver

Ne

YR

S -W

(Continued from page 216)
Examination of the circuit diagram reveals the use of two type 37 tubes. One of
these functions as a half -wave rectifier tube,
the grid and plate terminals being tied together at the socket base, and the other as
a highly efficient regenerative
detector,
which is capable of picking up even the
faintest of signals.
The aerial may be any length of wire
from 30 to 100 feet in overall length. No
ground connection is required. Tuning pro ceedure is the same as in any standard
regenerative receiver. Using this model in
New York City, the author has had no
difficulty in experiencing nightly reception
from Europe, South America, and numerous
North American stations.
This article has been prepared from data
supplied by courtesy of Eilen Radio Laboratories.

writing advertisers
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PROMPT DELIVERY ASSURED

1

on following models
R.C.A. MODEL ACR -175
NATIONAL HRO

NATIONAL HRO Jr.
PATTERSON PR -16
R M E-69

MARINE TRANSMITTERS

SUPER -SKYRIDER

Write for details and illustrated
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12,
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1
4
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II
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The receivers operate from the transmitter antennas, but a timing device consisting of intricate relays takes care that an
interval of about 2 seconds passes before
the receivers are connected with the antenna, after the transmitters have been in
operation. These relays are controlled by
the transmitter key or microphone current.
These relays have rlrnr -met and reception
contacts which are connected with a clever
device which changes the release time at

will.
At the moment the transmitter stops
operating the slow- release part of the relay goes into action, and in a certain time

-

adjustable between ^é second and 50 seconds-the antenna is switched from the
transmitter to the receiver. In case the
operator touches the key again the antenna
is instantaneously connected with the transt.

All Invention. submitted held connelenttel and glee
somata ttentim br member. of the area.

to dress up your station. Beautifully mounted
on large glass panel and attractively framed.
L nets of totloused real gold or Oliver.
Akimbo] complete ami sent postpaid. n
e
Order
letter. Npr.lfy cold

We

Y.)

(Fou,,rr!) Kiibmoud

CALL LETTERS

(Continued from page 197)
Zeppelin Co., Friedrichshafen, Germany)
inspected the airship while it was moored
at the Naval -Air -Base at Lakehurst, N..f.
In an interview with the radio operators.
the author was told that the long ware set
is already considered only as auxiliary
equipment, and they prefer the use of the
200 watt short -score transmitter which covers a wavertnge from 17 -70 meters and embraces the entire globe, even at times when
the long wave signals did not come through
because of unfavorahle atmospheric conditions.

Receivers Use Same Antennas As

ALSO AVAILABLE ON OUR

62

Short Waves Directed
Hindenburg to America

Slate

mitter.

S-W "Homing" Set
Another interesting part of the Zepp's
radio equipment is the direction finder or
"homing device" which operates in a well known manner in connection with a vertical loop antenna. Such a homing device is
most sensitive to signals coming from
transmitters in the direction of its axis,
and very low in sensitivity to signals coning at right -angles to this axis. The loop
antenna may be rotated until a maximum
or minimum signal strength is obtained.
The loop position may then be read from
an azimuth circle on the base of the control
handle, and this indicates the relative bearing of the Zepp's position to the station.

"Blind -Landing" Device Uses Short

Waves
In addition to this direction -finder equipment there are also provided two blindlanding receivers which operate upon small
indicator instruments as shown in Fig. 1.
One of these indicators is installed on the
table of the navigation room in the control
gondola, and the other is found at the right
side of the steering wheel in the prow of
the gondola. Both blind landings receivers
are connected with a single loop antenna
and an auxiliary antenna. in the forni of
straight single wire stretched beneath the
airship body (see Fig. 2).

Landing in a Fog by Short Waves
In case the airship arrives at the airport
of destination in very foggy weather. three
small short -wave transmitters installed in
automobiles are put into operation. They
are placed at three points of the landing
field in a triangular formation.
These
points are selected in such a way that the
landing crew is located in the center of the
triangle (see Fig. 3).
When the airship approaches the center
of the triangle both blind- landing receivers,
and also the receiver of the direction -finder
(which are connected together in the forni
of a bridge circuit) have an output of similar magnitude. At the moment the Zepp is
exactly above the center of the triangle, the
output current of the three receivers is "in
halance" and the small indicator instruments mentioned above, which showed until
then "left" or "right," goes back into "zero"
position.
The elevation is checked from the usual
altimeters or altitude gauges.

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when welting advertisers
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Electric Wave Guides
(Continued from page Itts,

far

known, no experimental
work was attempted at that early date. As
often happens in science these principles
were independently discovered by others.
In particular. a group of workers in Germany studied this problem and published
several papers. They were Ilondros and
Debye in 1910, Zahn in 1916 and Schriever
in 1920. Also our own J. R. Carson in
So

192.1

as is now

and R. V. L.

Ilartley in

19:31

233

gave

thought to this problem. Both Zahn and
Schriever (lid a small amount of experimental work but it related mainly to the
form of wave guide consisting of insulation
alone, and dealt with just one of the many
types of waves that may be propagated.
The published literature indicates that their
work was dropped at that point.
in 1931 the author resumed some experimental work on this subject, which he had
started in 1920. This has now been expanded
slightly and moved to our
Ilolindel Laboratory where long wave
guides may be constructed. Some details
have been given in the April, 1926, issue of
the
Bell
System
Tech ?lief I
Journal.
Throughout this experimental research
there has been considerable work done by
members of the mathematical groups, notably by J. R. Carson, Sally P. Mead, and
S. A. Schelkunotr, who also have a paper
in the Bell System Tech nieal Journal for
April. Sometimes experiment has suggested
analysis. Sometimes analysis has sugthe nation's leading research
gested experiment. As in military opera- IN
laboratories,
on the air fields, in
tions so in experimental research, greatest
progress is made when the efforts of line "ham" shacks, on scientific expediand staff are complimentary.
tions, in naval and war departments,
The analytical work of Rayleigh and
ethers has now been greatly amplified. coast - to - coast broadcast systems,
'l'he extensions which have been added to foreign commercial and government
the theory include calculations of char.
everywhere where the
acteristic impedance, attenuation, and in- services
ductive effects into neighboring wave most exacting equipment must be
guides, and particularly the discovery
that, theoretically at least, one of the used, Hammarlund "Super Pros"
many waves that may be transmitted have been unanimously approved
through a hollow pipe becomes progres- and promptly installed! "Super Pros"
sively less attenuated as its frequency is
raised. This remarkable property appears receive such decided acclamation,
altogether unique in the field of elec- for they have every grand, important
trical transmission.
These electric waves that are guided feature demanded by experts
through hollow pipes and dielectric rods the "ideal receiver." One such feaare moving configurations of electric and ture is the electrostatically
shielded
magnetic fields. Mathematical theory indicates that in cylindrical guides these input. Then there is that uncanny,
two fields may be associated in many dif- exclusive Hammarlund five - band
ferent ways to provide a wide range of
types of waves. Four of these are shown switch, remarkably pos itive and
in Figure 1. They may be generated by smooth in action. The unique variany source of sufficiently high frequency,
such as a Barkhausen or a magnetron os- able selectivity system affords concillator. To set up any particular type of tinuous variation from 1/3 to over 3
wave it is necessary, of course, to provide times critical
coupling. Another feaan appropriate launching mechanism. If
the E wine is desired, the source may he
connected between the outside shell of the
guide and a rather large central disc perpendicular to the principal axis. For H_

gro

el7e giammarluná `Super

-

-

-truly

waves the source is connected between diametrically opposite points on the inside
of the pipe.
Wave guides behave somewhat like wire
lines in that they have a definite characteristic impedance and a definite attenuation. Also waves travel through then[

with a velocity that may be predicted with
considerable accuracy. The calculated attenuations of the four principal waves are
of particular interest. They are shown
in Figure 2 for the special case of a five inch hollow copper pipe.
It will he noted that all waves suffer
infinite attenuation at or below certain
critical frequencies, and that with an increase in frequency this attenuation decreases very rapidly. For three of the
types of waves it approaches a minimum,
and then increases for higher frequencies.
Fnr the wave that has been designated as
H this attenuation appears to decrease
indefinitely with the increase of frequency.
Not all of the calculated characteristics
of wave guides have yet been verified experimentally. In particular, no informa-

ture is the special 12 -gang band
spread condenser. That cleverly designed "Super-Pro" crystal unit permits selectivity from a knife -like point
for C.W. to a wider degree for practical phone reception. And there are

dozens of other outstanding features
winning new admiration every
moment. The "Super -Pro" reaches
new performance standards that
you've always wanted! The complete story of this "ideal instrument"
appears in a profusely illustrated
bulletin. Write for your copy today!
MAIL COUPON FOR FULL DETAILS!
su
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., Inc.
424 -438 W. 33rd St.. New York
] Check here for complete data on the new
Hammarlund "Super Pro."
r] Check here for 1936 Hammarlund Gen.
eral Catalog.
I

-

Name-'__--_--Address_..___.._._

NI11

Series GLS
units
half

,l

I"

die. can
height of
former units (to save space) or twice
capacity for given size (for better
filtering).
Inverted
mounting.
Color -coded leads.
In 200 and 450
v. working ratings. Several capacities.
And inexpensive.
Send for catalog.

CORNELL- DUBILIER
.Ilofl/dfrd _Ilica

Ilan /i1

_1-J1 jilt ng

Conde nsfers

The finest made-C-1) moulded
mies Type 4 and 9 mica smittinp
condensers are used extensively in
aircraft and marine applications
where dependability in operation

iIs of utmost importance.

=

n

1,000

volt ratings.
For complete capacity and voltage
range send for catalog No. 128 free
on request. These and others of
the complete C -D line of capacitors are available at all Cornell Dubilier authorised distributors.

.

Washington St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

5.000
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I

4376 BRONX BOULEVARD

NEW YORK
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THE

RIGCHECKER

is not yet at a point which pertion is yet available on the very inter - quencies
a satisfactory evaluation of practical
isting Ho wave except near cut -off. At mits
transmission over very short
present, the author, together with A. E. use. For however,
or for use as proBowen, A. P. King, and J. F. Hargreaves, distances,
is working at the Holmdel Radio Labor- jectors of electric waves, or as selective
certain conditions, the use
atory measuring the attenuations. For elements under has
definite possibilities.
this purpose two hollow copper pipes of wave guides
are used, which are four inches and six -Courtesy Bell Laboratories Record.
inches in diameter and 1250 feet long.
These pipes are shown in one of the
photos.
TO GALVANOMETER
In much the saute way that a pair of
TURRET CONTAINING

-

CRYSTAL DETECTOR

-A-

Some of the experimental apparatus
employed for wave -guide transmission.

For Bigger and Better Carriers
Debignet, by A. J. rayure as an all-nutpone Inblluntent for the transmitting station; it is almost the
mer to the Ilmn's prayer. -"Oh Lord, glee me a
gadget that does everything."
Here arc some et Its more important uses:

Field Strength Meter.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
G.

-

Over Modulation or Frequency Shift Indicator.
Wave Meter; Serer separato reds; une for each

amateur hand.
-17. 0.100 Volts; A.F.
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter;
or H.F. with direct linear scale reading.
P.C. Voltmeter: 0 -10, 0 -100. 0-1000 Volts.
Mo itcr; -Voice Quality. Lilac Bum, Key Clicks.

-0

etc.

7.
S.

Herelver Tuning Elul Signal Strength Indicator.
0.1 Mlllian:meter; May in used separately with
or without val leble shunt or fixed mules re
5lottrs.

in fact. here romhined Inn the first time lu
Haynes tiletheeker. is everything yea iner,f In adnust your trausoitter to Its ntaxiumus emrieuey pod
keep it there.
Tite Haynes RigClneeker may Inc putrbased font
any of the following radin rmwerns:AKRON. OHIO
Akron Radio Parts Co., Inc., 889 South Main St.
the

Uncle Dave's Radio Shack, 356 Broadway
ATLANTA. GA.
Wholesale Radio Service Co., 430 W. Peachtree St.,
N.W.
BUTLER. MO.
Henry Radio Shop, 211 -215 N. Main
CHICAGO. ILL.
Wholesale Radio Service Co.. 901 W. Jackson Blvd.
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
Radio Parts Co., Inc.. 332 West State St.
NEWARK. N.J.
Wholesale Radio Service Co.. 219 Central Ave.
NEW YORK. M.Y.
St.
Corp.,
Comet
Street
Radio. Inc..
Harrison Radio Co.. 12 West Broadway
Harvey's Radio Shop, 103 W. 43rd St.
Leeds. 45 Vesey Street
Sun Radio Company. 227 Fulton Street
Wholesale Radio Service Co.. 100 Sixth Ave.
IA, PA.
PHI
M. 6 H. Sporting Goods Co.. 512 Market St.
Radio Ele s"c Service Company. N.E. Cor. 7th S.
Arch
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.
Offenbach Electric Co.. Ltd.. 1452 Market St.
SCHENECTADY. N.Y.
M. Schwartz Si Son, 710.712 Broadway

5Vsey

AS H.

2nd St.
.rie Ibn Iles Itigt'hreker complete oint self e i.
tallied tube. halleries. s ctrl Plug -in tails, re -1,..
etc., ready for use; Net Price to :unateur. ...... ......817..11
F REE tot request: -descriptive circular and
Seattle Radio Supply. Inc..

23W19
h

instruct inns for

use.

Order from your dealer. if he has none In stork and
not nrdrr one for you. please communicate with
us and tie nit hare one scut to you by the Hearrbt
dralwr ur direst.

will

Radio Constructors Laboratories
Dept. S, 136 Liberty St., Export Dept. 105 Hudson St.
New York, N.Y.

wires may resonate to waves traveling
along their length, or an air column may
resonate to certain sound waves, so may
a short section of wave guide be made to
resonate electrically to the frequencies
which it is able to propagate. In its role
as resonator it behaves as if it were a
coil and condenser, sometimes in series
with an electromotive force, and sometimes in parallel. These resonance effects are very pronounced and may be
simply demonstrated by a cylindrical
chamber such as that shown in Figure 3.
The open end of a guide may be made to
radiate wave power much the same as
sound waves issue from a pipe. To enhance this effect the pipe may be expanded into a cone, thus producing an electrical horn. Tests show that it may function much the same as an acoustical horn,
and accordingly may be used as an efficient radiating load for the generator to
which it is connected.
The question naturally arises as to what
use wave guides may be put. This is a
difficult question at this early day. Wave
guides have definite limitations. The diameter of the hollow pipe that may be
used is directly proportional to the wavelength. For a pipe that is at all convenient in size, the frequencies are the highest that have yet been tried out for radio.
It is true that the diameter of pipe might
be reduced if it could be filled with a suitable insulator. At this point we are met
with a conflicting difficulty of producing
at reasonable cost the necessary medium
that will incorporate high dielectric constant with sufficiently low losses. It is
true too that low attenuation could probably be had with much smaller pipes by
the use of H waves, but this calls for an
even higher range of frequencies. For
long -distance transmission, the situation
is that the art at these extreme fre-

Fig. 3-One form of resonant chamber
used in connection with wave -guide transmission.
tro
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Fig. 2- Attenuation characteristics for
four types of wave -guide transmission.

WAKE UP! FELLOWS!
$20.00 Prize Monthly for Best Set
THE editors are looking for "new" receiving circuits -from 1 to 5 tubes preferably. A 520.00 monthly prize will be
awarded to the best short -wave receiver
submitted. The closing date for each contest is 75 days preceding date of issue
(July 15 for the October issue, etc.) In the
event of a tie, an equal prize will he given
to each contestant so tieing. Address all
entries to: Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
99 Hudson St., New York City.

Please mention

SHORT

Wave

CRAFT

Fig. 1- Schematic reproduction of ekerie and magnetic fields for four types of
wave guide transmission.
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"Queen Mary" Uses 32
Different Wave- Lengths
(Continned from page '22021
Mary's" radio station is comparable in
equipment to that of the largest and mu,!
modern land stations and, in fact, is operated on quite similar lines.
Not only is there ship -to -shore radiotelephone service for the passengers. but
the equipment is duplicated, so that it
possible for two passengers to speak simultaneously, in one case to a friend in N.-

235

R-S-R Jr.
3 -Tube

Communication
Receiver
5 -555 METERS
A new development of the famous
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1
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The emergency radio equipment on the
"Queen Mary," comprising transmitter

receiver -and storage battery. This equipment is entirely independent of the ship's
electrical power supply and has a range
of at least 500 miles. It is, in fact, of the
same power and type as that usually installed as the main equipment of the
average ship.
York, and in the other to someone in London or Paris. Radiotelephone booths are
provided in suitable positions about the
ship, but the ship -to-shore telephone can
also be hooked up with any of the 500
staterooms on the telephone system of the
ship, depending on the preference of the
passenger making or receiving a call. By
means of the "Queen Mary's" powerful
radio -telephone, passengers will be able to
converse with friends practically anywhere
in the civilized world.
The receiving station of the "Queen
Mary" is situated on the boat deck, between
the first and second funnels, and the control of the entire radio equipment is concentrated at this point. This structure occupies an area of approximately 800 square
feet and within it is found eight operating
positions, the radio -telephone exchange, the
emergency installation and the chief accepting office for the radiotelegrams of
passengers.

Typewriters and high -speed machines for
transmission and reception are provided for
the handling of messages. and telephones
are installed for communication with the
officers' bridge and other important positions. A particularly interesting feature
of the radio installation is the remote control of the transmitting station by the staff
stationed in the receiving station.
The transmitting station is located 350
feet further aft than the receiving station.
to permit of simultaneous transmission and
reception of signals without mutual interference.
The transmitting station contains four large transmitters, each of which
is capable of maintaining continuous conlniunication with both sides of the Atlantic
throughout the voyage.
Each of the operators on duty in the
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ADIO CONSTRUCTORS LABORATORIES
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receiving station has in front of him a dial,
similar to those on the ordinary dial telephones. By the operation of this dial he
is able to start up or shut down a transmitter 350 feet away, increase or decrease

its power as required, or change to any required wavelength. Each of these operations takes but a few seconds to complete,
while a system of indicators keeps the operator informed of the conditions under
which the transmitter is functioning. The
whole system is duplicated to guard against
possible breakdown.
Elaborate precautions have been taken to
prevent the radio system being put out of
commission by power failure. The whole
system is supplied by a special power -plant
generating alternating current. The dynamos for supplying the current are duplicated, so that even if one were to break
down, the radio service can still "carry on"
at full capacity.
In the possibility of grave emergency,
under which both generating plants for
the radio system might be put out of action,
a complete emergency station, operated entirely from the ship's emergency lighting
supply or from storage batteries, is available.
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RADIO OPERATOR at Home

will provide sufficient audio amplification. Coupling between the beat frequency oscillator (B.F.O.) and the second
detector is accomplished through the suppressor of the detector, the sane as was
done in the original diagram in Fig. 1.
This provides an excellent method of
coupling the beat oscillator to the second
detector. However, the power output of
the B.F.O. must be greater with this system than if it were coupled to the grid
circuit of the second detector or the second I.F. amplifier. Coupling to the I.F.
amplifier or grid circuit of the detector
allows a greater chance of running into
difficulties than the method shown. For
instance, coupling to a grid circuit we
may have the tube, to which the oscillator
is coupled, considerably overloaded due to
the output of the oscillator driving the
grid positive. In many commercial receivers coupling is accomplished merely
by running a wire from the tuned circuit
of the beat oscillator near a grid wire
Should the distance between the two or
the couplings change appreciably, a con ,iderable change in results would be noticed. If the coupling becomes too great
the entire amplifier may "go dead," in so
far as the incoming signal is concerned,
because of the fact that it is already over-

I NSTRUCTOGRAPH
-THE EASY WAY TO
PASS
GOVERNMENT

sign

loaded by the signal generated by the
B.F.O.
In reality there would be an
optimum coupling for each value of signal
going through the amplifier which we
wish to heterodyne. The best that can be
hoped for is a "happy medium" adjustment.
We suggest that the experimenter be
very careful in using the above mentioned
methods, and wherever possible avoid
them.
The amplifier shown in Fig. 4 is
equipped with automatic volume control,
which is more or less essential for phone
reception, but does not work out to advantage with code. In Fig. 6, we have
shown how automatic volume control
(A.V.C.) may be incorporated in u receiver of similar design. Here we have
used a duo -diode triode as the second detector and first stage of audio amplification. In the second detector circuit, we
rectify a portion of the incoming signal
and feed it back to the grids of the I.F.
amplifiers in the forni of negative bias,
which cuts down the pain of the receiver.
In this manner. a strong signal will allow
a large amount of negative bias to be applied to the grids thus cutting the !lain
of the receiver to a further degree than
would a weaker signal. In this respect
we obtain a fairly constant signal level. In
this second detector circuit it is necessary
to couple the oscillator to one of the diode
leads. Here we must be very careful, because excessive coupling would, when the
switch was in the A.V.C. position, reduce
the gain of the receiver the sanie as would
It is not so
a strong signal or station.
critical in the C.11'. position, that is. when
the A.V.C. switch is in the off position.

But, at the same time, considerable cut
and dry will be necessary in order to bring
about an optimum in coupling. The diode
second detector, of course, cuts down the
gain of the receiver considerably. In the
57 we had quite a gain, while in the diode
there is actually a loss. However, the
diode provides quieter reception inasmuch
as second detector hiss is entirely eliminated.
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Radio 100 Years Old!
(Continued from page 201)
yp left in the inducing coil! This brilliant scholar demonstrated that Maxwell's
theoretical reasoning was correct and later
more elaborate experiments conducted by
Hertz tended to prove conclusively that
the medium which serves to carry the vibrations of light and the medium which is
vibrated by electro- magnetism ix one and
the same! Further, that each phenomenon
travels with the same velocity; and not only
this, but Hertz was able to demonstrate
that electro- magnetic waves are reflected
from conducting surfaces and also refracted
by dielectric substances (analogous to the
reflections of light from polished surfaces
and its refraction through glass prisms).

3

-Tube Portable Transceiver

.n

ban

bniet

in Radio

The ten years between 1890 and 1900
were very fruitful ones, so far as radio
inventions were concerned, and a whole
group of radio, or as they were then called,
"wireless" inventors, come in upon the
scene during this eventful ten year period
-some of the most famous names in radio

history.

Aside from Lodge, the most important
figure to appear in the "theatre of radio
invention" in this remarkable ten year
period was Guglielmo Marconi. Marconi
was born in Bologna, Italy in 1874, his
father, an Italian nobleman, and his mother
of Irish nationality. Guglielmo Marconi
studied at Leghorn University under Professor Rosa and later he studied under
Professor Righi at the University of Bologna.

After

study of a number of important
works, describing the early days of radio
history, including the famous classic-"Signulling Through Spare Without Wires,"
by Lodge, and "The Principles of Electric Wave Telegraphy." by Dr. J. A. Fleming
and others, a very important historical
point of supreme interest now conies to
light, to wit: after studying these experiments of Lodge in 1890 and the years
shortly thereafter, and after reading what
a
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Lodge Transmitted Radio Signals in

-Ten
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One of the classic experiments of Professor hertz was carried out with a spark

experiments in London with apparatus of
his own design, and with which he was
able to demonstrate the transmission of
signals over short distances. Of course,
short waves were also used in this case,
as we now know, for Lodge did not use
an aerial or ground connection, and thus
there were no long wires to raise the
wavelength above that of possibly a few
meters.
"Eventful Years"
1890 to 1900
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mous English scientist, was making many
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important figure in the history of radio.
From his discovery in 1886, that etheric
vibrations or waves would result from the
pacing of sparks across an air -gap, began
the real development of electric transmission of intelligence without conductors."
Hertz's Demonstration of Wave

1890
Sir Oliver Lodge, the fa-

(2M'-

(Built -in Loud Speaker)
.\ compact pUnerful

As Sewall further says -"Hertz was the
first to understandingly transmit electric
waves through ether, and he is the most

coil for the transmitter, while the receiver
was simply a loop of copper wire with a
small spark gap formed between two small
metal balls. When this loop of wire, which
formed a resonator, was placed in the
proper position with respect to the radiatoe wires of the transmitter spark -gap
and its coil, tiny sparks were seen to jump
across the gap between the balls. By placing a sheet of metal in different positions
behind the transmitter and receiver alternately, Hertz showed that the waves could
he reflected. The waves used were short
loaves and probably of the order of one
meter in length, judging from the dimensions of the wire loop with its ball spark
gap, which he used as a resonator (receiver) and also the dimensions of his
transmitter radiator system.
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some of the famous inventors at that time
had to say themselves, a remarkable fact

-it

almost happened that
presents itself
Lodge instead of Marconi might have been
heralded today as the inventor of practical
radio transmission!

Apparatus Lacked Aerials
As Lodge once said after Marconi had
made his first demonstrations in England
Lodge

over a distance of

a dozen

miles or more,

utilizing an elevated aerial wire as
well as ground connections-"If we had
and

only thought to use the elevated aerial
wire on oar apparatus!" Meaning that if
he had used an aerial to give him more
powerful transmission, he (Lodge), could
have demonstrated similar effects of transmitting signals over a considerable distance, the sanie as Marconi did six years
latter. Lodge and his co- workers had built
sensitive apparatus for detecting the presence of the waves -end they were quite
familiar, of course, with the effects of cohesion of minute metal particles in the
presence of a spark or a wave set up by a
spark. But it remained for Marconi to add
the second important step to his train of
inventions, and to improve the coherer
(given its original name by Lodge) by enclosing the metal filings in a glass tube,
from which the air was evacuated by a
vacuum pump. This prevented the oxidation of the metal filings and improved the
sensitivity of the device enormously, and
also its reliability.
It is interesting at this point, as Sewall
relates, that at the time Hertz announced
his first etheric short -wave transmission,
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also conducting experiments
along similar lines, and Hertz afterwards
said that in time Lodge would undoubtedly
have reached the sante results as himself!
Branly (1890) of France is generally
given credit for the discovery and careful
research on the coherency among metal
filings, whenever an electric spark at a
distance was caused to be discharged in
the neighborhood. Prof. Calzecchi Onesti
in Italy (1884) was probably one of the
first to observe a similar effect or rather
the effect on the conductivity of metallic
powders under the action of various volt-

Lodge was
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Nikola Tesla
Nikola Tesla was one of the earliest
radio investigators and undoubtedly those
connected with the development of radio
circuits, especially tuned oscillatory circuits, in the period between 1890 and 1900,

the British Institution of
Electrical Engineers, in London, some of
his experiments in which he was able to
show the coherer effect and also-highly
important to radio history -the transmission and reception of short waves (probably a meter or so in length), by means
of sharply tuned circuits.
The "recently invented" long lines oscillator is, broadly speaking, nothing but a
re- invention of Lodge's syntonie circuits,
demonstrated and described by him forty -

IIIIII-J

-A-

SAME SIZE RODS

scribed before

Designed for

a.

already done with Hertz's oscillator, with
Branly's coherer, and also with the apparatus devised by himself and Dr. Muirhead.
Sonic of the apparatus devised by Lodge
and Muirhead is very ingenious and worthy
of study by everyone interested in the history of the art.

Basis of All "Tuned" Circuits

heads

mall

Many investigators noted the effect of
spark or electric discharges on metal or
carbon particles, one of the very first of
record being Munk of Rosenschoeld, who
in 1835 (100 years ago) described the per manent increase in the electric conductivity of a mixture of tin filings, carbon, and
other conductors, resulting from the passage through it of the discharge of a
Leyden jar (see Fleming, page 356). Also
Varley (1856) noted the rapid fall in resistance of loose metallic powder whenever
a lightning flash occurred. In 1878, Hughes,
while experimenting on microphones, noted
that a glass tube filled with filings of zinc
and silver, connected in series with a telephone receiver and a battery cell, was
sensitive to electric sparks at a distance,
as evidenced by its sudden change in con-

tween them is reduced.
In 1894 Lodge gave his famous lecture,
in England, in which he reviewed the work

ductivity.

`....

League=
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ages.

(tuned) transmitting and receiving Leyjar circuits by moving a metal slider,
S, along the metal rods; he further points
out in one of his descriptions of this apparatus that the transmitting and receiving circuits must be accurately tuned together, if there is to be any response.
Lodge also stated that a very little error
in tuning, such as caused by altering
the position of the slider, S, will make them
quite unresponsive, unless the distance beden
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six years ago!
Lodge's apparatus involved two polished
metal balls resting close together in a vertical plane so that whenever a spark passed
between them, they cohered or tended to
stick together, and caused the electric bell
circuit connected with them to become conducting; the bell signalled this fact.
Those interested in the early days of
radio history will do well to refer to
Lodge's scientific papers and books, now
out of print but available at the principal
public libraries, as many interesting and
basic experiments were illustrated and described by Lodge in these papers, especially
with regard to tuned circuits and tuned
radiating aerials and antenna systems.
Radio men today probably think that
they have made quite a departure in transmitting and receiving circuits because on
short waves they generally do not use a
ground, but employ instead a balanced radiator system, comprising a couple of rods
or an aerial such as the "doublet" type.
Too bad to spoil your dream, S -W Fans,
but Lodge was there first, and the diagrams
and descriptions of his apparatus, which
experiments were carried on in those famous ten years between 1890 and 1900,
show all sorts of doublets and tuned circuits, very much like those now in use.
Lodge also understood and demonstrated
plenty of examples of standing waves of
various fractional wavelengths.
With the Lodge coherer shown in the
diagram, the bell continues ringing, of
course, until the polished metal knobs are
gently tapped asunder, except where the
bell stands on the same table as the knobs;
when it is first struck, it taps them back
instantly and automatically. Thus every
discharge of the "sending" or transmitting
Leyden jar is signalled by a single stroke
of the bell.

Lodge Had "Sharply Tuned" Circuits
Note

that Lodge

tuned

his

syntonic

II Nttuv, Ciment,,, 1884, Vol. 16, p. 58, also 1885, vol.
117, p. 31, and Journal de Physique, 1886, vol. 5, p. 573.
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lished diagrams of the famous Tesla coil
oscillator circuit, and also Dr. Tesla's patents on tuner! circuits. The Tesla coil and
circuit description for the production of
high-frequency operations was described in
his patent application filed April 5, 1891.
Among other famous Tesla patents, is one
describing a system of controlling the
movements and operations of a vessel or
other object at a distance, in a patent application dated July 1st, 1898.
As early as June 20, 1896, Tesla took out
a patent describing his famous system of

concatenated "tuned" circuits. Other pat-

ents were taken out by Tesla, covering the
methods of storing the energy transmitted,
and strengthening feeble signals, etc., in
a series of patents granted in 1901. In
1893 Tesla delivered his famous lectures
before the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia and the National Electric Light Assoelation in St. Louis, in which he advanced
a plan of wireless transmission, not only
for the transmission of telegraphic signals
-but also for the transmission of power!
Reference to Sewall's "Wireless Telegraphy" discloses an interesting description and also diagrams of Tesla's radio
power transmission system.
Lecher is given credit by many radio
historians for the invention of oscillatory
circuits, similar to those used today for
short -wave transmitters, etc., and on which
stationary electric waves are produced or
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set up. Fleming points out, however, that
practically all the circuits ascribed to
Lecher by certain writers were originally
used by Lodge and also by Hertz.
In 1895, Count Popoff of Russia appears
upon the scene and, judging from the references to his work, it would seem that he
never demonstrated any transmission of
signals with his apparatus, which involved
a coherer. Also any ideas he entertained
of transmitting telegraph signals, for instance, to a distance, were mostly in his
mind, and his practical results were principally along the line of a sensitive detector
(including a collecting wire or aerial) of
atmospheric electrical discharges such as
lightning.
In 1896, Marconi came to England and
succeeded in transmitting signals across a
space of 100 yards (300 feet) at the British Post Office in London. Shortly thereafter he made another demonstration over
a distance of two miles at Salisbury Plain.
In May, 1897, Marconi transmitted signals
successfully over a distance of nine miles
over water in England and during the next
few years the signalling distance negotiated by the Marconi system increased rapidly, until it culminated in the great surprise for electrical men on both sides of
the Atlantic, when he finally linked Europe
and America with the historic signal of
three dots, representing the letter "S," on
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or approximately 4 meters in length (considering that each rod was about one meter
long, representing one-half of a doublet
or Hertzian radiator) and it was therefore
1/a wavelength long. In some of the experiments, the rods were much shorter or only
six inches long, when the wavelength was
four times this or twenty-four inches, or
roughly Vs meter in length.
In 1908, the editor, Hugo Gernsback, sold
on the American market coherer type receivers and spark-coil transmitters. which
operated on short waves of about this
length. But we didn't think anything about
short waves in those days, as such, the
main thing being whether the apparatus
would "work"-and magical indeed were
the results, especially to laymen.
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One of the most interesting "sidelights"
in radio history was that another man,
who may have been heralded as the inventor of practical radio, was Professor
Slaby, an engineering professor in the
technical high school at Charlottenburg,

.

supply
Ir you,
radio
Rockford. Illinois

M'I

Germany, and when the news of Marconi's
successful demonstration in England in
1897 came to his attention, Professor Slaby
at once hurried to England, as Fleming recites, to discover how Marconi had "solved
a problem" that had hitherto baffled him
( Slaby). Slaby saw Marconi's experiments
in transmitting radio signals across the
Bristol Channel, and he also assisted in
some of these experiments.
Most interesting today is to read what
Professor Slaby wrote in a magazine article
on the "new telegraphy," in the Century
magazine of April, 1898: "In January 1897
when the news of Marconi's first successes
ran through the newspapers. I myself
(Slaby) was earnestly occupied with similar problems. I had not been able to telegraph more than 100 meters through the
air. It was at once clear to me that Marconi must have added something else-- -something new-to what was already known. .
"In certain professional journals an attempt has been made to deny novelty to
the method of Marconi. It was urged that
the production of Hertz rays and radiation
through space, the construction of his electhis was known before.
trical eye
Though all this had been known to me also
ISlaby) and yet I never was able to exceed
100 meters (328 feet).
"In the first place, Marconi has worked
out a clever arrangement for the apparatus,
which by the use of the simplest means. insures technical results. Then he has shown
that such telegraphy was to be made possible only through, on the one hand, a
ground connection between this apparatus,
and, on the other, the use of long extended
upright wires. By this simple but extraordinary effective method he (Marconi)
raised the power of radiation in the electric
forces a !worked fold."
So much for these few interesting "highlights" on the early history of practical
radio transmission and reception of intelligence, and perhaps at a later date, if
enough requests are received from readers,
we may go into more detail on some of the
later inventions, such as the inventions of
the vacuum tube detector by Fleming. generally known as the "Fleming valve" (including the "Edison effect" noted by
Thomas A. Edison in 1883) and the sensitivity of which was enormously increased
by the addition of the third electrode or
grid by Dr. Lee de Forest; and a host of
other inventions, including the regenerative
circuit, the superheterodyne circuit and
the great horde of electrolytic, crystal and
other detectors which flooded the stage of
invention in the years between 1900 to
1917, which would form a most interesting
article and space for which is not available
here.
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"violet ray treatment. and "thprlments ".. 1.00
Bow to operate Oudin coil from a vacuum tube
1.50
oscillator
3 inch spark Tesla coil; Operate. on Ford 1a-

$ 75

nitlon roll

0.50

!orb epoch Ondin cell; 110 volt .C. "Hick0.50
Coll" (Vibrator type.)
III
10 Tricks with Testa and Obdfn (bila
3

TRANSFORMER DATA
transformer data, 110 -volt.
Suitable for operating I ft

k. w.
20.000, sole
ea -eyrie primary.
thrum
coil

1

k.w. 15.000 -volt Windom..
if 60-Oct.

SLIDE
RULE
MIDGET

Metal 4' Dia.
Price $2.00 Net.

8" Dia. 25" Scale "Special" Rule, 15.00 Net.

-in

TELEGRAPHONE

'Yid." Minh
astIs.-

sad
data

Code

translated

ma

Records

stai wire
ha

"slew."

tapenu

r..

Vole.
by

fir

map

'teat"

Construetlon

$0.50

MAGNET COIL DATA
werful batten electro- mecnet; lifte 40 Ibe...50.10
0.50
D.C. magnet to lift 25 lbs
110 Vult D.C., 500 Ib.. Lift electromagnet
0.50
Ill) volt D.C. solenoid: aft. 2 lb. through 1 In 0.50
IRO Volt D.C. solenoid, lifta 6 Ib. through 1 In 0.50
12 Voit D.C. solenoid, lifte 2 lb. through I ln 0.50
A. C Solenoid. powerful. 110 -volt. 60-eyele
0.50
MOTOR -1/16 H.P.. 110 eat A.C., 60 cycle
0.50
(suitable for driving 12" fan, etc.) -Dote

lia Volt

MISCELLANEOUS DATAPRINTS
50e each

Comm] for SIndrl

Radhis

Boats

Prepaid
00
r 1200 eyrie

)odor

sy11, -n.

l:lu,trie

Natal

Water Turbines
%Valor wheels
Mond tirruils (20)
218
Telephoto. Ibaek -ups
11111 \lerhml irnl Movements
l'itraPolarised Ile lei

hib[hulru String Calsan-

1i011ge meal Data
Trennarr or ehe l.uraIul

1

,

Steliie

ah

cking
e

1

II

bell.

Oft

I

enroll

Simple Bell 'look-tips
I'I0'.I iv. Address System
l.lelnrir Chime Ringer
Ills any clack
20

Oat

Italanre

'Pelamnglaph

tric

Elecumn l'an 5Ister

Watch Ihnmgull izer
Electric Furnace I)ra
Regulator
Iinilti"g a Simple Tele-

1

phone

Inn nil,.

l'ail Data

Cation' Motor .maux
Mitenl.tulu Bridge
Itat shy Converter

"Eleetrisal Tricks" for LODGES

and
50.01

Bow to Fry Does on Cake of lee EIectrlrally..$0 50
0.50
"Rewinding" Small Motor Armatures
"ENGINEERING SERVICE BY MAIL"
(20% .R on Orders for $3.00 or more. No C.O.O.)

a photo of the "Fly
Wheel" tuning dial arrangement, was labelled, "Newest Telefunken S-W Receiver."
We are glad to announce that this was not
a Telefunken receiver but a "Blaupunkt,"
Idealwerke A. G. fuer Drahtlose Telephunie

uhrn writing

by rniteges.

PARTIES

the sets, including

WAVE CI:AI'T

With case and
Instructions
This rule .nives any problem in multipllration, division. addition, subtraction, and proportion; It also
alms roots and powers of numbers, sines. cosines.
tangents and cotangente of all angler: also loge of
numbers. Adda and subtract. tractions. Approved

20

518, we
published an article entitled, "New S -1F
Sets at the German Radio Show." One of

LSO

data. 110 -voll,
primary. Suitable for operating /1m'11 Ondin ,on
0.50
Electric welding Tranef. (2 R.W. 110 Vt. Rim
111 Vt.
see. Other Sec. Vt. data given.)
0.50
Induction Colis-1 to 12 Inch spark data ......
ARTIFICIAL FEVER Apparatus
0.75
(Lon. Medium A High Power Data Given)

-all

Please mention Smarr

Electrical
Apparatus

I

CORRECTION
IN our January number, page

CEMENT

GENERAL

!;i..

Is,Minn-

Just the

!¡.I

Inventor

I

4

DATAPRINTS

The DATAI'RiNT COMPANY
Leek Rex 322

ad

'ertise r,

RAMSEY, N.

1.
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When To Listen In
By

M. HARVEY GERNSBACK

All Time Is Eastern Standard
DAVENTRY
THE British Broadcasting Co. is building 3 additional transmitters for the
Daventry station. Each of these will have
When these are
a power of about 75 kw.
finished the 2 low power transmitters now
in operation (15 kw. each) will either be
combined to form a single high power
transmitter or, what is more likely, they
will be left as is and used to transmit to
areas relatively near to England. The 3rd
transmitter now in use will probably be
used for the same purpose. Thus a total
of 6 transmitters will be available to be
operated simultaneously if the occasion requires it. The new transmitters are scheduled for completion late next spring.
The schedule of operations for July is as
follows. Trans. 1: 11:30 p.m. 1:30 a.m.
on GSB and either GSD or CSN. Trans. 2:
6 -8:45 a.m. on GSH and either GSG or
GSJ. Trans. 3: 9 -10:30 a.m. on GSG and
GSH. GSF will probably be employed as
10:30 a.m. -12 n. on
a 3rd wavelength.
GSG and GSF. GSII may be used as a 3rd
wavelength. Trans. 4: 12:15 -3:40 p.m. on

GSI, GSD and GSB. GSG may replace
one of these 3 wavelengths, however; :3:40 5:4.5 p.m. on GSG. GSB and GSF. Trans.
5: 6 -8 p.m. on GSC, GSF and either GSP
or GSG. (GSF may be replaced by (ISO at
any time.) Trans. 6: 9 -11 p.m. on GSD
and either GSC or GSF.

GERMANY
THE German station is now broadcasting the evening program for N. America on

NB

(15.2011

kc.. 19.74 met.) in ad-

dition to DJD. DJB also broadcasts for N.

America on Sundays from II a.m. -12 n.
R.M.S. QUEEN MARY
MANY listeners probably heard the
new

British transatlantic liner Queen

Mary broadcasting during her maiden voyage. Her radiotelephone transmitters are
more powerful than those of any other
ship so that she can he heard more clearly.
The call letters of the ship are GBTT. She
can he heard on 4.1, 4.42. 8.2. 8.81, 12.34.
13.33, 16.24 and 17.8 me. Unlike other
ships with radiotelephone. however, she is
equipped with scrambling devices to render conversations unintelligible thus assuring privacy to the passengers' conversations.
JAPAN
THE .Japanese are still experimenting
with overseas broadcasting. At present
a program for Europe is broadcast each

Tues. and Fri. from 2 -3 p.m. on .JVH (14,600
kc.) and JVN (10660 kc.). A program for
the east coast of N. America is broadcast
on Mon. and Thurs. on JVH and .1VM
(10740 kc.). A program for the Pacific
coast and Hawaii is broadcast daily from
12 in. -1 a.m. on JVH and sometimes .JVM.
From 4 -8 a.m. daily .IVM and sometimes

JVN broadcast for Manchuria.
AFRICA
FIU at Tannanarive, Madagascar, is on
daily from about 7 n.ni -10:45 p.m. It
operates on about 6015 kc. In Rhodesia
two stations are in regular operation
broadcasting the same program simultaneously although they are 300 miles apart.
They are ZEA at Salisbury on 6000 kc. and
ZEB at Bulawayo on 6150 kc. They are in
operation on Thurs. from 1:15 -3:15 p.m.
and Fri. from 10- 10:45 a.m.. 12 n. -1 p.m.
Due to their low power (less than 1 kw.(
and the hours at which they operate it is
unlikely that they are heard in N. America except on very rare occasions.
RUSSIA
A NEW Moscow broadcaster is reported. It is RW96 on 9520 kc. daily at
7 p.m. and on 15,040 or 15,180 kc. on Sun.
at 1:30 p.m.

PHILADELPHIA
W3XAU will be off the air until approximately August 15th in order to
increase the power of the transmitter to
10

NEW BRITAIN
A NEW station has been heard testing
according to reports for "down under."
The station is VJZ at Rabaul, New Brit:.
in the East Indies. VJZ operates on about
137110 kc., 21.9 meters.
It is heard most
frequently from :3 -6:30 a.m.

.AUSTRALIA
VK3ME, 9510 kc., at Melbourne operates daily except Sun. from 4 -7 a.m.
3LR, 9580 ke., at Lyndhurst, Victoria, operates daily except Sun., from 3 -7:30 a.m.
and in addition on Fri. from 10:30 p.m.2 a.m. (Sat.).
VK2ME at Sydney on 9590
k". operates on Sun. from 12 m. -2 a.m.,
4:30 -8:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.

Short Waves and
Long Raves

FREEh
CATAL

This big. all- inclusive radio catalog is
yours for the asking. It lists thousands upon thousands of items -anything and evr0thing in radio. for hams, experimenters, service
men and dealers. Whatever your needs may be
I or 24 tube receiver. all -wave and
short wave mantels and consoles: parts:
tales : kits; accessories ; amateur equipment P.A. -they can be comfortahl
and economically filled while you
sit in your easy chair at home.
You will find nationally known.
nationally advertised mer
rhondise at lowest WHOLE-

-a

e

SALE prices- backed

by

as

(Continued fro or page 199)
From Fresno, Calif.
wave length, and can receive stations from
all over the world. I have received a great
many letters from foreign countries. The
photo shows me listening to a station.

EI). OLIVES.

Gen. Del. Fresno, Calif.

Kirklin. Ind.

A Voice from

transformer coupled 12331 pentode audio
stage. This gives plenty of "wallop" so that
the magnetic speaker hanging on the wall
inclined sounding board, et al) can be used
on all ordinary stations, including EAQ.
Madrid; Berlin :nations; and Daventry, etc.
I'AT'I. S. GODWIN,
a

I

Kirklin, Ind.

This Month's Prise Winner
used is an 8 -inch dynastic.

The next receiver is a hand- spread con-

verter using a 2A7 tube. The receiver in
the center of the photograph is the famous
"[Merle." using a 56 and a 57 as described
in the .Iuly, 1933, i -sue of .Short II'a rr
Craft. At the right. is the old "stand by"
battery set. employing two 201A's. All receivers are wired

for headphone

use, to per-

mit logging at night.
On short -waves, I have verifications from
over forty countries, and on the "broadcast" band, f have over two hundred verifications from nine countries.
Here's hoping I'll be the lucky one to win
the prize for this month!
A. W. BRADLEY,
35 Hunter St.. Toronto (61. Ont. Can.
t iJ'ell .1. W. R. you win!
it., hope you
en joy the price -n gnu's sm h.rrript ion t
Short Ira re Cr." f t.-Editor.)
"We're the Berries" He Says
the hope that same
will interest your readers.
I am a regular reader of Short IFnt,'
Croft. This mag. is sure the "berries"
- -always full of interest
and I find your
articles most valuable.
Well. I guess I will QRT. 73 to all the
"\\t Hams." and thanks to you, Mr. Editor
for your "FB" magazine. Here's to your
continued success.
FREDERICK REDWOOD,
S -W

"Ifx" station with

"Pembroke" 30, Norwich Road,
Thornton Heath. Surrey, England.
(Thanks, Frederick, for yo,rr r'"erllrnt
le Her, curd yogi). 0110d tr is/res. Il'e hope nor
efforts (o please the readers Will merit your
continued interest in Short Wave Craft.

-

Editor.)

guarantee of Wholesale
Radio Service Co., Inc..
the largest radio institution of its kind in the world.
This convenient catalog will
serve as a handy reference
hook and shopper's guide to radio.
It is thorough -complete -and it
hrings the world of radio to your door.
Rack of it all is a competent organiza.
lion of experienced radio engineers and
service men. whose services are available nt
all times in helping you with your radio
problems.
Be sure to get a copy of this helpful catalog
for your own use. You will enjoy the ssurance of knowing that every single
item carries the guarantee of WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO., INC.
You will like our service too -the
fastest, most dependable servire
in the field. Five huge. conveniently
located branche'
bring over nice service to
most parts of the coun-

MAIL
THIS

these five
branches are brought
to you in the page,

try -and

COUPON

of

S

FREE

for the "Best" Station Photo
Closing date for each contest- 75 days preceding
date of issue: July 15 for October issue. etc. The
editors will set as judges and their opinions will
be
be

final.

In the event of

a

given to each contestant

tir
so

a

subscription will

tying.

Wholesale Radio Service Co.. Inc. Dept. H -4
NO Sixth Avenue. New York, N.Y.
Please Rush catalog by return mail.

Name__..
Address

Please mention

SHOOT WAVE

CI:AFT when

901 W JACKSON BLVD.
BRONX. N.Y.

writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

State

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE (0NEW YORR.N.Y.
100 SIXTH AVE.
CHICAGO. ILL. ATLANTA, GA.
SAIL L

K.W.

catalo,r.

a

Town_.. ._..

One Year's Subscription fo
H O R T WAVE C R A F T

this

TODAY

FOROMAM

RD

HOW P[AORREI

ST

NEWARK.N.J.

NW

ria CLMTRAL AVE.
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High -Gain "Metal -2

Tube Receiver.

COSMAN 4" 5- Band -4

Every Radio "Fan" Needs These

(Continued front page 203)
band-setting condenser must be at least

% inch or more, in order to prevent short circuits to the chassis and capacity effects.
If 6.3 volts A.C. is to be used for the heater
supply, the wire leads to the heater circuits
of both the 6J7 and the 6C5 should be
twisted to prevent hum; if a 6 volt battery
is used the chassis can be used as one lead.
The band-spread condenser, C2, is set at
around 50 or 60 on the dial and the bandsetting condenser is rotated until the desired
band is found. The 100 mmf. condenser is
now set at the center of the band and all
tuning is done with the 35 mmf. midget.
This receiver is designed to be operated
on a 6 volt storage battery and two or
three 45 volt "B" blocks. However, there
is no reason for using the storage battery

The year's outstanding inexpensive short -wave
Provides inal,d .spread tuning of all signal;

two of the new Metal tubes: Dlnudn Dynamic
Uses
-ñand
Speaker:
15
meter honing range:
Itch dl assembly-no plug-in coils: J- .Airplane
tall:
It:mnnarlund Tuning condenser: lall lt -in
power simply and numerous other require., found
In Ihigher priced
vers. Caen four holies:
2only
.6Kt7s; 1 -43 and 1 -25Z5. A.C-D.C. Operation.
Complete kit of parts and struction*. =1050
Not wired, less tubes an d cabinet
82.50
'Matched
Sylvania tubell
2.25
All Metal

TRY-MO RADIO CO., INC.
CITY

NEW YORK
CORTLANDT ST.
Distributor: Powertone Electric Corp., 179 Green
wich St. N.Y.C.

Internationally popular for its
many scientific and technical
.
articles
.

.

,

;

VERYD.tY SCIENCE)

t.tNIt'

AND MEC
Is the finest scientificmechanical
technical
construction magazine
the field. t'n-to -me -nl in.

-

-

toe with news dashes of
norms
scient uli rends.
of constructional ankles
you

can

sell.

needed.

r

a+

PhotograPatents and
phy
Reviews -Met al- Working-Chem istry -Invent Ions-Bark
I:nginrering- M irrosrnpy- -Elect rirai Experiment s-Ilousebuld Helps- -.1 ttrunonty-Prize Contests-and oilier suhjeetl.

)

e

l

4 If

cono

.-5"

-

/a-,eetts

-NNpt

p.N

O

r
tCh>-r

I.

iI

i

E

SPORTS BINOCULAR
high -power field
glass that enables you to
enjoy such sporting events
as Baseball, Boat Races,
Horse Races, etc. Most
useful on Auto Trips,
A real

li.

als

1

-I

'/a' NOLC

.-CHASSIS

AND PANEL

LAYOUT....

Coil Data
Wire Size
No.28 D.C.C.

5

5

-111

Coil
-pin

316"

form -21s"

lung

No. 21.1 D.C.C.
No. 24 D.C.C.
No. 22 D.C.C.

2

by

110

diameter.

base.

List of Parts

C3
Inns

e11

Ida

to

i;

sassy Inn Imdlls i
uImIrr. Black crackle
mash. Carrying steep.

C4
C5

C6

l'7

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CORP.

I:1

Dept. S.

New York City

WOMAN'S

DIGEST

OPENS A NEW ERA IN WOMEN'S MAGAZINES.It present. today'.
moat urgent and se i0
problem. for . en. bnider-international
title.. kumnr, tneN .krtrhes. pets. .0.1014 uu.oal
newoes
love, the .old -loud. .d entertainment and mtnrmalim.

for ample copy or $1.00 for the Neat 6 Issues.
Sold at better newsstands.
WOMAN'S DIGEST. 99 -8W Hudson St., New York City
10,1

COMPLETE
EX PERI MENTERS

SET BUILDING AND
SERVICING GUIDE
FULL DIRECTORY
OF

R2

R3
R4

ALL

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

Contents 01 the 1935
9IIO11T- R-A1-E MAN/7:1L

-'

Short -Wave Beginners' Sect Ion-Short -Wave Receivers

--

Itottery Sinai-Ws": Iteieiiers :l- deter" Department
Short -Wave "An itirial Feuer" Apparatus -Short -ware I :xSect ton
Itra Short -Waves -Counnrrrial
perOneulers

-I'

t11

Short

't

eu

ml Tl Shi ' anAntenna-t
Sl I- Wilr Converas
Nnp1.1heterodynes-Nome Transmitters for Amalnr Slatloua- "Skip listas.. -Heaviside laser- Super- It, genera tile Short-wine Ita'eiters-- Iten'ting Sllurl- \\'air Prograins -11101 Fidel itv -Short -Wave Quest ions and An-Shurt -\ Varo' Kinks -foreign Shalt -\ \'axe Review
Tithes for Short -Wave I'urlmsrs- Shore- \\'aise Transmitter:
-Multi -purpose Tubes -studio Amid iilers= 'Itand- Spread"
-Plug -less Mono -coil" RPM. fivers- Italstera. Pre-ampli-

"

-

fiers and Beat (Ise iliators- l'orlable Receivers and Transmitters- Short-wave Service Data for Radio Service Men.

1'0ntenga of the 193.1
911011T- INANE MANUAL

Importait Short- \\'ave Receivers and how to construct them
tube
-Short- \\'acte Trans,. hers- lIu Odin g one to a
rra i, ers-co ii %mind lug data- Counnrrrial Short W aive ReI:inka- Commets and their
ceivers slid Sen. lIng Dal
Cons lrurlian- .Intenta anal Noise Eliminators -Stiperhet-

100 mmf. (.0001
Mica fixed condenser.
mf.) Cornell -Dubilier.
Mica trimmer condenser.
Paper cartridge condenser. 200 volts, _ r»
mf. Cornell -Dubilier.
Mica fixed condenser. 1000 mmf. (.1)01
mf.) Cornell- Dubilier.
Paper cartridge condenser. 400 volts. (.01
mf.) Cornell -Dubilier.
Metallized resistor, '4 watt, 3 megohms.
I.R.C.
Metallized resistor. 1 watt, 100,000 ohms.
I.R.C.
Potentiometer. 50,000 ohms. Electrod.
Metallized resistor. 1 watt, 250,000 ohms.

I.R.C.

watt, 500,000
?i
R5 Metallized resistor.
ohms. I.R.C.
LI Plug -in coil. See text and coil table.
SW1, SW2 D.P.S.T. switch.
One 7x16 inch aluminum sheet
and chassis).

(for panel
Two "Octal" or 8 -prong sockets for metal
tubes. Isolantite.
One 5 -prong socket for plug -in coils. Isolantite.
One dial. Bud.
RCA 6J7 and 6C5 metal tubes.

Please mention SHORT WAVM CRAFT when

Short -wave
Transmitters
-.\mineur 'l'in
shortmare data- Super-Itrgeneral ion
-\Vela Sets.
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240 Pages -1,000

Illustrations

Flexible, Lonselea/ Leatherette Binder

9 x 12

loches

Special 1'ombination Olier
every shun-nave

1 o

ehthinsis :I the opportunity to add

ISIIUItT -WAVE. %IANI \LS to his Iibrary Volume
both books. If !Humid together. can be pur
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SHORT WAVE CRAFT
99 -101

Hudson Street

SHORT

WAVE CRAFT

New York, N. Y.

99.101 Hudson Street, New York. N. Y.

Gentlemen:
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d
(
1

f

)
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e

can

r'Ini

h
l.eiose here. till coy rauut:mrr raiiv ropy or Ihr ul -a la-! -\1.
postage prepaid,
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as indicated hr les,
Official Short Wave Radio Manual -$2.50
Officiai Short Wave Radio Manual -52.50
Both Manuals-54.50.

1934
1935

.

Address

CIO

bit cheek, to..),. rampe or money ord.,
»ad Hernia
Fend
-reoi.,Irr Geler if rnsh or alampa are lent.

writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

Innnaf

E.Eh

mf.) Hammarlund.

Money back guarantee. You can't lose.'

Send

RADIO MANUAL

1

worth.

West 60th St.

SHORT WAVE

e+t

Beaches, etc. It's a real
buy at a fraction of its

17

OFFICIAL

L",:

FIG. 2

oCrlto LINES

)

1935

d.

Z
Ob

CI Midget tuning condenser. 100 mmf. (.0001
mf.) Hammarlund.
C2 Midget tuning condenser. 35 mint. (.000035

PREPAID

$2.50
I

I
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Meters Turns Sparing Tap
lo
52
Close
200 -80
1/16"
23
80 -40
31,
lu
3/32"
40 -20
20

Hunting, Outings.

POST
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New York, N. Y.
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EVERYDAY SCIENCE
AND MECHANICS
99 -C Hudson St.
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Magic-
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Woodworking

1OC
Ion all newsstands/

It.\ItlII MANUALS will you find a true
Whether une allthe Important developments.
rut 11 been 111 set design and mist urI ion. servscientific
icing a -n are receivers or tube changes. Orr
are published
the short -ware
Held.
di :con' ire
in
rhlnunlogirally in these Sn(ItT WAVE MINI- .%1.S. The
Manuals are edited by Hugo Gemeback and H. W. Senor.
Punta of

The antenna used with the receiver is
only about 20 feet long; a longer wire of
at least 50 feet would be much better.

Ideas from uhlch
make things to

Edited by
HUGO GERNSBACK
A Host of Interesting
Subjects Covered
Over 150 Illustrations

There hais been tremendous progress made in short- leaves
dut ing the past for years, and only In the UFFICI.%I.

available, as a small
transformer supplying 6.3 volts for the
heaters is much more inexpensive. The
"B" batteries can be used for plate supply
or a small power -pack, capable of supplying 90 to 180 volts at 10 or 15 milliamperes
may be used. If more than 90 volts is used
on the plate of the tulte,a resistor of about
2,000 ohms, 1 watt rating, should be connected in series with the cathode lead of
the 6C5 to supply bias to the grid of this
tube. A paper or electrolytic condenser of
from lmf. to 10 mf., 25 volts rating, should
then be connected from the cathode to the
chassis. If the electrolytic type is used the
end marked positive goes to the cathode of
the tube. For 90 volts or less, no bias is

and many popular experl-

ments.

RADIO MANUALS

where 110 A.C. is

endaFolr'Our News 1936 Catalogue'
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All -Band Transmitting Doublet
(Continued from page 211)
switching from 90 to 20. We mention 40
and 20 although the same system could be
used for 20 and 10 with the same combination.
The antenna shown in Fig. 1 will work
on all harmonics. There is absolutely no
reason why we could not build an antenna
of the current fed type for 40 and operate it all the way down to even 5 meters.
Of course, for the very short waves a
separate half -wave antenna is desirable.
But in any case in the band which this
antenna operates as two half -waves in

feeder

length of around

50 feet. Series
tuning was used on 40 and 80 meters and
parallel tuning on 20.

BRUSH #and

-

Microphone

In designing an antenna, it is a good
it out on paper beforehand, in
order that you will be familiar with just
For describing athletic events,
what is going on.
parades. crowds, etc.. from press
We have marked off the feeder when
boxes, balconies, the tops of
connected to a half -wave antenna, as
sound cars, etc. and for comshown in Fig. 1, in points % wave apart.
mercial interstation, police and
amateur
transmission work.
In Fig. 2 when operated as two half -waves
Priced low. Fits the hand perin phase, we have also Marked off the %
fectly.
Wide
frequency response
wavelengths. For each length of the feedand typical Brush sound cell
ers we have shown the type of tuning re.
operation. No button current
quired. For instance, where there is a
or polarizing voltage and no
input transformer is required.
current minimum we have parallel tuning,
and where the current is maxima we
Size only 3% inches x 1%x
inches. Weight 3 oz. Output
have series tuning. Following this system
level
minus 66 D. B. Shipped
will enable the builder to construct an
complete with 15 feet of cable.
antenna with feeders of a convenient
Can be furnished on special
length and determine from the diagram
order with locking type plug
which is the best tuning method to use.
and socket for stand connection.
Details-Data Sheet No. 8. Free.
We can highly recommend that any
for one.
Send
amateur using the Zeppelin type antenna,
switch to this type and he will undoubtedly experience greater antenna efficiency.
We believe this would be true, even
though the transmitter might be located
near the end of the antenna proper which
would necessitate a curvature of the feeding system as shown in Fig. 3. Of course
if the shack is located directly underneath
the center of the antenna, a more symmetrical system can be maintained.
-meet every headphone reWhen making bends or curves in the
quirement. Response 60 to
feed lines, they should be gentle; avoiding
10,000 cycles. No magnets to
all sharp or right -angle bends. Where cause diaphragm chatter.
ever a bend is made, it should be well
Specially des igned cases minrounded out and in no case should the
imize breakage. Light in
feeder lap back toward the antenna. A
weight -Only 6 oz. complete
with headband and cords.
90- degree angle is all that may be perA quality product at low
mitted for satisfactory results.
price. Details -Data Sheet
There are many amateurs who wish to
No. 10. Free. Send foe one.
operate on 80, 40, and 20 meter bands, and
have experienced difficulty in erecting a
133 -foot antenna.
This antenna should
solve the difficulty, inasmuch as it works
?L,
apparently as well on 80 meters as on 40 tee: L._..
or 20, even though it is only 66 feet long.
raICSOhONES MIKE STANDS TWEETEfS HEAD ENONfS 1000
safe1
Some of our readers may be interested
in knowing the complete story of the antenna installation at W2AMN, and for this
The DX2, 2 -Tube All -Wave Receiver
reason we shall describe the antenna tuning or coupling unit.
This is clearly illustrated in the photograph and in the diagram. First we have
a three -pole double- throw switch which
changes from series to parallel tuning.
The unique feature of this system is that
in the parallel position, the two tuning
condensers are connected in series across
the coil and feeders. This increases the
break -down voltage to twice the value of
one condenser, which is a very desirable
feature.
A good battery
t d
is GUARANTEED FOR FORThis unit is link -coupled to the trans- that
Kit assembled &
RECEPTION. Good volume
ready 4, w
le'd .
mitting amplifier. In another photograph &EIGN
e,,m,mien) In operation. See
phones, u.
page 601 Feb. 1935
we have shown the ceramic four -point in- article
nais, abin sue SWC. Uses 30 -3a tubes n
A
ac
hatteric.
detector & Is,wer pentode
sulator, which is used in the center of the nh,A,litier.
ired A tested
Works nn ' dt(y cell.
extra
1.25
I-k íV
battery. &
halt.
antenna and permits bringing the feeders Black
Aelurnn tine 1.55
shrivel
IL C. coil. 12, 1.00
off at any angle in relation to the flat -top, panel.
l
for 212e1ä nu tt&
1.00
Metal cabinet
&
Incl,,,I,,1.
Complete
without causing one of the feed wires to
Special:
CANNONBALL. HEADPHONES,
wired ready
become loose and the other tight and thus
Stamp
and cabiION ENGINEERING CO.
throw it out of shape.
net $7.75.
Dept.
Liberty St.,
This cross -insulator acts just like a
New
SW-5 136
Y.
swivel in all directions. The end insulators consisted of 12" straight round insulators, and the lead -ins were brought
into the operating room through regular
lead -in bushings and insulators.
The antenna wire used was heavy
Changeable Fields and Un,
Trans.
stranded wire (7 strands of No. 20). All
;Ehhr g you
performance
..
of the insulators, including the special
my
Speaker Replacements.
Aak your
än0
Write
for
jobber
Bulletin 3615.
double center insulators, are of Bud deOXFORD -TARTAK RADIO CORP.
sign, in case the reader wishes to use the
917 W. VAN BUREN ST..
CHICAGO. U.S.A.
identical parts.
idea to lay

1

Special "Bud" aerial insulator
feeders.

for doublet

phase, a considerable advantage is brought
about. During experiments and measurements with this type of antenna, it was

found that a 40 -meter doublet worked on
80 meters as well as on wave-lengths below
90. This statement, of course, is based entirely upon practical experience with the
antenna.
The 40 -meter doublet was used on the
80 -meter band for a considerable length of
time, and strange as it may seem, it
proved in the particular case in mind to
work out better than a 132 foot single wire antenna, which was end -fed with Zeppelin feeders. No claims are made that
this 40 -meter antenna operating on 80 is
an ideal condition, but we do wish to point
out that it is entirely satisfactory. The
antenna tried out had a length of 33 feet
each side for the flat -top section, and a

BRUSH
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12'INSULATORS

11

Wt,

1

OXFORD
NEW SPEAKERS
, r

250

MAW

2

250

MMF.
1

Top-Wave formation on doublet and
feeders (1). t'enter -Use of special new
insulator (3), (illustrated above). Below
Switch hook -up for changing from "series"

-

to "parallel" tuning.

Fig.

2.

Parts List for Antenna Tuner
-250 mmf. receiving condensers, National
-2!(" ceramic form grooved for 26 turns.

National (the wire used on this form
was No. 12 tinned copper)
1-7x12x3/16" bakelite panel, I. C. A.
1 -3 -pole, double -throw switch,
I. C. A.
Special antenna insulators, see text and
photos for details.
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1619 Broadway
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New York

City

RADIO'S

LIVEST MAGAZINE
Edited by HUGO GERNSBACK

RADIO -CRAFT
Radio

8

devoted to gen-

and described.

RADIO -CRAFT la fully illuatrsted
with photographs. diagram. and
sketches. Each issue contains sew

$1.00
99C

ii

the adRadioServicing l and tphases.
vanced set builder and Radio Toeholrlan. Kinks show simple way.
out of difficult problems. The latest radio equipment Is illustrated

Months for

150

illustrations. Sample

copy -15c.

RADIO -CRAFT
New York,

Hudson Street

N. Y.

6BACK NUMBERS
SHORT WAVE
M

EEDPREPAID

70c

For limited time only, and as long as
they last. we will send you six back numbers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT saeorted,
your choice, for 70 cents.
The usual price for six copies would be
higher
31.50 and most publishers charge
price for back numbers over one year old.
We can supply only the following
back numbers: Dec. 1930; Feb., April..
June, Oct. 1931; Sept. 1932; Sept.. Nov..
Dec. 1933; Jan., Feb., Mar., April, May.
June, July, Aug.. Sept.. Oct.. 1934:
issues to
issues; 1936
1935
date.

-All

-All

not specify copies we will use
our own judgment in sending assorted
numbers to All your order. Note we cannot exchange the copies for one. that
have been sent to you.
Practically every copy of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT contains important Information that you should have. Here is

It you

do

a chance to get those copies.

As we have only a small supply of back
numbers on hand, this offer will be withdrawn as soon as they have been sold.
We accept U.S. stamps. U.S. coin, or
money order. Rush your order today.

WAVE CRAFT
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New York, N. T.
99 -101 Hudson Street
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
99.101 Hudson Street. Now York, N. Y.
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Gontlemen: I enclose heretdth TO.. fm which yole
are to

Midget "Metal -Tube rt
All -Wave 4

send me sis bark number caplet of SHORT

(Continued front page 204)
in place. Then, mount the regeneration
control potentiometer at the lower left of
the speaker and the station selector variable condenser at the lower right. The
two- section dry electrolytic condenser
which is in a cardboard container, is
mounted on the rear of the panel at the
right. The antenna trimmer is mounted
on the rear chassis wall with a Fahnstock
clip soldered to one terminal for making
connections to the antenna. The 300 ohm
filter choke is fastened to the rear of the
panel at the center, below the chassis deck.
There are eight small resistors and four
small fixed condensers below the chassis.
These are soldered directly to the terminals
of the sockets and other parts with which
they are to function. The grid -leak and
grid condenser can be seen near the variable tuning condenser. The .0005 mf. mica
condenser from the B plus terminal of the
tickler winding of the plug -in coil is soldered in place directly below the coil socket.
Practically all the wiring is performed below the chassis deck. The only wire visible
from the top is the connection which goes
from the grid -leak and grid condenser to
the control grid of the 6J7 tube. This wire
terminates in a clip which fits over the
cap of the tube.
The "foreign" stations come in on the
dynamic speaker with real volume and, as
mentioned above, the fine selectivity is a
source of surprise. For the benefit of those
who missed the preceding article on the
Midget A.C.-D.C. "glass tube" set, (See
Dec. 1035 issue of Short !l'are Craft) it
alight be mentioned that this entire set

Extraordinary Bargains!

227 tested and guaranteed tubes, In for $1.00
elm. made il France for U. S. Govern-park pith,.
iati"n engines. brand new, suitable r modern

f

`o.
1,tric
.

mentt

(high powered autos. mucor boats. etc.
1Se each. 10 for $1.00
Visor Cap. Just the tiling to us during. the hot
,

nierr days.

SHORT WAVE
COIL BOOK

Short Wave Coil Data
for Every Conceivable
Short Wave Receiver

Complete List of Parts Required for the
Midget Metal Tube All Wave Four
el-Equalizer Antenna Trimmer. 2 tu 30 suif..

Price 25c

C2 -140

il %0lO

PURI

ICATIONS

I
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SHORT WAVE SET BUILDERS

MUST HAVE THIS BOOS
Is now possible for the experimenter and
short wave enthusiast to ddaht the most el-

IT

luprrive data

mill
on short w
fonnatiun that has ever appeared

Vey 11(1011 You have to haul
rolls.
wave
through ,oldts of magazines. larks, etc.. to Owl
the infonoat bm you require.
Between the two ewers of this hank you mow
find every possible hit of Il(ontat tai (Cl rail
winding that has appeared In print during the
past too years. Only the mud. modern "dupe
has been IIblished
No duplication.

Switch (Swll type 202 -S
ohm, lé watt I.R.C. Metallized Re-

R7 -1600 ohm,

sistor

R8- 170,000

-I

Resistor

R9

sistor

meg.,

1[.

ohm,

'.

on

sutil easy amens iblo font!

watt, I.R.C. Metallized Re-

R10 -600 ohm, 10 watt vitreous enameled re-

sistor, F.lectrad

R11 -180 ohm, 50

V1-637 Metal Tube. RCA Radiotron
V2 -6C5 Metal Tube, RCA Radiotron
VS -25A6 Metal Tube, RCA Radiotron
V4 -25Z6 Metal Tube, RCA Radiotron

-5"

cltl........ .......__.

---..__..._.__- Blau

12 -Crowe
Please mention

knobs
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, New York, N. Y.

97 Hudson S
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Radio Publications. 97 Hudson Street.
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this.

sear Sirs:
I rereRed your Short Wave Coll Book afin am
well pleased. I nhmscl it t0 sly radio
friends and mm they are *l5ilVa pestering loe
for coil data. hl hl!
11F:I(N.t5D A. DF%'KET M.tNN.
11346 So. State St.. Chicago, Ill.

watt I.R.C. Metallized

watt resistor in line cord
LI -One set of 4 -Prong short -wave coils. 17
to 270 meters. Hammarlund type SWK -4
LI -One 4 -Prong broadcast Coil. 250 to 560
meters, Hammarlund type BCC -4
One 4 -Prong wafer socket for LI
Four "Octal" sockets for VI, V2, V3, and V4

as

FRIENDS PESTER RIM

watt I.R.C. Metallized Re1[

here.

Illustrations galore. giving
not only full instructions how to wind mils. but
dimensions. sizes of wire. curves. how to plot
them. by means of which any toil for any par titular short wave net can be figured in advance,
as to number of turns, size of wire. spacing. etc.
There has m or her such data published in

R6- 25,000
sistor

winding

in print.

As every experimenter who has ever tried to
build a shun ware set knows only too well by
experlrnre. the different, between a gaol and
a poor receiver Is usually found in the short

-1
-1

antenna clip
CHI-300 ohm, 30 henry audio filter choke,
Thordarson
Dynamic Speaker with 2500 or 3000
1
ohm field and 4500 ohm output transformer
1 -Metal
Chassis. Man. 6 "x4 "xl!s" deep
Aluminum Panel, Blan, 6 "x6rrx1 /16" deep

Addree

for $1.00

INVALUABLE

BPI- Fahnstock
Name

o

Ìn

is only 6"x6"x4" deep.

Hammarlund type MEX
mmf. Variable Tuning Condenser, Hans marlund, type SM -140 "Star"
C3 -.0001 mf. Mica Condenser, Cornell- Dubilier, type 31.
t' -.1 mt. 400 volt "Cub" Tubular Condenser.
Cornell- Dubilier. type BA-4P1
t' 7i-.0005 mf. Mica Condenser, Cornell -Dnbilier, type IW
C6 -.01 mf., 400 volt "Cub" Tubular Condenser.
Cornell -Dubilier, type BA -4S1
mt.. 200 volt Tubular Electrolytic Con('7
denser, Cornell-Dubilier. type ED -7080
C8 -.1 mt., 400 volt "Cub" Tubular Condenser.
Cornell -Dubilier type BA -41'1
C9 -.01 mf., 400 volt "Cub" Tubular Condenser, Cornell -Dubilier, type ltA -4S1
CI0-5 mf., 50 volt Tubular Electrolytic Condenser, Cornell -Dubilier. type ED -3050
CII -.01 mf.. 400 volt "Cub" Tubular Condenser. Cornell- Dubilier, type BA -4S1
C12, C13 -Dual Section Dry Electrolytic Condenser, cardboard container. 16 mf. and 8
mf., 150 -200 volts, Cornell -Dubilier, type
MA -11261
RI
meg., t.. watt T.R.C. Metallized Resistor
R2
meg.. 1. watt I.R.C. Metallized Resistor
R8- 170,000 ohm, th watt I.R.C. Metallized
Resistor
R4 -1 meg.. lí watt T.R.C. Metallized Resistor
R5- 75.000 ohm Electrad Potentiometer with

2Se e ,'h.

s Gear Flirt Haas's In beautiful transparent
'r initial made f nickel silver with
blue enameled issekI.TO ,1.
25e each. : 1,,r $1.00
'i h
-Mite. Sr., ultra violet carbon sun lamp.
ose.
$1.98 ewe',
San -Hite. .Ir.,
w -In type. whirl, utilises n
or LI,1. lam f,
,vest.
$1.49 caI
nia y,al
Üoary fou,
which direction y 11
ou areatravel ling.
$1.98 çä,11
GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CORP.
New York City
17 Weat 60th Street

,,lors. with
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Improving the 2 -Volt Superhet Receiver
tCoNtionrd

j rann

le disturbed; if the tickler is wound in the
opposite direction, it can be properly
"phased" by reversing the plate and "B"
positive leads until oscillation is secured.
The coil is given a coat of coil "dope" and
allowed to dry before reassembling the
transformer.
After carefully experimenting with the
mixer and the oscillator coils, it was found
that the small padding condenser across the
oscillator tuned circuit could be removed
with no effect on the tracking. The regeneration control also proved to be an effective volume control so the 50,000 ohm potentiometer: in the screen -grid circuit of
the 106 was removed and the 250,000 ohm
unit installed in its place on the chassis.
The band -change switch is mounted in the
hole left vacant by the small padding condenser.

t

Re- Aligning I.F. Stages
The next step is tu realign the I -F circuits as the regeneration will have some
effect on the adjustment of both the grid
and plate circuits of the output transformer. Set the regeneration control just
below the point where oscillation begins
und rotate the tuning dial until a Creak
signal is heard. Adjust the tuning controls
until the set is operating as close to the
center of the carrier as possible and then
turn the adjusting screw of each I -F trimmer until maximum volume is obtained.
Always "peak" each trimmer before going
on to the next and do not disturb the tuning controls or turn the volume up or down
during this process. This type of adjustment is for the reception of both phone or
broadcast and code stations, the regeneration control being turned above the point

of oscillation for receiving code or locating
the carrier in exactly the same manner as
in the ordinary regenerative receiver. When
the control is reset just below oscillation.
the i -F circuits are in the "peaked" position where maximum amplification is obtained.

Close Approach to Single- Signal

Selectivity

Where the receiver is to be used for rode
work exclusively, a close approach to single signal selectivity can be had by simply
turning the regeneration control full -on
and aligning the trimmers of the output
transformer with the second detector oscillating. This method is extremely critical
in the adjustments, but it gives much better selectivity on code. The tuning controls
are set for "zero beat" with a weak signal
as outlined above before any of the I -F
circuits are adjusted. Unfortunately, this
method cannot be used where the reception
of broadcasting stations is desired, as the
i -F stages will go out of alignment when
the regeneration control is turned down.
When properly adjusted, using either
method, the regenerative second detector
will increase the sensitivity of this receiver
at least 20rS, or more. A little experience
with the circuit will teach the experimenter
just where to .set the regeneration control
for best results. It is likely that a high
noise level will be encountered when the
detector is operated precisely on the point
of oscillation, although this condition disappears when the control is set above or
below this spot.

New Method of Changing Coils
for Different Bands
The second improvement in the design
of the 2 -volt superhet is the new method
of changing the oscillator and mixer coils.
As shown in Fig. 3. the new coils are of the

familiar tapped variety, the taps being

brought out to the pins of a standard 7prong coil form. instead of going directly
to the coil switch, as is usually done in
circuits of this type. This arrangement
does not confine operation to one set of
coils and allows the receiver to be used on
even the very long wave bands if desired.
The coils shown in the drawing cover the

pape

2111,

`ì

short waves from 14 to 1:30 meters on three
positions of the coil switch as follows:
Position "one" 14 to 28 meters; position
"two" 28 to 51 meters; position "three"
50 to 1:30 meters. A second set of coils will
allow reception on the 130 to 200 meter
band and the standard 200 -600 meter broadcast hand on three positions of the switch.
Thus only two sets of coils are required for
complete coverage of all wavelengths between 14 and 600 meters in six bands!
Furthermore. by simply placing the switch
on position "three" and inserting a regular
plug -in coil in each socket, the switch and
all ins taps are removed from the circuit.
Therefore, either method of band- changing can be used at will and some interesting comparisons between the two systems
made at any time.
in winding the oscillator coil, the tickler
is wound at the bottom of the forni first of
all. The grid coil is then wound in the
sanie direction and is spaced and tapped as
shown in Fig. 3. The various sections of
the coil and the tickler are close wound.
All wiring from the taps to the pins of the
7 -prong form and socket should be as short
and direct as possible in order to prevent
undue losses and oscillator instability. The
mixer coil is wound in exactly the same
manner as the oscillator coil except that
more turns are required. Of course no
t'ekler is used in this circuit. Complete
data on both coils can be obtained from
Fig. :(.

Extra Parts for Revamped
I

tite.

1

1

lulu, 1. i.
.%l I.I i..lre..,I n
r,..
-la udtag fur its ,srelltsc, mud lute
designed expressly fur those who
-nd In \curhl-wide abort war, rnnh11u,1 iiIii,
d,mnnd the prfonu:uu',' of a
receiver. but do nut require
h,111gbhy
111u,rcial-type
speeializ.d features that ueeessarily
ocreuse the e st o f n receiver designed expre -sly for tiro -way e'untmorehd service.
A uiue alla chrnit (11101011M two stages
of pn.,lee11011 old two stagea of I.P. with
air dielectric 1riumdug condenser. 1, a pr...
i.inu huilt toning ' ^ndrns.r, separate sidemed
,..ii -. and strict mlhennc. to National's high
.mulon of finality permits the ullai nl of
mnsnrpnssd select ivitr mal se41si11011y.
I.abonnory ecl(hraiimt of ,net roll n1 ge. pia. tie
unique easy- reading tuning dial (nn perplexing
,
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I

1

I

iutermnlgbrl

tuning stalrsl

prori.bs

:nl
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.h

r,.-

(.nr:tie menus for logging and loc :ltiug Stations.
Vast nr aloi,' toning is accomplished In the
clever arrangement of the tuning drive nmeh:ne
son.
'Illy one knob is used -nu nuluuuly
d,nede or t
knobs.
Fur those desiring the specialized frulmrs el a
crystal filter. S meter and amateur Iwud spnal, u.
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2 -Volt

Super
Triple -pole triple -throw coil switch

2 7 -prong
2 7 -prong
1

HRO JUNIOR

SUPERHETERODYNE

mi

,

''nuit.

coil forms, ribbed type. I.C.A.
spring -mounting sockets, Isolan-

the standard

hr

ae

lENt!

Intel rand .1c.cripth,,, ,r

t

NATIONAL CO., INC.

250,000 ohm potentiometer, Electad,
1 -cif. metal case paper by -pass condenser.
300 w.v., Cornell -Dubilier.

MALDEN, MASS.

supply of No. 32 enameled silk -covered
magnet wire, for winding tickler on
the 2nd I.F. transformer.
[See article on 2 -volt super in the July
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Warr Croft

A Strong, Easily -Made
Hole- Cutter
(Co,,( ou

I

f ,00,

"Do You Know
the Answer

for additional

pnnn 211)

Of course the square hole and the two
smaller holes that hold the cutting tool
should pass squarely through the center
and not slanting. Use a reasonable amount
of care in laying out and boring all holes

will work out all right.
This cutter will stand all the work it is
called on to do. You can tighten up on the
nuts without breaking anything and once
tightened the cutting tool and shank will
not slip. The cutting tool can be separ:itel' turned and adjusted in its hole
without disturbing the shank. The cutting
tool being round can be turned to give
it the correct clearance needed, a feature not possible in commercial cutters
using a square cutting tool.
The pilot on the shank is not hardened.
if drill rod cannot be obtained easily an
old three -sixteenth diameter drill can he
and things

broken off about two and one -half inches
in length, softened and filed to correct
cutting and clearance shape, re- hardened
and used. In hardening, the tool is heated
to bright red, polished with eatery cloth
or sand paper and then carefully reheat
ed by holding it a few inches from a very
small flame until the polished tool begins
to turn to light straw color, which in
turn changes to a darker straw color.
When this color is reached plunge it into
water. in reheating to color, do not hold
the point in the small flame, but the part
about one inch above the point, and the
color will run down to the point. it must
he done carefully, as all hardening is done.

Please mention SHOttT WAVE. CRAFT when
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How to Go About Looking
for a Job?
How to Better Your Position?
How to Plan Your Career?

'l'he answer to these and many other questions, such as: How to earn money in
spare time jobs, what occupation to choose,
inside stories of how the other fellow has
done it, statistics, facts, will be found in
the new monthly magazine

JOBS
& CAREERS
Fur Sale at all Newsstands NOW.
Leading articles by vocational experts,
personnel directors, leaders of industry tell
you how to tackle your problems and how
to increase your chances of success.
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On all Newsstands 25c a copy.
If your dealer cannot supply you,
send a quarter and we will forward
a copy at once.
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Ill.
SWS. Chicago.
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The chassis used measure 8 by 121/2 by
inches, and are ordinary thin wall steel
chassis, available at any radio store.
These can easily be drilled because of the
lightness of the material. Looking at the
transmitter from the front, we find that
the oscillator chassis is on the right,, and
the amplifier chassis is on the left.
On the oscillator chassis is mounted the
coils, tuning condensers, and resistors associated with that circuit. The top view
shows that we use the large variable condenser for the cathode tuning. On the
right, and directly behind it, we have a
cathode coil; in the center of the chassis
we have the tube, and behind it the quartz
crystal. To the left of the tube, we have
the plate tuning condenser in the front,
and the plate -coil in the rear. Along the
front edge we have on the right, below
the cathode condenser, the B negative
switch which turns the oscillator on and
off. On the left-hand side of the chassis,
below the plate condenser, we have the
jack through which the meter readings
are taken for both the plate current and
screen current combined.
3

Amplifier
Next we go to the amplifier chassis on
the right of which we have the grid coil
in the rear, and the grid tuning condenser
toward the front. In the center we have
the two tubes. Behind them is located the
neutralizing condenser, and finally on the
extreme left, we have the plate coil and
the plate tuning condenser, which is of
the split- stator variety. Along the front
edge of the amplifier panel, we have four
jacks -one for the key and the other three
for reading the grid current, screen current, and plate current.
In the power supply, we have in the
rear right -hand corner, the 400 ma. plate
transformer, in front of it is the combination filament transformer, with the four
filter condensers along the front edge,
and behind them the rectifier tube and the

The "Beam Tube-3"

An Astonishing
Transmitter
(Cott

pair

rti t

011

Chassis Details
heavy -duty filter choke. Along the front
edge of the power supply, we find two togThe
gle switches and two sockets.
switches are for turning on the plate and
very
filament transformers separately
desirable arrangement. The two sockets
are wired in parallel, except for the high
voltage connections. The socket to the
right is used for the oscillator and from
it we obtain the B plus and B negative
connections supplying 250 volts to the oscillator, and 6.3 volts for the filaments.
The other socket to the left is wired exactly the same and the amplifier plugs
into it. But here we have the full output
voltage of the power supply- around 600
volts. The filament transformer has three
windings -one 5 volts; one 21/2 volts; and
one 6.3 volts. The 5 volt winding is used
for the rectifier while the 6.3, of course,
is used for the 6L7's.

-a

end of this article will cover the 80, 40,
and 20 -meter amateur bands, and no "cut
and try" will be necessary.
When operating a transmitter on the
crystal frequency, the cathode tuning condenser plates are fully meshed and by
simply bending a small portion of one
corner of one rotor plate, the condenser
automatically becomes short-circuited,
and the tube then operates as a straight
tetrode oscillator. Adjustment of the
transmitter is exactly the same as for any
other transmitter of similar design, except that when the amplifier has been
finally loaded and slight adjustments are
made in the oscillator circuit or the grid
circuit of the amplifier, the plate current will decrease as the point of maximum excitation is approached, instead of
increasing, as would be the case if fixed
bias were employed on the amplifier.

Coil Data for Beam Tube
Ose.

Oar.

Cath.

t'1,
SO

10

1S

4

12

Transmitter

TURNS
Amp.
Amp.
Grid
Fl.
METERS
20

1$

40

Neut.
Tap.
6

METERS
12

12

4

6

2

20 METERS

None

5

5

Condenser Input Used in Power Supply
All coils except the 40 and 20-meter amReturning to the circuit, we find that plifier tank coil are close wound with No.
condenser input is used in the power-sup- 16 D.S.C. copper wire. The 40 and 20ply and on each side of the choke we meter plate coils are wound with the
have two 8 mf. condensers connected in same size wire, and the winding is spaced
series resulting in a capacity of 4 mf. to a length of 2% inches. The 40 -meter
each side. Condenser input was used in cathode coil is only used when a 40 -meter
order to boost the voltage. That is why crystal is employed.
the transformer, although rated ut only
The link coils have two turns each,
about 550 volts, delivers 600 under full close -wound and spaced approximately
load.
Link coupling is used between the oscillator plate circuit and the amplifier
grid circuit. The link coils are wound
directly on the form with the plate and
grid windings. The coil data given at the

:3/16" from the cold end of the tank coils.
All coils are wound on 5 -prong forms,
having a diameter of left" and are 35íí"

long, except the amplifier plate tank coils,
which are wound on forms having a 2%"
diameter and a length of 31., inches.
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The Hammarlund "Super-Pro" Receiver

Tune with Your Eye

pmat 214)
(C,,,eti,,ud re
constitute the input circuits of the three center lamination. Each dial is brightly
6D6 I.F. amplifier tubes. A 4th transformer, illuminated from the rear, affording quick
directly behind the first three, couples the and accurate settings. The main tuning
output of the third I.F. tube to the control dial has five ranges as follows: 540-1160 kc.,
1160 -2500 kc., 2.5 -5.0 mc., 5.0 -10.0 mc., and
grid of the 6B7 second detector.
Since the pentode section of the 6B7 sec- 10.0 -20.0 mc.
Only one scale is visible at a time. A
ond detector amplifies at intermediate freblack mask controlled by the band quency, it really constitutes a fourth I.F. slotted
switch knob automatically exposes
stage. Its plate circuit is coupled back to changing
scale corresponding to the frequency
its diode plates by means of a fifth twin - the
for which the switch has been set.
tuned transformer, similar in design to the range
Both dials are rotated smoothly and easily
fourth or detector input transformer. The by
friction drives, entirely free from any
coupling between primary and secondary of backlash.
The knob drives have a ratio of
this detector output transformer is also 12 to 1, requiring
approximately five and
variable by means of a knurled nut on the one
half turns to cover a complete frequency
top of its shield.
range. The band- spread dial is calibrated in
100 equal divisions. Due to the circuit used
10 Tuned Circuits in I.F. Amplifier
for band- spreading, its readings are almost
Altogether, the I.F. amplifier has ten exactly straight -line frequency. Consetuned circuits arranged in five pairs, three quently the kilocycles per scale division repairs of which may have their coupling con- main practically constant from 0 to 100.
tinuously varied from the front panel,
while the coupling of the remaining two
Power Supply a Separate Unit
pairs may be adjusted from inside the reThe power supply is an entirely separate
ceiver to suit various service conditions met unit
in which two rectifiers are used. A
with in the field.
5Z3 is used for the plate voltage and a 1V
All the intermediate transformers, AVC for the grid voltage. This unit supplies intransformers and the beat -oscillator cir- dividual C bias and B voltage. Due to the
cuit are tuned by means of special dielectric special filtering system employed, positively
variable condensers. This insures stability humless output is available. This unit is
of both gain and selectivity even under ad- connected to the receiver by way of a special
verse atmospheric conditions.
10 -lead cable. The speaker field connections
are also obtained from this unit.
New Tuning Dial Features
In our next article, we will discuss the
translucent
audio system, AVC unit, and the special
The tuning dials are laminated
printed
on
the
crystal
filter, etc.
with
scales
the
celluloid

New

All- Around

An "RCACathode Ray Kit, ";easily

installed on any receiver having
AutomaticVolume Control,makes
your set tune like a'36 model. Kit,
including tube, socket, escutch-

eon, cable, everything needed,
only $3.00. Stock No. 9688.

New

RCA

Spiderweb Antenna

Iii-

.1

Gives improved pick -up on all
bands with noise -reduction on
short waves. Functions as a from
140 to 4,000 kc., multiple tuned
doublet 4000 kc.to 23 megacycles.
Completely assembled, soldered,
$8.95. Stock No. 9685. Kit extending range to 70 mess,
$1.50. Stock No. 9689.

Test Meter

See your dealer or write to

Parts Division

(Continued from page 216)
Just below the meter, and connected di- vidually calibrated, by one of the methods
rectly across it, is a variable 90 ohm shunt described in the handbooks, to serve as frewhich is out of the circuit when the con- quency meters on the various amateur
bands. When used thus the fixed 10 -in
trol knob is fully advanced.
A toggle switch is provided in the lower pick -up wire should always be used.
Tuning Indicator for Receiver and "R"
right hand corner to turn the filament battery (contained in the cabinet) on or off. Strength Meter: The variable meter shunt
furnished:
one
are
plug
-in
coils
should
be turned full to the left (shorting
Seven
for each amateur band from 5 to 160 meters meter) and the meter inserted in series
and a VT voltmeter coil which contains a with the plate lead to one of the I.F. tubes
having maximum A.V.C.
jumper but no winding.
V.T. Voltmeter: Can be used for either
Uses of the RigChecker
A.F. or R.F. measurements where a slight
is
one
Meter:
This
of
its
Field Strength
circuit load can be tolerated.
The sensitivity depends upon the resistmost valuable uses as it indicates power
ance that is used across the instrument
actually in antenna.
Re- radiation and resonance in guy wires, phone jack. With no plug in jack (10.000
etc., may be checked by bringing the check- ohm resistance is across it) the reading
er near them (using short antenna pick up will be from 0 to 17 volts with a practically
wire).
linear scale. Thus .5 on the meter will be
Warning: Relative meter deflections at 8.5 volts; .2 on the meter would be 3.4
different frequencies mean nothing as the volts (17 x .2.), etc.
standing waves in the antenna field will
With the 100,000 ohm resistor inserted in
shift with frequency changes. They can be the phone plug and plugged into the jack.
traced by walking about with the checker the meter scale will read from 0 to 100
volts.
tuned in resonance.
D.C. Voltmeter: Reads 0 to 10 volts with
On very low power transmitters greater
sensitivity can be obtained by placing a no plug in phone jack (Move decimal point
shorting jumper on phone plug and insert- of meter reading one place to the right ).
ing in phone jack.
0 -100 volts with 100,000 ohm resistor conMonitor: With phones plugged into phone nected in phone plug and inserted in jack
instrument
and
fil.
switch
"on"
the
jack
(move decimal point on scale 2 places to the
may be used as a monitor to check voice, right) 0 -1000 volts with 1,000,000 resistor
key clicks or carrier hum.
in plug. (Move decimal point on scale 3
Over-Modulation Indicator: the instru- places to right.)
ment will indicate over modulation or freThis article has been prepared from data
quency shift.
supplied by couresty of Radio Constructors
Ware Meter: The six coils may be indi- Laboratories.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Camden, New Jersey
A Service of Radia Corporation of America

.

External "Mike" Input
Transformer
(Continued froa voile 214)

microphones directly into amplifiers having high impedance input. It permits the
cable of the low impedance microphone
to be any length up to 2,000 feet. Makes
high gain amplifiers immediately adaptable to any location. Equal output is
obtained by the use of this specially designed transformer and the low impedance
velocity as is obtainable with high impedance

microphones. As many as four velocity
microphones can be fed into one transformer. Hum pickup is entirely eliminated
by the hum neutralization design of the
transformer. An alloy case is used which
will withstand a great deal of mechanical
ahuse. Only a few seconds is required to
connect the input of the transformer to the
microphone -and a single conductor shielded
cable is supplied for the output. Either a
50 or 200 ohm microphone can be fed into
the standard input impedance of 200 ohms.
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SPRAYER OUTFIT
$3 ^ 50
ELECTRICAL

PORTABLE

{L

Complete

with Gun,
ready tor
Service

Ultra Short Wave
Super -het

TWO GREAT

(Continued front page 207)
proportional to this value, provided that
the external damping is negligible. This
means that the efficiency of the coils must
be high and their inductance must be as
is

high as possible -which necessitates the
reduction of stray capacities to a minimum.
If the capacity of a tuned circuit can be
cut in half, the inductance can be doubled
and this increases both the L/C ratio and
the dynamic resistance of the tuned circuits, with a resulting increase in gain for
the stage.
Unfortunately, tubes have a rather low
input resistance at these frequencies
sometimes as low as 5,000 to 20,000 ohms.
When it is realized that the dynamic resistance of the tuned circuit may be no
greater than this value, the difficulties in
the path of obtaining high amplification can
be understood. Also, because of the high
frequencies, feed -hack effects are much
more serious than on lower frequencies,
making it more difficult to attain stability.
However, with all these draw- backs, practical experiment has shown that it is possible to build a single -stage amplifier which
will give a worth -while amplification without instability. In the experiments conducted by Wireless I1''orld, it was estimated
that a gain of about 10 per stage could be
obtained at 7 meters.
The circuit used in these experiments
which was found to be most successful is
shown in Fig. 1, while the photos show the
positions of the parts used in the preselector and the frequency -changer. Short leads
are essential and the arrangement shown
permits this to he achieved. The horizontal
mounting of the tubes enables very short
leads to be obtained in the coupling circuits (the tubes are facing each other, because in the English tubes used, the top
cap of the preselector is the plate while in
the frequency- changer tube it is the con-

s -w
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changes in inductance can be made by compressing and spreading turns.
Additional capacity is needed in the oscillator circuit, which is provided by a par-

allel trimmer of

4

mmf. capacity shunted

across C5.

Tests with this preamplifier and frequency- changer with a 2 stage 1.F. amplifier were very satisfactory. No difficulties
from instability or modulation hum were
encountered and the high -frequency amplifier definitely increased the gain sufficiently
to justify its use. The additional signalfrequency tuned circuit also greatly reduces the chance of second -channel interference.
The gain in the preselector stage undoubtedly varies with wavelength and is
highest at 8% meters, the maximum wavelength of the set. It fulls off somewhat at
lower wavelengths but is still appreciable
at about 5% meters.
On wavelengths below 5 meters, it is
doubtful if much amplification would be
secured; at such wavelengths the input
resistance of ordinary glass tubes becomes
very low unless tubes of the Acorn type
are used.
An experimental set using the 955 and
954 tubes should prove very effective and

interesting.
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ace SATTERY

trol- grid).

Ganged tuning is used and for ease of
adjustment the oscillator operates at a
lower frequency than the signal frequency.
For this reason, the padding condensers C2
and C4 are in the signal- frequency circuits
instead of the oscillator.
In the case of the signal- frequency circuits the stray capacities are roughly
equalized by adjustment of the tap positions on the coils. It was found that with
40 mmf. tuning condensers, L2 and L3
should be about 0.45 microhenry and coils
consisting of 7 turns of No. 12 wire, spaced
8 turns per inch, with a diameter of 3e -in.
are suitable; L2 should be tapped at 4%
turns from the ground end and L3, 3%
turns. The oscillator coil L4 must be about
0.5 microhenry and 8 turns, made as described above, are satisfactory. The coils
should be made self -supporting and slight
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ke.-- Mex ¡e,

City- Mexico.
HP5B -6,030 kr,- "Estatcion Rndiodifusora Miramar." Panama City, Panama.
TG2X -5,940 kr. -"La Voz de la I'olicia Nutclonal," Guatemala City, Guatemala.
TIRCC -6,550
ke.- "R:,dioeum¡.c<urtl Cato] ica
Costarricenee," San Jose, Costa Rica.
'fll'G -6,410 kc. -"La Vox (le Is Victor," San
,lose, Costa Rica.
HRL -5- 14,485 kc.-La Lima Honduras.
IIIH-6,514 kc. -"La Voz Del Rumania," San
l'edtu de Maconi, Dominican Rep.
IIIiA - -- 6,155 kr -,-"La Voz del Yailue,"
Santiago
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111Z-6.310 kr. -"La Voz La Muchasas," Trujillo, Dominican Rep.
11I12R -9,545 kc.-- fort -au- Prince. Haiti,

DESIGN

I

INSTALLATION
DOUBLETS

11

2S-5,890 kg.- l'art- au -Pri nee. Hail i.
iU'- 10,670 kc.-Santiago de Chile. Chile.
I

11r.I11-5,770 ke. -"La Vita de la Andes," Quito,
Er- undor.
HC2ILL -6,670 kc.- "Hello America" Guayaquil,
Ecuador.
11C2.ISB -7.550 kc.- "Radio Ecuador," Guayaquil, Ecuador.
tIA \4D -6,750 kc. -"La Vow de Peru," Lima,

DOUBLE DOUBLETS

INVERTED -1.'S

TRANSMISSION

\LINES

-

l'erra.

GENERATORS

MOTORS
OHM'S LAW
NORSE WIRING SYSTEM:

APPLIANCES
TRANSFORMERS
"INDUCTANCES
A.C. INSTRUMENTS

-

(t, \X 1G -6.230 kc. -Lima. l'eru.
\ l'3M R-7.050 kr. -'The Voice of Guiana,"
]eurgetown, British Guiana,
Y \ "21OC =5,500
kr.- "Rrundca ting Caracas."
r

('; uraces. Venezuela.
V:;l(C -6,150 ke.- "ILuliodifusara Venezuela."
Caracas, Venezuela.
Y 61(V -6,520
kc. - -"La Voz de Carabobo."
Valencia, Venezuela,
V VIM M -6,300 ke.- "Ern issora 2
Ile Julio,"
Maracay, Venezuela.
HJ2ARF 6,115 ke.- "La Vox de Labs Fuentes,"
Cartagena, Columbia.
HJ2A BD -5.950
kr. -- "Radio
Bucaramanga."
Bucaramanga. Columbia.
H.I2ARC -1970 kc. -"La Voz de Cucuta," Curuta, Cok
HJ3ABH -6.012 kc. -"La Voz de la Victor."
Bogota, Colombia.
H.14ABA -- 11,810 ke. -- "Eros (le la Montana,"
Medellin, Colombia.
HJ4ABC -6,451 kc.-"Ecos del Combeima," [bague Colombia.
H,14ABC -6,O5O kr,-- "tat Voz de Pereira," Pereira, Colombia.
HJ5ABC -6.150 ke. -La Voz de Colombia." Cali,
Colombia.
SITU-10.055 ke.- -Cairo. Egypt.
ZSS- 18.890 ke'.- CapMuwn Union S. Africa.
OPL- 20,040 kc.- I,eorpolelville, Belgium Congo,
HAT -4 -9.125 ken- "Radio Budapest Labs." Buflattest. Hungary.'
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the question "HOW CAN I GET
STARTED IN RADIO ?" In order to under
stand the theory of ratio, It Is necessary. tirnt
of a I. to have a fundamental knowledge of elee(riel y and. particularly et alternating currents.
We tress this point because radio is a st ode of
alte staling cut routs of a very high frequency
nature.
if flag book, nhich Is prepared especially fir
row Iwginnera, we explain In a simple. lucid
Dian irr: Hew Alternating Current Is Generated;
What Its Properties Are: What The Laws Govoral g
and o
Applied
Everyday
Use h'nrthenonre.
sin le Ia nt:t o n. detailed Instructions on gite
how to
pert run practical experiments with alternating
cure nl in the home.

ALTERNATING CURRENT FOR BEGINNERS
TI Is lank Intdains ern thing necessary to
give the heginuer his first fad bold in the study
of a ecirIelly and Bathe. Electric circuits
taw lured alai simple analogies to Inaviraulare
le
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lhom; how
vetch: her to test motor tolÌearnuhaw to charge storage batteries from A -f
not f; how to test condensers with A.C.;
how
make A.C. electro magnets; hew to fry eggs to
on
e ke of lee: how to make simple
A.C. motors
and many others.
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PHI- 11,730 kr,- Huizen. Netherlands.
HB.I -14 535 ke.- "Radio Nations,"

Geneva.
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D.IM -6,079 ke.- Berlin, Germany.
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VK:IME -9.510 loc.-Melbourne, Australia.
\'K3LR-- -9.550 kc.-- Melbourne, Australia.
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Cut Prices on Many Popular Radio Books
IMPORTANT-.411 pricem hace been dcaaticalls redaced -asacar mew books laelnded,
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We herewith present a selected collection of recent important radio
books. We have, after an exhaustive study. selected these volumes
because they represent the foremost radio books of their kind in
print today. There is such a great variety that we are sure it will
satisfy any taste as well as any requirement that the student of
radio might have.
We publish no catalog and ask you to be kind enough to order
direct from this page. Prompt shipments will be made to you
direct from the publishers. We merely act as a clearing house for
a number of radio publishers and OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW OR
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tions. 1932 Edition.
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lt. Ramsey, Prof. of Physic. Indlana
size

University.
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illustrations.

Claris covers.
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256 pages.

Price
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comprehensive language.
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It is orne thing to ''connect green
lead No. 1 to pink lead No. 4,"
but It la another to know wily the
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Price.
The largest work of Its kind ever
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up-to -date; a standby fur every
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book and learn the design factors
In tube circuits.
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George E. Sterling and
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A complete Radio l'ourse for the
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Iuuginable in the
Everything
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NEW YORK, N. Y.
much as 15 kilocycles at 5 meters, due to
fluctuations in the "B" supply, as the received signal attempts to build up. This
increased signal, causing a change in the
current drain of the "B" supply, results in
a change in the voltage impressed on the
oscillator. The resulting changes in the
internal characteristics of the oscillator
tube causes frequency shift which detunes

type of amplifiers is, according to Mr. von
Ardenne, the problem of a suitable power
supply. Since it is impossible to keep down
pacity of the amplifier stage shown in Fig. the internal resistance of 'a common power
supply by means of by -pass condensers, be- the signal, frequently resulting in fluttering
1 amounts to 10 mmf. only.
the capacities needed would he of an or motor -boating. All of this was eliminated
It might be of interest to mention that cause
another method has on the final form of this gigantic receiver.
the internal capacity of the tube applied inconvenient value,
was 17.5 mmf. which brought the total ca- been utilized to avoid trouble.
The other practical resulting development
Mr. von Ardenne did the trick by means was the proof that transmitters themselves
pacity of the complete stage up to 27.5
potentio- fluctuate in a similar manner causing a very
mmf. Since there are many possibilities of the so- called glow -discharge
the space wide swing in frequency much more than is
to design suitable tubes with a total in- meter (a neon glow lamp, but
cathode and plate is tapped by tolerable in the non -regenerative type of
ternal capacity much lower than that of between
Two of these receiver.
the one used, much better results in the means of suitable electrodes).
neon potentiometers, each having an inRegenerative or super- regenerative refuture are to be expected.
resistance of about 200 ohms, are ceivers easily accept such a wide band as is
This low capacity made it possible (in ternal
in
which
tube
with
a
rectifier
connected
covered
by a "wobbling" transmitter, but
connection with some simple correction turn is connected with the power transmethods) to obtain an almost uniform am- former. The practise has shown that this they also accept adjacent interference and
plification, starting with an A.F. frequency method of solving the power -supply prob- therefore are undesirable. Certain signals
of 0.2 cycle up to 1,000,000 cycles! In ad- lem is very efficient, even in case an es- which were almost unreceivable on super dition to these remarkable qualities, an pecially high :amplifier stability is required. regenerative sets, due to their faintness,
were easily receivable on this truly custom overall amplification factor was obtained
built radio set, because of their stable frewhich is not unreasonable, small as Fig, 3
quency, whereas other signals much stronger
indicates.
-but having greater "wobbulation" were
The designer of the amplifier, Manfred
Tube
55
unsatisfactory. No doubt, the 5 meter transvon Ardenne, used as a means of partial
mitters will improve in this respect as time
correction small chokes (see Fig. 1 and
Set
goes on, and then we will have really satisFig. 2) and also a capacitive bridging of
front
page
2151
(Continued
factory reception on these bands.
the cathode resistance. Since the later
It is probable that this set will never
method is of great convenience, it will prob- stages required eleven more tubes, staking
on account of the enormous
ably be used very frequently in future de- a total of fifty -fire tubes for the "entire be duplicated
expense involved.
sign.
ensemble."
The operation of this set, after many
In case the correction method by means
of by -pass condensers is to be used, atten- months of labor and research was brought
C. Super
tion should be paid to the fact that the to absolute stability and phenomenal sen- 6 -Tube
time constant of the "cathode correction sitivity. The most interesting practical deCovers Three Bands
circuit" must be about equal to the one of velopment was the resulting clarity of rethe plate circuit, (see Fig. 41. This de- ception of extreme short -waves, 5 to 10
(Continued front park 217)
mand requires of course a little bit of ex- meters. The absolute stability of the oscillaperimentation if heavy mathematical exer- tor regardless of the line voltage fluctuation in conjunction with the latest type oscillocises are to be avoided, but for all amateurs and regardless of the amplitude of the re- graphs and other apparatus, so that a very
well acquainted with AVC circuits and es- ceived signal, was a revelation -both in the smooth and reliable performance is obpecially with delayed AVC (in which the necessity of a stable receiver as well as tained with the D -8 receiver.
This article has been prepared from datime constant is of great importance), will the necessity of a stable transmitter. Many
oscillator circuits were found to vary with ta supplied by the courtesy of Wholesale
be able to solve this problem.
Another important fact about this new the amplitude of the received signal as Radio Service Co,

to be applied (to avoid an attenuation too
large in the range towards the lower audio
frequencies) the unwanted total circuit ca-
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(Continued from page 215)
the doublets have been carefully chosen for
the best utilization of the space and so
that the overlapping of two adjacent dipoles will hold up the intermediate frequencies between bands, thus giving practically
uniformly high performance over the entire
range (5 to 70 megacycles) covered by the
dipole antenna.
When receiving signals in the range of
140 to 5000 kilocycles, the whole network
functions as a single unit.
The main Spiderweb Kit, as furnished,
includes the three dipoles "A -B," "C -D" and
.,E -F" completely assembled as shown in
Figure 3, ready to be unwound and erected
as shown by the solid lines in Figure 1. It
will effectively pass signals in the frequency
range of 140 to 23,000 kilocycles. The two
doublets, "G -H" equipped with loading coils
and "K -L," shown dotted in Figure 1, are
furnished complete ready to assemble to the
train network in the RCA Spiderweb Accessory Kit. With this pair of dipoles attached to the main network full coverage
is obtained, 140 to 70,000 kilocycles.
Connections of the accessory kit are shown in
Figure 5.
A feature of importance incorporated in
this design is superior noise reduction on
those bands affected mostly by man -made
interference, namely the "C" and "D" bands
(6,000 to 70,000 kilocycles). Within these
bands the intercepted signals are usually
quite weak and man -made interference is
generally the strongest and most localized.
The noise reduction is obtained by erecting the Spiderweb Multiple Dipole Antenna
remotely to the source of greatest interference and coupling it to the receiver through
a balanced non -pick-up transmission line.
The transmission line has been carefully
chosen, as in our previous designs. Seventy five feet of line is assembled to the net work. In case additional line is required,
45 -foot units are available, which may be
added. These units must not be cut, as the
line terminates at the receiver in a carefully designed transformer which is matched
to the line impedance.

Receiver Coupling Transformer
The receiver coupling transformer in outward appearance is almost identical to the
one used in the De Luxe World -Wide Antenna System. Internally it is quite different.
In this design the primary (line
winding) consists of two interwound sections ("A" and "B" Figure 4), thus giving
a perfect balance when coupled to the line.
Better efficiency with superior shielding
against any capacity pickup whatsoever is
obtained in this new design. It is very important to note that the noise- elimination
feature of the system depends largely on the
design of the transformer. The purpose of

this transformer is to eliminate interference signals that come down each side of
the transmission line in phase, and to pass
on to the receiver the "Out of Phase" entertainment signals from the dipoles. Refer
to Figure 4 and assume that the sane
voltage is set up in each branch of the
transmission line, as is always the case when
any signal whatsoever is picked up directly
by the line. This voltage will cause current
to pass down both sides of the line through
coils "A" and "B" to grounded shield "S"
by capacity coupling.
Note that the flux of coil "A" cancels that
of coil "B," since the voltage applied to the
two ends of coils "A" and "B" from the
transmission line are in phase. These coils
are interwound so as to make this cancellation more nearly complete. Since the resultant flux is zero, there can be no voltages
set up in the secondary winding coil "C"
by induction. Any possibility of voltage
being induced in coil "C," due to capacity
coupling, is eliminated by the electrostatic
shield "S."

Signal Voltage Not Cancelled

MODEL 930

for Camping, Touring, etc.

winding "C."

8" Nokoil Speaker gives electro dynamic
performance yet draws no current from

The space available for erecting an antenna in the open is usually restricted in
densely populated areas. This is particularly true in regards to the antenna length.
It is relatively easy to design an antenna
of reduced size to meet this condition, but
to obtain high signal pickup efficiency along
with reduced size is not so easy. This
problem is solved by the Spiderweb Antenna
System, which employes three small resonant dipoles in the "C" band and two in
the "D" band. These dipoles forni the
spiderweb network shown in Figure 1, previously described in detail. This antenna is
small in size, having a span of only 37 feet
and a height of approximately 11 feet. Even

HAMS AND FANS
Both will find interesting and important articles in the September issue. For
example:
A brand -new TRANSMITTER -using 61.6 type tubes. Vital to every
"HAM" -By
George
W.
Shuart,
W2 A M N.
Double

Super- het -Something Entirely New! Uses two different I.F. frequencies -"High Gain" on all wave-

lengths. By M. Harvey Gernsback.
A "METAL" Tube Transmitter that
uses all "Receiver" parts. By Alvin
Abrams.
Also other Receiver articles of interest to S -W "FANS."

battery.

Cabinet easily taken apart to make
proper connections to the universal
transformer which matches all tubes.
Any service man can easily and inexpensively furnish proper length cord and
plug -in connection for automatically
disconnecting car speaker and connecting extension speaker.

Here is a big Summer Item
Our special low price enables you
to make it a great leader.
List

A30

$.7

Write for further particulars,
name of

plete catalog and
nearest distributor.

c.

y.n
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tast Irmt Length -7aí in. Height 1 9/111 In. Width
4% in.). OUTPUT -200 Watt 110 volta AC (speed 4100
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Including four recarbon brushes.
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sit balmier C.O.D.
Shipping weight 18 lbs.
(Replacement carbon brushes bought separate $1.50 per
cet of four. Set of Instructions bought separate *1.00.1
>IONF'T 1ACK gl'A RANTS
Rend $22.00
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Signal frequencies from 5 to 70 megacycles are picked up by the various dipoles
WELLWORTH
and fed to the transmission line out of
Sib West Washin *ton Blvd.,
Please mention Suoni' WAVE CRAFT when writing advert, r,
,

www.americanradiohistory.com

W

Extension Auto Speaker

phase as the branches of the dipt,le> are one
quarter wavelength long. In other words.
a signal within these limits of frequency
will produce at any given instant a positive
voltage in one of the branches of a double
and, at the same instant, produce a nega
tive voltage in the other branch to flow
down one side and up the other. Coils "A"
and "B" are aiding for these currents, an
the total flux of these coils induces a voltagt
in the secondary winding coil "C" which itconnected to the input terminals of the receiver through series condenser "E."
Signals of lower frequencies than about
5 megacycles are impressed on the antenna
network as a whole and follow down the
transmission line in phase. They pas,
through windings "A," "B" and "D" and
appear across condenser "E" and feed to
the input of the receiver through the series

though it is unusually small in size, it has
exceptionally high pickup. The whole network requires supports only at its extremities the same as the simplest "L" or "T"
type antenna.
Great Mechanical Strength: The new kit
is also designed to obtain the greatest possible mechanical strength with a minimum
of material. The three main supporting
dipoles run the full span, terminating in a
specially designed "spreader." The spreader
is also an equalizing lever that properly
distributes the load to the various wires.
The time required to erect an RCA Spiderweb Antenna has been reduced to a minimum, as all the wire lengths are carefully
measured and soldered in place at the factory. Wires that are to be connected to
the spreaders are terminated with a soldered
loop at the proper length.
Specially designed hooks, very easy to install, are
furnished for making these connections.
The main network is carefully packed so
that it can be readily laid out as shown in
Figure 3, after which each of the coils is
unwound, as shown by the dotted lines,
and fastened to their respective places, as
shown in Figure 1.
It is the belief of the designers that this
new "All Wave" antenna is the first to be
offered to the public that combines all the
objectives set forth.
This article has been prepared from data
supplied by courtesy of RCA Mfg. Co.
(J. E. Albright, RCA Engineering Dept.)
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WAVE ESSENTIALS

FOR MEMBERS OF THE SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
Application for Membership
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

8.36
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
99.101 Hudson Street, New York. N. Y.
I. the waders i curd. Iercw itll desire to apply for membership In the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. In joining the
LEAGUE I understand that I am not assessed for membership and that there are no dues and no fees of any
kind. I pledge myself to abide by all the rules and regulations of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. which rules
you are to send to me on receipt of this application.
I consider myself belonging to the following class Out
an X in correct space): Short Wave Experiments O
Elbert Wave Ran p Radio Roglneer O Student
I own the following radio equipment:

_-

Transmitting
Lettera

Call

Name

Addnes
City and Bata
Country

alto

rlo e IOC ter posate and bandana for my

Memeer-

A FEW WORDS AS TO THE PURPOSE OF

THE LEAGUE
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE was founded
in 1930. Honorary Directors are as follows:
Dr. Lee de Forest, John L. Reinert:, D.
E. Replogle, Hollis Baird. E. T. Somerset.
Baron Manfred von Ardenne, Hugo Cernaback, Executive 8

The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE is
scientific membership organization for the promotion of the short wave art. There are
no dues, no fees, no initiations, in connection with the LEAGUE. No one makes any
money from it; no one derives any salary.
The only income which the LEAGUE has is
from to short wave essentials. A pamphlet
setting forth the LEAGUE'S numerous aspirations and purposes will be sent to any3c stamp to
one on receipt of
postage.
FREE

MEMBERSHIP

CERTIFICATE

member,
n. you lire enrolled a
beautiful certificate with then LEAGUE'S
you,
providing
10e in
seal will be sent to
stamps or coin Is sent for mailing charges.
Members are entitled to preferential die.
count. when buying radio merchandise from
numerous firms who have agreed to allow lower
prices to 11 SHORT WAVE LEAGUE memAs

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LETTERHEADS

A beautiful letterhead bus been designed for members' correspondence.
It I.
the official letterhead for all members.
The letterhead is invaluable when it
becomes necessary to deal with the radio industry, mail order houses. radio manufacturers, sud the like; ns many houses have uttered to give members who write
on the LEAGUE'S letterhead a preferential discount.
The letterhead is also
absolutely essential when writing fur verification to radio stations either here or
abroad. It automatically gives you a professional standing.

!A`.

oe77VV
A -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE letterheads. per 100
OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LISTENER MAGAZINE
The finest magazine of its kind ever published- totll> different in get -up and

contents (runs any other. Conti t us the largest listing of short wave stations in ìTf
the world, up-to- the- mloute. including "Police." "Television" and short -wave
stations, as well Its a special list of the star short-wave stations with their frequencies and call letters.
A
per 100
Also contains photos and descriptions of short -wave
broadcasting stations iu various parts of the world with photos of short wave
stillio artists-Ifuw to locate "weak" distance stations. and other hints fur the
short -wave listener " -Question and Answer Ikgmrtmcnt fur the "listener"-Silver t'up 'trophy for best ph.Ilo or readers' listening -Posts," etc
Official Short Wave Listener Magazine
Prepaid
RADIO MAP OF THE WORLD AND STATION FINDER
The finest device of Its kind published. The world's map on heavy board is
divided into 23 sections, while the rotary disc shows you immediately the exact
time in any foreign country.
Invaluable in logging foreign stations. Also rem
call letters assigned to all nations. Size 11 "x22"
C-Radio Map of the World and Station Finder
Prepaid SC
GLOBE OF THE WORLD
'l'his highly important essential is an ornament for every den or study. It is a
`lobe. 6 io. in diameter, printed in fifteen colors, glazed in such a way that It can
he washed. This globe helps you to intelligently log your foreign stations. The
base Is of solid walnut. amt the senil -merit in to of n nickel -like metal
Entire
device substantially made and will give an attractive appearance to every
B-15c per copy
station, emphasizing the lung- distance work of the operator.
D -Globe of the World
Prepaid

-Ile

-

15c

B-

Receiving ......

01100

bers.

89C

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LAPEL BUTTON
This beautiful button is made In hard enamel in four colors. red. white, blue
and gold.
It measures three quarters of an inch in diameter. By wearing this
button, other members will recognize you and It will give you a professional stir.
Made in bronze, gold filled. not plated. Must be seen to be appreciated.
E -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button
Prepaidd3Se
EE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button, like the one described
$2e
sblvu but in 5)1111 gold
Prepaid +
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE SEALS
These seals or stickers are eztcut.d In three colors and measure 114 in. in
diameter, and are gummed ou one side. They are used by members to affix to
stationery, letterheads. envelopes. postal Cards and the like. The seal signifies
that you are member of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. Sold in 25 lots or
multiples only.
G -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE aeaa......_..- .._..___....__per 26. Prepeid1.5C
SHORT WAVE MAP OF THE WORLD
Tbla beautiful map, measuring 14:26 lu. and printed in 18 colors Is India leasable when hung In sight or placed "under the glass" on the table or well of
the short wave enthusiast. It contains it wealth of information such as distances
to all parts of the world, political nature of the country In which a broadcast
station is located. etc., and fr
the moaner in which the map is blocked off gives
the time in different Parts of the world ut a gLmce.
F-SHORT WAVE Map of the World
Prepaid25f:
PLEASE NOTE THAT ABOVE ESSENTIALS ARE SOLD ONLY TO
MEMBERS OF THE LEAGUE -NOT TO NON -MEMBERS WITH EXCEP-
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SNORT WAVE ESSENTIALS LISTED WERE SOLD
ONLY TO SNORT WAVE LEAGUE MEMBERS
They canner be bought by atty./0e unless
he has already enrolled as one of the members of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE or signs
the blank on this page I which automatically
enrolls him as a measlier. always provided that
he is s short wave experimenter. a short wave
fan, radio engineer, radio student. etc.).
inasmuch as the LEAGUE Is international.
It makes no difference whether you are
citizen of the United States or any other
country. The LEAGUE le open to all.

C-21e each

TION OF ITEM B.
Send all orders for short way essential to SHORT WAVE LEAGUE.
99 -101 Hudson Street, New York City.
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Scott 40 -Tube Receiver
A 90 -tube radio, the world's largest, has
been completed by E. H. Scott, famous
Chicago radio engineer, after years of
study and development in the Scott labora-

tories.
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Advertisements are inserted at 5c per word to strictly amateurs, or 10c
word to manufacturers or
dealers. Each word in a name and address is counted. Cash should accompany all orders. Copy
for the September issue should reach us not later than July 6.

The "Quaranta" (Spanish for "forty ")
receives programs from every continent on
the globe, with tremendous volume.
Where the listener in North America
GENERATORS
wants satisfactory reception from foreign
TURN
St'1t.V IN'l'U MONEY.
or distant domestic stations, noise has been Autopo
er shows you how easily and
a problem of first importance. While in economically
auto
can be
tropical climates, static is so invariably convened Into A.C. generators
or DX. generators
U.C. Motors. 2 to 1000 volts. f r
bad that the listener has been forced usual- and
Nmod. radio. tamer. light. or welling.
ly to confine his entertainment to the short
o previous experience Iler'essan -colIi.
waves because of their greater signal Mete information all In new hook. with
Duple Inst reel ions Mud Illust rat ions.
strength for the transmission power used. Endorsed
by thousands.
The "Quaranta" has a revolutionary dou- postpaid Autopos er. Inc..Only414$1.00
8.
ble automatic volume control, which allows Moyne Ave.. Chicago.
the R.1''. tube to operate at maximum ef"HAM" OFFERS AND WANTS
ficiency, thereby cutting noise to such a
minimum that the receiver achieves the
SELL l: ti; tt'r 'l'i TIE ALIAVA C 1.
highest known signal -to -noise ratio with NI bluest sulwrhetermlyne. Skyrbhr
radio friumt,ry. Large Power
unmodulated carrier. The solving of this tuned
Umlibero lien,,.,) Signal l;rueratur,
problem made it practical to incorporate 11151m
lamer Microscope. Small lls. t
a sensitivity so great that the receiver will Pris. \Pant t.argr allgare tremi, rr.
Olen. Watt. Chanute. Kaps.
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Some of the most successful radio supply houses and parts manufacturers started with a two or three line advertisement in the Classified
Section. Anything that can be used by over a quarter of a million
readers can be advertised profitably. Now that nearly two billion
dollars of bonus money have been distributed among three and a half
million men, money will be circulated more freely. The best buying
months are just ahead of you. Take advantage of your opportunity.

THE ONE AND ONLY

Encyclopedia on Short Waves

The Latest! -A 40 -Tube All -Wave Re-

ceiver!

By C. R. Leutz and R.

pick up from every corner of the world signals of less than 1,000,000th part of a volt.
In addition, the sensitivity is continu-

4

{

ously variable.
The Scott engineers developed a panel
controlled selectivity which is continuously
variable from 2 to 16 K.C. and which separates stations allocated hut 10 K.C. apart
even where their field strength at the listening post varies as much as 5000 to 1.
The complete tonal range is amplified
through five speakers, operating on three
separate audio channels: the first reproducing the bass frequencies from 30 to 125
cycles, by means of a bass frequency band
pass filter, which amplifies all bass frequencies rather than just one; the middle
having a flat frequency range from 100 to
6,000 cycles; and the third embodying the
same principles reproducing the high frequencies from :1,000 to 16.000 cycles. True
tone control is at the disposal of the
listener by means of separate Bass and
Treble panel controls.
Still not content to rest on these laurels.
the designers of this new set eliminated
still another reception shortcoming. The
usual amplifier power oupttt of less than 15
watts is unable to handle peak passages in
concert or popular music. Loud strong
passages distort or go "haywire" when the
full transmitted volume is put through the
speaker. The power output of the "Quaronta" was raised to 100 watts, so that all
the volume transmitted is handled without
any distortion detectable to the human ear,
even when the volume is turned up to a
point where the set can be heard a mile
tawny.
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WAVES'. Is written Try taut. and Gable, two foremost radio
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authorities. You will remember Charles It. Lentz as one of the pioneers
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broarkas hig stations In the r untry.
11e is well known as an experimenter
and tesrarrh worker lu seieimt Ille fields.
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you will mane] at how .hie lank could be sold for ONE DOLLAR.
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Short Wave Scout News
(Continued from page 220)
month. (All E.S.T.)
YVR-9.14 meg. Heard broadcasting one
evening at 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. Very good.
FVA-8.96 meg. Heard telephoning Paris
at _:25 a.m., April 26th. Fair.
SlZ -13.R3 meg. Heard 1:45 to 2:10 p.m.,
on April 27th. Call London. Very good.
IDU -13.38 meg. Calling Italy on April
26th at 2:40 p.m. Poor.
HP5K -6.05 meg. Broadcasting on April
28th at 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. Good signal.
CB960 -9.60 meg. Broadcasting on April
29th at 7:00 to 8:30 p.m. Good.

Dept. S-7

NE%VARK, N. J.

RKI- 15.04 meg. Broadcasting on April
30th at 2:00 a.m. Fair.
Broadcasting on
1V2XGB -6.42 meg.
April 27th at 8:00 to 10:00 p.m. Very good.
WCT- 13.40 meg. Calling WNC May 1st
at 5:30 p.m. Good.
1Ií71'-6.80 meg. Broadcasting May 2nd
9:30 to 10:00 p.m. Good.
LRX -9.59 meg. Broadcasting May 3rd
10:00 to 11:00 p.m. Very good.
YNLF -6.45 meg. New wave. Heard on
May :5th at 6:30 to 7:00 p.m. Fair.
Veril. received -YNLF and W9XAA 25
meters; 1'HI 25 meters. VItD, SUZ and
oAX4U.
WM. C. PALMER,
7240 Ridge Rd.,
Parma, Ohio.
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New ')Hamel Apparatus
_.
r ntfnt(erl for
A NEW line of stand-off insulators has
recently been released for the amateur
and experimenter and five different sizes
are shown in th'e photograph. One measures :Pi" high and has a base of 1'a "
This is the largest one and has a screw thread at each end. The next is 19!16"
high and is provided with a jack for a
standard banana type plug. Another
smaller one, identical to it is 1" high and
has a jack. The next is like the 1" insulator, except that it is tapped at both ends for
an 8 -32 screw. The smallest measures %"
and is tapped at either end for a 6 -32 screw.
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THE press reports which commanded
the attention of the whole world for
nearly two weeks, during the heroic rescue work carried on at the scene of the
Moose River gold mine in Nova Scotia,
were carried to a great extent by an amateur short -wave link between the mine
and Halifax.
There was only one telephone line connecting the scene of the Moose River
nine, and press communications were in a
bad way until the Canadian press awakened to the fact that amateur radio men,
with their short -wave sets, might bridge
the gap and they did.
Local members of the Halifax Amateur
Radio Club, which is associated with the
American Radio Relay League, stepped
into the picture by establishing a low power battery- operated transmitter at
Moose River, manned by a small group of
amateurs under the leadership of Mr. Arthur Crowell, the Section Communication
Manager of ARRL.
In Halifax at the home of Mr. Clifford
Short, a receiving and relay transmitting
station, connected through with the office
of the Canadian Press, was established
with another group of amateurs who
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Where short -wave messages from the
mine- rescue scene were picked up and put
on the "press" wires.
worked in relays. During the whole time
these short -wave amateur operators hardly knew what sleep meant. Owing to the
range of the low -power sets used at Moose
River, these boys had to find ways and
means of keeping the communication uninterrupted, as newspapers were becoming
interested all over the continent; and to
overcome the interference with the SOmeter band, particularly at night, from
other amateur stations in different parts
of the continent, they established an intermediate relay station at the small village known as Musquodoboit, which is located about 50 miles from Halifax.
Practically every word published by
Canadian Press in the Canadian newspapers and their affiliations in the United
States, was handled by a net -work of
amateur short -wave telegraph stations. So
successful was this "amateur network"
that it was not long before professional
apparatus and operators were established
at the mine, to give a similar service to
other Press Associations. Individual correspondents of newspapers of course were
sending out their own stories over the one
reliable telephone circuit, and after the
first two days a short -wave transmitter was
established for the British United Press.
The "amateurs" with their hastily assembled equipment, worked along side of professional short -wave operators sending out
"news" and stayed

til

on the

job, not only un-

the men were rescued, but many hours
afterwards, until the full details of the
rescue could be transmitted to the press
everywhere.
When the Canadian Radio Commission
established the National network, VE9HX
(short -wave station) carried the same
broadcast as CHNS (the broadcast station, on 930 kc.).
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Readers keep their copies for years as a
steady reference and thousands of letters at
test to this.

It is now possible to save your copies and
for this purpose we designed a splendid
hinder for you which holds twelve copies. It
is made of bear substantial material and is
covered with back grain leatherette.
The
name of the magazine is stamped in gold on
y

the cover.

An ingenious mechanical arrangement is
provided which makes it possible to bold for
copies fiat when reading from the binder.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT Binder as
described, prepaid in the United
States

Canada and foreign countries 25c extra.
We accept money order, check, stamps or cash.
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Without doubt you will have to go a long way to buy better
books on short waves than you find on this page. Each book is
each book
written by a well -known authority on short waves
has been carefully illustrated with photographs and diagrams to

make the study of this field of radio much simpler. The volumes
on this page are the finest hooks on short -waves which are published anywhere today. Order one or more copies today
. find
out for yourself how fine they are. Prices are postpaid.
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Yes! The globe revolves!

A TEVER in the six years that SHORT

WAVE CRAFT has been published, have we found anything
WORLD -GLOBE LAMP we now offer free to our readers.
This beautiful WORLD -GLOBE LAMP measures 171/2" high. The attractively colored shade,
with nautical and map designs, is 8" in height and 16" in diameter. It is made of fine quality parch mcnt, highly glazed, to assure long life. A slightly damp cloth quickly removes dust from the shade.

ythat

is as useful and ornamental as the

The 61/4" globe, printed in many colors, has a full meridian, and rotates. Hundreds of names -countries. cities, rivers, oceans and others are clearly printed on the globe.
Another feature on this WORLD -GLOBE LAMP is the movable hour scale found at the north pole.
This permits determining the correct time in any part of the world.
The metal parts are finished in antique bronze. A piece of heavy green felt is glued under the hase,
therefore it may be placed anywhere, without fear of marring table, desk, etc.
The weight of the WORLD -GLOBE LAMP is nearly three pounds. When packed for shipping, six
pounds.

Here is the way to get this beautiful pride. Fill in the coupon in the right hand corner -cut it out and
mail it to us together with your remittance of $2.50. You will receive a full year's subscription (12
months) to SHORT WAVE CRAFT -the greatest short -ware magazine in the world today. In addition, we will send you absolutely FREE one of these handsome WORLD -GLOBE LAMPS. Old subscribers may renew their subscription now for another year following expiration of their present one and
still receive this WORLD -GLOBE LAMP.

MAIL

Only a limited number of WORLD -GLOBE LAMPS are available. Take advantage of this offer without
delay in order to insure receiving your free gilt. RUSH THE COUPON TODAY.

COUPON
TODAY !

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT THE WORLD -GLOBE LAMP!
Unique, Beautiful and
Useful
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Read Urfiat ñappetzed
to time

I'll take your training.
That's what S. J. Ebert

two mea

said. He has made good
money and found success
in Radio.

I'm not interested.
That's what this fellow
said. Today he would
be ashamed

if

I gave you

his real name.

wñcit JAatd:
I

will Train You at
for a

Home in Spare Time

GOOD JOB IN RADIO

These two fellows had the same chance.
They each clipped and sent me a coupon,
likì the one in this ad. They got my book
on Radio's opportunities.
S. J. Ebert, 104 -B Quadrangle, University
of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, saw that Radio
offered him a real chance. He enrolled.
The other fellow, whom we will call John
Doe, wrote that he wasn't interested. He
was just one of those fellows who wants a
better job and better pay, but never does
anything about it. One of the many who
spend their lives in a low -pay, no- future
job, because they haven't the ambition, the
determination, the action it takes to suc-

"I want to help you.
If you are earning
less than $35 a week
I believe I can raise
your pay. However,
I will let you decide
that. Let me show
you what I have done
for others, what I am
prepared to do for
you.

Get my book,

read it over, and decide one way or another." J. E. Smith.

ceed.

But read what S. J. Ebert wrote me and
remember that John Doe had the same
chance: "Upon graduation I accepted a job
as serviceman, and within three weeks was
made Service Manager. This job paid me
$40 to $50 a week compared with $18 I
earned in a shoe factory before. Eight
months later I went with Station KWCR
as operator. From there I went to KTNT.
Now I am Radio Engineer with WSUI. I
certainly recommend the N.R.I. to all interested in the greatest field of all, Radio."

tail Radio business of your own. I'll train
you for these and other good jobs in connection with the manufacture, sale and
service of Radio sending and receiving sets,
auto Radios, loud speaker systems, short
wave sets, etc.
Save Money-Learn at Home, Money
Get ready for Jobs like these. Many
Back Agreement Protects You
Radio Experts make $30, $50,
Hold
your job. I'll train you quickly and
$75 a week
inexpensively right at home in your spare
infull
set
servicing;
be a Radio Expert. You don't need
and
time
time
to
Spare time
stalling, operating, maintaining broadcast, a high school or college education. My
aviation, commercial, police, ship and tele- 50 -50 method of training-half with lesvision stations. Opportunities with Radio sons, half with Radio equipment -gives you
dealers and jobbers. A service shop or re- broad practical experience-makes learning
at home easy, fascinating, practical. I will

agree in writing to refund your money if
you are not satisfied with my Lessons and
Instruction Service when you graduate.
Many Earn $5, $10, $15 a Week in
Spare Time While Learning
That's what many of my students earn in
spare time while taking my Course. I send
you Extra Money Job Sheets containing
tested plans and ideas to help you do it.
Many students have made $200 to $1,000 in
spare time while learning. Nearly every
neighborhood offers a spare time serviceman an opportunity to make good money.
I'll show you how to "cash in" -show you
why my Course is famous as "the Course
that pays for itself."
Find Out What Radio Offers You
Mail the coupon. My book is free to any
ambitious fellow over sixteen years of age.
It tells you about Radio's spare tinte and
full time opportunities -about my Course,
what I give you, what my students and
graduates do and earn. There is no obligation. Act today. Mail coupon in an envelope or paste on a lc postal card. Do it
right now.
J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute, Dept. 6HB3
Washington, D. C.

MAIL

rais NOW

e

.

Get my FREE LESSON on Radio
Servicing Tips
r
intell prove that my train Mg is practical. money-looking
formation. that it is easy to understand that it is just
what you need to master Radler My sample lesson text.
-Radio Reset cr Troubles-their Cause and Remedy" covers
a long list of Itadla r
reiver boobies in A.C.. D.
battery, universal. auto. T.R. t'.. supel-heteruIbve. all-wave amt uthrl
tries of sets. .liti a en)

reference system glees you
the probable Cause and a
yu irk way to haste and

lab'

these set

E. SMITH. President, Dept. 6HB3
National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligation, send me the Sample
Lesson and your free book about spare time und full time
Radio opportunities. and how I can train for them at home
in spare time. (Please write plainly.i

J.

AGE

NAME

trouble,

\Il siterial section is de
sated to rerbtt rherk -up.

alignment. bottoming. lieu traliziltg and testing. Mel
this lessor, Free. No abligatiuit. lust mail coupon

ADDRESS

L

STATE

CITY
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